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"Go ahead little Johnny, it is a very rare side effect of the vaccine."

"But doc, there are literally no cases of people my age dying from COVID unless they had
cancer or something really serious to begin with."

"What, are you some kind of Trump nut?"

"No, don't even like the guy.  And he's actually pushing for the vaccine so saying I'm a
Trump nut if I don't want to be vaccinated doesn't even make sense."

"Shut up Trumptard and take the vaccine.  I'm a doctor and I am science."

LetThemEatRand
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132 Reply"

15 hours ago (Edited)

Fuq yes. Made. My. Day. 69 upvotes

Just copied and pasted that To a bunch of my idiot vaxxed family and friends.  Where
do I send the royalty check to?

EatMyAssLibtards

#

#

74 Reply"

14 hours ago (Edited)

Be sure to take MSM, especially TV, out of your diet, for greater resistance to
coronavagueness.

W.H.O. AND C.D.C. – THE NEW NUREMBERG TRIALS 2021 [CRIMES AGAINST
HUMANITY] 

"A team of over 1,000 lawyers and over 10,000 medical experts lead by Dr. Reiner
Fullmich have begun legal proceedings over the CDC, WHO, the Davos Group for
crimes against humanity. Fullmich and his team present the faulty PCR test and the
order for doctors to label any comorbidity death as a Covid death as fraud. The PCR
test was never designed to detect pathogens and is 100% faulty at 35 cycles. All the
PCR tests issued by the CDC are rated at 37 to 45 cycles. The CDC admits that any
test over 28 cycles are not admissible for any positive reliable result. This alone
invalidates over 90% of the alleged covid infections tracked by the use of this faulty
test."    READ REST: https://blazingpress.com/w-h-o-and-c-d-c-the-new-
nuremberg-trials-2021-crimes-against-humanity-please-share-this-info/

Hey, CDC? Check this, too: Florida Urologist Finds Signs of Infertility & Prostate
Cancer in Men Jabbed With Covid Vaccines

Serve your Raytheon, er, ah, I mean, country, suckers: Biden’s Military Puts West
Point Cadets in Solitary Confinement If They Refuse Covid Vaccine . . . way to off
soldiers before they even deploy, strategists.

Oh, and menstrual problems: https://duckduckgo.com/?
q=jabs+menstrual+anomalies&t=hc&va=u&ia=web

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

https://blazingpress.com/w-h-o-and-c-d-c-the-new-nuremberg-trials-2021-crimes-against-humanity-please-share-this-info/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/political-theatre/florida-urologist-finds-signs-of-infertility-prostate-cancer-in-men-jabbed-with-covid-vaccines/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/political-theatre/bidens-military-puts-west-point-cadets-in-solitary-confinement-if-they-refuse-covid-vaccine/
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=jabs+menstrual+anomalies&t=hc&va=u&ia=web
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17 Reply"

12 hours ago

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_NNTVJzqtY

Here is a group of guys NOT wanting to further the elites eugenics agenda.

Birdbob

#

#

26 Reply"

10 hours ago (Edited)

Liberal dope I unfortunately know...

"Trusts the Science"....Proud to boast about being "fully vaccinated"...no big
deal, didn't die in the chair...now he's safe from the Covid boogey-man.

...a month later he develops tinnitus...doctors stumped...no hearing issues the
previous 60 years....it went away on it's own.

He wakes up a few weeks later deaf in one ear...they inject something
(steroids?)...doesn't help...he has severe loss in that ear and it appears to be
permanent...doctors chalked it up to bad luck and old age...yeah, right.

 

Bacon's Rebellion

April 26, 2021
At least 1,500 people have so far complained to the
MHRA, through its yellow-card system for reporting
feared side-effects, that they have developed tinnitus,
ringing in the ears, after their jab.

The British Tinnitus Association (BTA) says the yellow-
card reports do not prove vaccines are to blame 

Lies, lies, lies...

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_NNTVJzqtY
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-9513973/At-1-500-people-complain-developed-ringing-ears-vaccine.html
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43

10 hours ago

This is another limited hangout.

You think maybe 5,000 people dead is more important than 100s with heart
inflammation? 

The CDC has no interest in reviewing the safety of the vaccines - otherwise
they would have shut it down after the first 500 deaths. 

Maybe after the nurse on TV died in the first week. 

Yeah their emergency meeting is probably to discuss how they are
going to spin the next generation of adverse reactions in kids - they
sure aren't going to put the brakes on this thing... 

truth or go home

#

#

13 1

8 hours ago

Oh, his "doctors" know damn well it was the vaxxx.

Unfortunately, far too many "doctors" these days are basically psychopaths.

After hearing about vaxxxine side effects in one of their patients, they
probably have to suppress their true urge:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kdOPBP9vuZA

 

Gloobus Floobus

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kdOPBP9vuZA
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2

5 hours ago

what, in his ear?  Was it long and yellow, like a banana?

typical modern medicine:  "hmm... this is a tough one... not sure what it
might be... .here's an injection.  And take these pills and be sure to come
back for more treatment if this doesn't fix it."

Mister E

they inject something 

#

#

7

4 hours ago

I had the real covid last fall, a pretty serious case (but did not go to the
hospital).  Developed tinnitus and other hearing issues 40 days after the
other symptoms subsided.  

There are lots of reports and studies out there concerning covid/vax and
tinnitus. And the number of articles online increases every week.

From what I've read, the cillia in  cochlea are sensitive to reduced blood flow
and blood oxygen levels.  These tiny hairs become damaged and/or die off,
resulting in hearing damage.  Tinnitus is now being considered more of a
neurological issue, where the brain tries to fill in the blanks of missing sound
frequencies.  The aural equivalent of 'phantom limbs' among amputees.

The former of CEO of Texas Roadhouse committed suicide in light of
struggling with the constant ringing following his bout with covid. 

Hiros Edge

#

#
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15 Reply"

8 hours ago (Edited)

Not really interested in hearing from "the vaccinated". They have a bad
decision to psychologically justify and therefore cannot be rational (as they
weren't when the agreed to the experiment). As for the CDC's emergency
meeting, it's called "damage control".

But if the Nuremberg 2021 legal proceeding is real, it's the first good news I've
heard this year. Someone said that the Nazi hangings were only effected due
to the actual "outcome of war and defeat" of Germany. I would argue that we
are in a 5th generation war with the climate alarmist/activist movement and the
sociopathic class of exploiters who want to depopulate planet earth through
mass vaccination extermination.

The Dr. Yeadon video is very forthcoming and this was a former Pfizer VP who
states in detail everything I have aggregated to connect the dots. I can't
connect to the bitchute, probably under a ddos attack.

Sadly, I have MANY close friends who will suffer and die within two years, and
nothing that results from any legal action against the criminal sociopaths will
bring them back.

In the end, they will argue that they had to kill some people to save the planet,
and that saving the planet is an end that is justified by any means.

Obviously, I beg to differ ...

Roacheforque

#

#

25

6 hours ago

I have idiot family members who got their kids the shots. I've provided tons
of information about the scamdemic and dangers of the mRNA and
adenovirus shots from legit medical journals 

sun tzu

#

#

4 hours ago

I've tried to convince others to be cautious about the shot, mostly to no
avail. 

truth or go home
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If they watch the media, there is no way you can overcome the onslaught of
24/7 propaganda they've been subjected to.  If they don't, then you have a
chance.  

The moment I saw the nurse faint on live TV after getting the shot - on
December 17th, and she was nowhere to be found afterward, except
pictures with a body double, then I knew this thing was terrible.  That should
have been enough to shut it down right there.  

Now I read a lot here about it being a "kill shot" and "spike proteins" and all
that.  I don't have enough personal knowledge to be able to determine if any
of that is true.  I don't want to be a chicken little and predict things I don't
know about, and I'm not vindictive enough to wish any of that on
anyone(except maybe those who've perpetrated this thing).   

I know firsthand one fairly healthy older person who was sick from 15
minutes after she took the shot until she died 6 days later.  I know many
people who have been very sick after the shot.  

However I personally don't know anyone who was seriously sick with Covid
- I know the claims that thousands died, but I don't know any. 

My opinion at this point and it is only based on limited data I've seen - is
that the shot has some serious initial side effects, which kills and maims
some people, but most recover.   It apparently does not protect you from
viruses - even Covid, and long term effects are unknown.  Based on that
alone, I would recommend not taking it.  

But there is another side as well.  We have no idea what other kind of
crazy crap they have cooked up in those bioweapon labs.  I suppose it is
possible they created something that will kill all who didn't get the shot.  Or
maybe the doomsdayers are right and come this fall the vaxxed will start
dropping like flies. 

I'd say more likely everyone will be fine, and they will have just created a
split between vaxxed and unvaxxed.  As far as I can tell, that split is almost
exactly 50/50.  

#

#
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2 hours ago

When anyone says it's not Gene Therapy...show them this...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_NNTVJzqtY&t=2067s

The inventor of mRNA vaccine tech literally says IT IS GENE THERAPY -
clear as day.

He's also pretty alarmed about it all himself. Not specifically mRNA tech, but
this vaccine and the issues with the spike proteins specifically. And
specifically the findings of Dr. Byram Birdle from the University of Guelph, in
Canada. There are an alarming amount of backlash against him. There is
even a website that is his name dedicated to a character attack against him.

https://byrambridle.com/ (this website was created 1 day after of his
interview below.)

https://who.is/whois/byrambridle.com 

https://omny.fm/shows/on-point-with-alex-pierson/new-peer-reviewed-
study-on-covid-19-vaccines-sugge

in_xanadu_did_kubla_khan

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_NNTVJzqtY&t=2067s
https://byrambridle.com/
https://who.is/whois/byrambridle.com
https://omny.fm/shows/on-point-with-alex-pierson/new-peer-reviewed-study-on-covid-19-vaccines-sugge
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3

1 hour ago

I saw the video from the guy from University of Guelph, a University I've
never heard of. 

The problem is that he makes claims without any kind of information as to
the level of importance of those claims - yes he sounds very alarmed, but he
says - "yes the spike protein goes into the ovaries and I'm very concerned
about that".  He says "it can pass the blood-brain barrier".  And he has
proof.

And I say "Ok, so what?".  Did a few spike proteins pass the blood brain
barrier or a lot?  At what level would it cause problems?  What problems
would those be and when would we see them?  

It's sort of an alarmist view with no more information than when Fauci says -
"the virus is very dangerous".  In my mind both of them are propaganda. 
We need to stop screaming "this is going to happen" or "that is going
to happen" and get some science and facts on the table.  And Fauci
seems to have no idea what real science is.  

truth or go home

#

#
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2 hours ago (Edited)

@ truth or go home

I hear ya! I want to see the info he is quoting as well, which I suppose he's
trying to summarize for public release. I'm sure he wants to be accurate and
not throw anything out there...I can appreciate the alarm in the interview
isn't helpful without the data. I know he did a FOIP from Japan based on
their data there and it was revealed that the spike proteins are essentially
toxic. The inventor of mRNA tech corroborates that in the Darkhorse
podcast as well.

The University of Guelph is in Guelph, Ontario, Canada.

It's a very well respected university and has been on the forefront of biotech
research for a long time in Canada.

https://ovc.uoguelph.ca/pathobiology/people/faculty/Byram-W-Bridle

I don't take him to be someone who would want to put his reputation on the
line for a few clicks. Who knows though.
 

in_xanadu_did_kubla_khan

#

#

12 minutes ago

My cousin who got the vaccine:  You don’t think there’s something sinister
behind this like they’re trying to kill us off or something do you?

me:   Naaaa.

Now Voyager

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

PURGE
Birdbob

#

#

https://ovc.uoguelph.ca/pathobiology/people/faculty/Byram-W-Bridle
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37 Reply"

8 hours ago

I just read not long ago that the CDC just ordered the PCR test to be ran at 27.
Now they can start to show a big drop in the KungFlu because of the poison shot.
We are living in a world of nothing but illusions.

jrbird

#

#

6 Reply"

PREMIUM 5 hours ago

And they are not counting people who get COVID after vax unless hospitalized
or they die.

Majorca

#

#

6 Reply"

3 hours ago

these people running the show are sickso, absolute psychopaths. we need
Nuremberg 2.0 and right quick.

sybaris

#

#

2 Reply"

2 hours ago

That prostate cancer link title is disinformation.  The PSA levels rose but had
nothing to do with cancer.  

NYC_Rocks

#

#

1 Reply"

1 hour ago

How can you be so certain??

Elevated PSA is an indicator of a higher likelihood of prostate cancer. This
can't be discounted as easily as you do.

https://www.mayoclinic.org/tests-procedures/psa-test/about/pac-
20384731#:~:text=If%20you%20have%20a%20high,than%20benign%20pros
tate%20conditions%20can.

 

in_xanadu_did_kubla_khan

#

#

https://www.mayoclinic.org/tests-procedures/psa-test/about/pac-20384731#:~:text=If%20you%20have%20a%20high,than%20benign%20prostate%20conditions%20can
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5 Reply"

11 hours ago

Unfortunately your royalties will be in the form of inheritances.
Pablo Lives

#

#

2 Reply"

8 hours ago

After he forfeits 40% to his big brother
SEC vs Bitcoin

#

#

4 Reply"

3 hours ago

10% to the big guy
keeper20

#

#
1 31 Reply"

5 hours ago

It's so easy to rile up the antivaxtards on ZH but this is an extremely rare side effect
that's easily treated. Better to wipe out covid permanently if we can, than live with it
forever like the antivaxers want (good luck when you eventually get old). In my
county 92% of adults are vaccinated, everyone I interact with is vaccinated and I
don't know of anyone that had any serious side effects from the vaccine. 95% of
doctors are vaccinated. Don't be a conspiracy wingnut. 

marketvviz

#

#

8 Reply"

4 hours ago

I feel sorry for you.
Paddlefoot

#

#

1 Reply"

1 hour ago

Don't!

Let it live a life gilded by its own prevarications.  

Decatur Guy

#

#
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16 Reply"

4 hours ago

“Don't be a conspiracy wingnut.” = Don’t think for yourself and believe all that
your MSM overlords tell you to think.

Ricky Lahey

#

#

5 Reply"

3 hours ago

Yes we must obey our overlords, after they are the high authority on Science!
Remember, Masks work, the vaccine is safe, 2 weeks to flatten the curve, 5%
of the population will die... The Sun revolves around the Earth

JimmyJones
#

#

Reply"

1 hour ago

+
Decatur Guy

#

#

2 Reply"

3 hours ago

You can have mine
JimmyJones

#

#

4 Reply"

3 hours ago

Buh bye leftist bot.
RedNemesis

#

#

1 Reply"

3 hours ago

Goes to show that this was and is an experiment.
Fviia

#

#
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4 Reply"

3 hours ago

Wipe it out?

This isn't a smallpox style virus nor a smallpox style "vaccine".  It is clearly stated
by all parties that the "vaccine" doesn't prevent the person from contracting and
spreading the virus.  So what science are you reviewing?  

Maybe a citation where someone reputable says this vaccine can "wipe it out"?

 

E5

#

#

1 Reply"

44 minutes ago (Edited)

Notice how the narrative has changed from Chi-com should be held  -- to --
anyone not taking the vaccine is a tin foil conspiracy wingnut?   These are usually
the same people that say "My Body My Choice" which are now frantically
pushing "everyone" must accept the vaccine.  Complete indoctrination!  

In any event, first time in recorded history that they have quarantined the healthy
in order to protect the weak, sick and elderly.   Now they want to vaccinate the
healthy with a questionable jab to protect the weak, sick and elderly.  

 

HungryPorkChop

#

#

Reply"

58 seconds ago (Edited)

1. This mRNA treatment is not a vaccine.

2. This treatment is designed to reduce the symptoms and will  not eliminate the
virus. Has the common cold or flu been eliminated?

3. Your personal observational sample size is statistically irrelevant and cannot be
used to form any conclusions regarding the danger of this treatment.

4. Calling people conspiracy wingnuts is not a scientific argument for taking this
treatment which further discredits anything you have to say. 

biker_trash

#

#
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75 Reply"

15 hours ago

Lol rare side effects I think now looking back I have had three adverse reactions from
vaccines and never knew it.

1. Appendectomy from a swollen lymph gland.

2. A lump in the side of the neck 2 weeks after a vaccine.

3. About a year later after sufficient degenerative nervous system TM.

Good luck all you lot who took the vaccine I am really thinking you may need to learn
fast how to survive.

 

GreatUncle

#

#

27 Reply"

14 hours ago

Dr.StrangElf: "Follow the science!" 
nmewn

#

#
54 Reply"

14 hours ago (Edited)

 

Time to stay the fk away from the vaccinated. 

BLOTTO

#

#

21 Reply"

13 hours ago

6 feet! 2 masks!
PlayMoney

#

#

7

PREMIUM 10 hours ago

Who are the pariahs now…

UnpatrioticHoarder

#

#
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8

8 hours ago

The 6 feet part will be easy... they'll be on the brown side of the grass & we
unvaccinated will be on the green side... 

! "

☘

Eyes Opened

#

#

20 Reply"

13 hours ago

Paging Dr. Howard , Dr. Fine, and Dr. Howard.

Get Bill Nye and Mr. Wizard on the phone just in case we need them.

smokintoad

#

#

5 Reply"

12 hours ago

Three stooges Dr Howard Dr Fine Dr Howard - YouTube
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#
6 Reply"

9 hours ago

Didn't he just say he IS the science? "If you're attacking Dr. Fauci (in third person
vernacular), you're attacking science."

platitudipus

#

#

5 Reply"

5 hours ago

Megalomaniac
sun tzu

#

#

4 Reply"

9 hours ago

Also Dr. StrangeElf : "I am the science!"
SexyJulian

#

#

3 Reply"

6 hours ago

I get Judge Dredd saying "I am The Law!".... Fauci saying "I am The
Science!"???.... not so much...

JoesSamboArmy

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=53KcqITIPlA
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1

2 hours ago

He basically said it on MSNBC saying if you attack him you're attacking
science

SexyJulian

#

#

13 Reply"

13 hours ago

Anemia is a common side effect... check your bloods.
raybies

#

#

Reply"

3 hours ago

Got a link?
JimmyJones

#

#

14 Reply"

14 hours ago

Ivermectin and another I forget, help with long haul covid, they make be useful for
long haul vaccine problems. At the least, very safe.

MRob

#

#

38 1 Reply"

14 hours ago

Bah.  C and D3, healthy diet and lifestyle, and nothing else. Spike protein
hawkers F OFF.  

This is going to be the next big purge.  Thousands of evil men and women in the
pharmaceutical industrial complex, government and fake newsmedia are going to
face Nuremberg style conviction and capital punishment by the time this
atrocity is over. The only surprising part is that it took the herd so long to get a
clue.  

Lore

#

#

31 Reply"

13 hours ago

One can only dream that your scenario plays out. 
artless

#

#
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11 hours ago

 

Zelenko Covid-19 Treatment Protocol, 0420

1.  Any patient with shortness of breath regardless of age is treated.

2.  Any patient in the high-risk category even with just mild symptoms is
treated.

3.  Young, healthy and low risk patients even with symptoms are not treated
(unless their circumstances change and they fall into category 1 or 2).

Out-patient treatment regimen is as follows:

1.  Hydroxychloroquine 200mg twice a day for 5 days

2.  Azithromycin 500mg once a day for 5 days

3.  Zinc sulfate 220mg once a day for 5 days

 

keeper20

#

#

3

4 hours ago (Edited)

It's the "thousands of sealed indictments" all over again.

Trust The Plan, Patriots!

bigjim

#

#

8 Reply"

11 hours ago

I'm too cynical to think it will actually happen.
NewNormal2021

#

#
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21 Reply"

11 hours ago

We KNOW this will NEVER happen.  Perhaps in 30-40 years time when all
individuals responsible for this have died (of old age) ....documents will appear
and be published.

How many people have been prosecuted for the Tuskegee Syphilis Study?
Besides a Presidential apology and a few dollars in compensation to the (few)
survivors...did anyone go to jail?

The Vaxx-Nazis will NOT accept any evidence (scientific or otherwise) that
contradicts their cult-narrative. If their healthy parents/friends/neighbors died
two minutes after being vaccinated.......they will rationalize it....and claim "there
is no evidence that the vaxx was responsible".

The best we can do is to accept that the world will be a better place without
the low-IQ eaters around.

TheSickManOfEurope

Thousands of evil men and women in the
pharmaceutical industrial complex, government and
fake newsmedia are going to face Nuremberg style
conviction and capital punishment by the time this
atrocity is over.

The only surprising part is that it took the herd so
long to get a clue.  

#

#
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9 Reply"

5 hours ago

no, they won't

There will be a commission set up to "study" the shit and then it will shoved
under the rug because global warming...

to be continued at the next opportunity

Mister E

Thousands of evil men and women in the
pharmaceutical industrial complex, government and
fake newsmedia are going to face Nuremberg style
conviction and capital punishment by the time this
atrocity is over

#

#

1 Reply"

2 hours ago

one can only hope, this entire agenda to get vaccinated with the experimental
juice has been more than insane. The entire setup for this has been nothing
more than criminal racketeering, especially how the PCR tests were initially set
up to show false positives. The entire agenda is pure evil, and now these
psychos have tainted the human blood supply.

sybaris

#

#

6 1 Reply"

7 hours ago

Hydrocloriquine
Fisherman Blue

#

#

3 Reply"

5 hours ago

"long haul" COVID is just an excuse for people who were in shitty condition
anyway. 

"oh, my back."

Mister E

#

#
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5 Reply"

13 hours ago

As long as other lifestyle factors can be attributed, there is no way to PROVE that's
what happened. ie a license to (soft)kill.

SwmngwShrks

#

#

18 Reply"

11 hours ago

Apart from the extremely disturbing effects this vaccine has had on these poor
people, the thing which stands out for me is the number of healthcare
'professionals' who brushed aside or ignored any link to the 'vaccine':

https://www.c19vaxreactions.com

 

 

 

Marmite
#

#

10 Reply"

11 hours ago

Those are some interesting stories and truly scary. Some of those people have
had crushing symptoms for many months now....from a friggin fake vaccine. 
Just unreal.....

No_Pretzel_Logic

#

#

3

6 hours ago

It's a killshot and it's very real
sun tzu

#

#

1 Reply"

8 hours ago

Not sure how it fares v GMOs but survival 102,  stinging nettle soup, appears to take
no more than 15 minutes:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LIp_Euqb4l8

Redneck Makin-tosh

#

#

https://www.c19vaxreactions.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LIp_Euqb4l8
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5 Reply"

5 hours ago

I suddenly at age two developed asthma... no history of it before that.  

I suspect it was the result of an immunization against whatever they were
vaccinating against at the time.

Can't prove it, of course... that is what makes vaccination so "special."  Hard to
prove anything.

Mister E

#

#

2 Reply"

5 hours ago

and yet they are so proud of themselves.. my company is pushing the stuff and my
boss, who probably just got his second shot (the twisted little pot-bellied fuck) is
gently nudging me in that direction. 

good thing I am secure in my position... they can make me an offer any day and I will
take it if I like it... but not the damn shot.

Mister E

#

#
1 Reply"

3 hours ago

We will all have to learn how to survive if the worst becomes a reality society will
unravel

JimmyJones

#

#

26 Reply"

14 hours ago

Do you like gladiator movies, Johnny?
Known Fact

#

#

13 1 Reply"

14 hours ago

Evolution in action... Many Darwin awards to be handed out soon.
SQUIRREL BAIT

#

#
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7 2 Reply"

12 hours ago

Only down voted because these are our people...

I'm all down for dark humor...but this is dark in a dark time.

in_xanadu_did_kubla_khan

#

#

3 Reply"

11 hours ago

Not even winter....
Tinfoil Masker

#

#

3 Reply"

10 hours ago (Edited)

I'll start with empathy for all beings, because it is the condition of finite
existence to be ignorant of the full truth therefore seriously misguided. Well,
that thought doesn't get anybody anywhere. Point being, if we know
something to be dangerous to ignore, is it a tip you can silence in order to
protect others' feelings?

I do not believe ignorant actions should be supported, so personally I'll always
err on the side of truth rather thank comfort. And what hurts more, facing some
tough self-reflection because of a joke, allowing you to take measures to
prevent harm, or innocently walking into the trap laid by malthusian
psychopaths?

Think for yourself

#

#

4 hours ago

I'll start with the fact we don't actually know what the long term effects are,
so the most likely outcome is that in 5 years time most vaxxed people will
be just fine.

But we just don't know...

bigjim

#

#
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4 Reply"

13 hours ago

Surely you can't be serious.
Lt. Shicekopf

#

#

8 1 Reply"

13 hours ago

Don't call me Shirley.
Bad_Sushi

#

#

12 1 Reply"

13 hours ago

I can be serious.  And stop calling me Shirley.
Mini-Me

#

#

20 Reply"

13 hours ago

Looks like I picked the wrong time to stop sniffing glue.
Lt. Shicekopf

#

#

4 2

13 hours ago (Edited)

It's always the wrong time to sniff glue. Toluene can supersensitize the heart
muscle to adrenaline, and if startled, the user may have a heart attack. And
it makes you stupid. They don't call it airplane dope for nothin'.

I say it's a joke son! - YouTube

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

10

11 hours ago

You picked a bad 4 years to stop sniffing glue...
Tinfoil Masker

#

#

5 hours ago (Edited)

it's never too late to start all over again

_Steppenwolf

Mister E

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-CxX8nvLalE
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2 Reply"

7 hours ago

The shit’s gonna hit the fan 
jrbird

#

#

Reply"

3 hours ago

Best comment in this thread.  Thanks!
RedNemesis

#

#

36 Reply"

14 hours ago (Edited)

None of the Banksters, Ruling Elites or their Uni-Party Criminal servants are getting real
COVID vaccine injections. They know better than to be guinea pigs in this mass gene
therapy experiment. 

gregga777

#

#

31 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

Remember when Fauci forgot which arm he got a fake shot in, for show, to convince
humanity to cooperate in svicide?  

https://duckduckgo.com/?
q=fauci+forgets+which+arm+hurts+&t=hd&va=u&ia=web&iai=r1-
1&page=1&sexp=%7B%22biaexp%22%3A%22b%22%2C%22msvrtexp%22%3A
%22b%22%2C%22mliexp%22%3A%22b%22%7D

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

6 Reply"

12 hours ago

Kind of like Marty Feldman in Young Frankenstein where his hunchback kept
switching shoulders.

Or, while holding out his right leg, the fake Iraqi War Veteran says, “I got my left
leg blown off by an IED in Iraq.” Sure about that, mate? 

gregga777

#

#

https://duckduckgo.com/?q=fauci+forgets+which+arm+hurts+&t=hd&va=u&ia=web&iai=r1-1&page=1&sexp=%7B%22biaexp%22%3A%22b%22%2C%22msvrtexp%22%3A%22b%22%2C%22mliexp%22%3A%22b%22%7D
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6 Reply"

12 hours ago (Edited)

Young Frankenstein - What Hump? - YouTube       "It's Frankensteen": Dr.
Frederick Frankenstein meets Igor for

...     Young Frankenstein Igor (eyegor) - YouTube       Mel Brooks' Young
Frankenstein - "Whose Brain I did put in ...

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

4

12 hours ago

YF: Whose brain did you acquire?

Igor: It was Abbie Normals brain. 

gregga777

#

#

27 Reply"

13 hours ago

If you weight over 1/2 ton you are at risk of experiencing some inflamation but other
than that you are probably fine so just wait for your booster shot. 

123fku

#

#

7 Reply"

12 hours ago

No, <123fku>, bub.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

3 Reply"

10 hours ago

It's a lottery:

https://www.c19vaxreactions.com

Marmite

#

#

1 Reply"

3 hours ago

The toxine is an IQ test...
Ricky Lahey

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Pr36CANB04
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nxxSIX3fmmo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nxxSIX3fmmo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RyU99BCNRuU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yH97lImrr0Q
https://www.c19vaxreactions.com/
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19 Reply"

12 hours ago

This - - - - - - - >>>> I'm a doctor and I am science. 

It's pathetic how successfully the commie fucks have been able to transfer authority of
The Science from consensus to Central Command. And really pathetic justifications at
that . 

It has reached an apex of religious devotion where people don't even question or want
to review the science.. but but he's a scientist he must be telling the truth. Science
just isn't hijack able and all scientists speak the truth.. Just like Priests do. 

Science is the ultimate testament to capitalism or maybe its vice versa. Either way both
take critical thinking faculties and independence of mind.

I just wonder if more could have been done. I know it's not over, it's depressing at
times that they've gained so much open ground, the real power is slowly revealing
itself. 

Namteh Sysetiw

#

#
18 Reply"

12 hours ago

90% of Biden's administration worked for the Marxist Obama.

At present, they are finishing off America.  

Buzz-Kill

#

#

1 Reply"

4 hours ago

Trump is pushing the vax too
bigjim

#

#

Reply"

1 hour ago (Edited)

Fair point, but it's a damned if he does and damned if he doesn't thing, right?

Perhaps he hopes the freethinkers (likely more so his followers) are going to
avoid it and the radicals will line up and take it...could just be strategy.

in_xanadu_did_kubla_khan

#

#
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8 Reply"

11 hours ago

And it's funny most of the "scientists" the government parading in front on us are
not real scientists but has beens who are now pushing papers intead of pushing test
tubes. I wonder when was the last time Fauci used a microscope?

Pip Santos

#

#

8 Reply"

10 hours ago

That's the key exactly the 'scientists' address literally fucking glorified
bureaucrats. I know it shouldn't but it still shocks me that people couldn't see
everything for the power grab and politics it was. 

Namteh Sysetiw

#

#

4 Reply"

12 hours ago

Only 11 children 19 and under in Canada have died of Covid FLU out of 35 million, so
yeah no people are very stupid to get any vaccine at all. 

hazardfish

#

#
4 Reply"

11 hours ago

That family in the picture, watching Little Johnny get the kill shot. Baseball uniform
and all.

Darwin.

Socratic Dog

#

#

4 Reply"

9 hours ago

This is consistent with dangerous side effects of ALL vaccines, the medical rationale
being having many die or disabled from the virus or very few from the vaccine. They
won't discuss this publicly because they think you're retarded slaves who wouldn't be
able to decide for themselves. Also they won't because this C19 isn't polio.

SexyJulian

#

#
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2 Reply"

7 hours ago (Edited)

I actually got a woke doctor when I moved up to the north west.  Spent better than 10
minutes during my first visit trying to badger me about guns.  I didn't show up for a
broken trigger finger, I had an infection ear.  >:I

Dog of War

#

#

Reply"

6 hours ago

Trumpstein don't forget Trump started Operation warp speed and is his badge of
honors apart from his 24/7 MIGA achivments

almost

#

#

Reply"

4 hours ago

Doctor: trust the plan 
juve

#

#

1 Reply"

2 hours ago

It's medical malpractice to give this to healthy children.  The data proves it.
BouncingCat

#

#

Reply"

1 hour ago

I know 6 people with VAX injury consistent injuries ...

https://odysee.com/@EJOK:c/WIN_20210611_08_05_00_Pro:9

phoolish

#

#

138 Reply"

15 hours ago

Any time the Government pushes this hard for people to do something, it tells me that
f*ckery is afoot. 

Seabass120

#

#

https://odysee.com/@EJOK:c/WIN_20210611_08_05_00_Pro:9
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16 Reply"

14 hours ago

That all is silent on IVM proves it.
laserbrain

#

#

3 Reply"

13 hours ago

Me thinks the lady doath protest to much....   

or something like that.  

lanzate

#

#

6 Reply"

7 hours ago

Again, we all know: they have to lie and force you to take a vaccine that is so safe, for a
flu so dangerous that you have be tested to know you have it.

Do not trust the government. Fvcking clownshow

The_Baron

#

#

1 Reply"

2 hours ago

Anyone voluntarily playing vaccine roulette deserves exactly what they get.
Blue Dingo

#

#

109 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 15 hours ago

These first cases are just the tip of the iceberg.

Prions (like the spike protein these vaccines program your cells to replicate) are cumulative.
They build up in your body until it breaks.

Gotta hand it to them, they developed a perfect biological ticking time bomb.

Virgil Krenshaw

#

#
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21 Reply"

15 hours ago

When will the people start dying?  Perhaps most libturds took the jab that their savior
fraudchi pushed. 

Brian107

#

#

25 Reply"

15 hours ago

Yep they are reckoning 2:1 Dems to Reps taking it so there is an upside.
GreatUncle

#

#

79 Reply"

14 hours ago

Death doesn't stop them from voting.
smokintoad

#

#

17 Reply"

13 hours ago

Lol
Miniminer1

#

#

28 Reply"

12 hours ago

"Death doesn't stop them from voting."

Hell, in GA, AZ, NV, MI, PA and WI - they don't even need to be alive to
begin with, in order to Vote.

 

The First Rule

#

#

2

6 hours ago

Seasonally adjusted votes
Lockesmith

#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 9 hours ago

Watch out on the roads, dementia patients will be everywhere

UnpatrioticHoarder

#

#
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1 Reply"

9 hours ago

It’s going to be more than that: It’s also taking out CINO (conservatives in name
only), and those who are too lazy to research and act.

By the time this blows over, the cohort left over will be very interesting, to say the
least.

Oliver Jones

#

#

30 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

Start of flu season, figure October this year, "cases" will start spiking again in the
northern states. The gain of function will start showing lethal effects.

Best bet they will do everything they can to shut down all discussion of the fact
most deaths are the fully vaccinated and blame it on "anti-vaxxers:.

Andre

#

#
20 Reply"

12 hours ago

They'll be screeching about mutant variants and were all gonna die unless we
lockdown, mask up, wear visors, put Tampax in all orifices, tape our fingernails,
shave our hair off, switch sexual parts for equality and any other ridiculous crap
they can dream up

Denise52559

#

#

49 3 Reply"

15 hours ago

at this point i actually hope everyone who took it starts dying off

i have had it up to here with the vax pressure and other BS

when they are convulsing, bleeding and suffering on the ground at my feet, dying of
their own decicions, begging me to help them

i will simply look down on them and whisper

"No."

_Rorschach

#

#
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62 Reply"

14 hours ago

My brother in law told me.... everyone in the immediate family has been vaxed but
you. I told him..... it will stay that way. 

PlayMoney

#

#

28 Reply"

13 hours ago

the good thing is you wont have to listen to his moronic rantings much longer

he will be lucky if he gets to see next year

and on the brighter side you will get to start a new family with a more intelligent
gene pool to choose from 

_Rorschach

#

#

14 Reply"

12 hours ago

I'm in the same boat. Most of my immediate family have taken the vaxx. 

#

in_xanadu_did_kubla_khan

#

#

6 Reply"

4 hours ago

Same here. My parents and brother and his wife. All programmed to panic by
watching the crap on TV. I've stopped calling them up for the most part as
almost all calls start with ... "when are you gonna get vaxxed?" and I'm tired of
having that conversation.

Now my wife's family has started putting the screws onto her.

Mile High Perv

#

#

43 2 Reply"

PREMIUM 13 hours ago

I understand where you’re coming from. Both my parents got vaxxed tho, despite
my warnings. They’re good, conservative folks but all their friends said they wouldn’t
see them anymore if they weren’t vaxxed. I told them to drop those folks from your
life. But they caved 

$

Virgil Krenshaw

#

#
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19 2 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

Imagine having retarded friends that took you to the Jim Jones kool aid party and
saying

”but muh friends said they won’t be muh friends if I don’t drink the kool aid!”

your parents joined a suicide cult because of shallow and retarded individuals
who never cared about them.

don’t feel bad for them. You loved them enough to try to save them and they spat
in your face

_Rorschach

#

#

4 Reply"

3 hours ago

I'm so glad my parents are against the vaccine.  But they're pretty much against
all vaccines and most medications.  They're in their 70's, healthy, and don't take
any prescription meds.  I know they're getting pressure because lifelong friends
are getting vaxxed.  Me - my few friends aren't getting vaxxed, and if other
people won't be around me if I'm not vaxxed, then so be it.  I won't miss them.

ajora22

#

#

1 Reply"

3 hours ago

You will miss them in about 2 years time .... permanently
Mile High Perv

#

#

31 Reply"

12 hours ago

You’re being kind…I’m going full “Falling Down”…

 

“All you had to do was leave me alone, but look at you now. You’re gonna die here
all vaccinated, in that stupid hat.”

A5minmajor

#

#
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7 Reply"

12 hours ago

This resonated with me on a spiritual level

thank you

lol

_Rorschach

#

#

47 Reply"

14 hours ago

Oh the fall is going to be brutal the way this is starting to play out I want a blood test
on all politicians like Biden, Pelosi even Trump to see if they have the spike protein.

Inquisitive minds are now wondering if they have this bioweapon in them or not and
their vaccine was a farce.

IF SO THAT IS STRAIGHT OUT NUREMBERG VIOLATIONS ON SO MANY LEVELS
WE DO NOT NEED A COURT TOO TRY THEM.

 

GreatUncle

#

#

7 Reply"

13 hours ago

THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THISTHIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS T
HIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THISTHIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS TH
IS THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THISTHIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THI
S THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THISTHIS THIS THIS THIS THIS
 THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THISTHIS THIS THIS THIS T
HIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THISTHIS THIS THIS TH
IS THIS THIS THIS 

CandyCraven

#

#

20 Reply"

13 hours ago

Good luck with that. I’m still waiting to see President Zero’s college transcripts and
admission letters.

AJAX-2

#

#
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11 Reply"

11 hours ago

And the rest of the 1963 JFK assassination documents.

Watch ZH censor assassination.

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

10 Reply"

11 hours ago

I would wager money money none of them got the real shot except maybe trump
because they want to get rid of him

Denise52559

#

#

29 Reply"

14 hours ago

The American Genital Mutilation Association (formerly the American Medical
Association) now requires that all doctors take the Hypocrites Oath: “It’s all about the
Benjamin’s baby.”

gregga777

#

#

1 Reply"

12 hours ago

Ben Ha Meen Nut and Yahoo's baby?
SacredCowPies

#

#

1 Reply"

10 hours ago

The price of houses should start to fall soon.... 
Edge of zero

#

#

16 Reply"

15 hours ago

The spike protein is not a prion, but has some areas akin to prions. 

Nonetheless, if this virus was created with the intent to deliver these spike proteins into
the body, then the vaccination campaign is doing what the virus supposed to do.

Oh well, maybe that "Bill Gates microchip" joke was not a joke after all... 

Max Power

#

#
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4 Reply"

12 hours ago

What's in that gene therapy shot?

Nano therapy?
https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2018/09/16/smart-dust-is-coming-are-
you-ready/

Hueycobra

#

#

4 Reply"

11 hours ago

Shocker: Why is this substance in the Moderna COVID vaccine?
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

10 Reply"

13 hours ago

Just wait until all the 5G is up and running.

Will be interesting how this bio-weapon reacts in the vaxxed.

Buzz-Kill

#

#
Reply"

1 hour ago

Magnets sticking was a clue. 
Decatur Guy

#

#

26 Reply"

13 hours ago

Watching latest Brett Weinstein interview, Dark Horse, guest claimed the numbers of
complications from the vaccine could be anything up to 100x the official figures.
Unlikely, but emphasises that the error bar is massive. Above reporting system is
voluntary, and people have been censored from knowing what to even look for, and
propagandised from considering their issues could be due to the vaccine. Vaccine
complication groups of fb were deleted, with 70k or 120k people in them. Such a
screwed up situation. With the suppression of ivermectin etc, this is nuremberg
trials level for sure.

https://ivmmeta.com spread the word

MRob

#

#

https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2018/09/16/smart-dust-is-coming-are-you-ready/
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/05/19/shocker-why-is-this-substance-in-the-moderna-covid-vaccine/
https://ivmmeta.com/
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Reply"

2 hours ago

When anyone says it's not Gene Therapy...show them this...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_NNTVJzqtY&t=2067s

The inventor of mRNA vaccine tech literally says IT IS GENE THERAPY - clear as
day.

He's also pretty alarmed about it all himself. Not specifically mRNA tech, but this
vaccine and the issues with the spike proteins specifically. And specifically the
findings of Dr. Byram Birdle from the University of Guelph, in Canada. There are an
alarming amount of backlash against him. There is even a website that is his name
dedicated to a character attack against him.

https://byrambridle.com/ (this website was created 1 day after of his interview
below.)

https://who.is/whois/byrambridle.com 

https://omny.fm/shows/on-point-with-alex-pierson/new-peer-reviewed-study-on-
covid-19-vaccines-sugge

in_xanadu_did_kubla_khan

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_NNTVJzqtY&t=2067s
https://byrambridle.com/
https://who.is/whois/byrambridle.com
https://omny.fm/shows/on-point-with-alex-pierson/new-peer-reviewed-study-on-covid-19-vaccines-sugge
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Reply"

5 hours ago

Sounds like zombie apocalypse anytime now

First they turned in to Zombie like creatures, then start to literally attack other unvaxed
then it will spread uncontrollably ?

Did i go too far? Time will tell unless we stop this madness

almost

Prions (like the spike protein these vaccines program your cells
to replicate) are cumulative. They build up in your body until it
breaks.

#

#

98 Reply"

14 hours ago

The parents who are making their children take this vaccine won't even connect the many
side effects happening to their children. Most of the doctors will support the narrative that
the vaccine is safe and the damage to your child isn't from the vaccine. This is a cult.

Sub Zero

#

#

44 Reply"

14 hours ago

It is a cult ... it's called Luciferianism.  It's vast - it's global.  You should look into it. 
csc61

#

#

21 Reply"

14 hours ago

Yep like mine ...

After a vaccine as a small child I hobbled around in pain for over a year. The parent
assumed and believed government that the vaccine was safe. Only when they
operated did they find an enlarged lymph gland pressing on the appendix so they took
about the appendix.

No relation was made to the vaccine although it seems appendectomy in children is
rising I wonder why????

GreatUncle

#

#
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9 Reply"

10 hours ago

No long term risks known for your child. Truly saddening to see parents volunteer kids
to take these shots. Group think, collectivism and conditioned fear psychology en
masse. Myths, human lessons that will last centuries on display.

GiantLdaV

#

#

78 1 Reply"

14 hours ago

Not getting the jab.

 

zaphod

#

#

26 Reply"

14 hours ago

Oh, come on, we need some more guinea pigs. 

They told us that this is good science, and who are we to disagree with that persuasive
and powerful argument.

The really criminal thing about this is that they are subjecting children to this
experiment.  Adults can be as stupid as the want to be and get in line for the jab.  The
kids have no choice.  Someday these people will pay.  Can't come soon enough.

GPW

#

#

24 Reply"

14 hours ago

Can't avoid the experiment. Just choose to remain in the control group.
DeadFinks

#

#

7 Reply"

14 hours ago

Ditto ... already can associate 3 adverse reactions too vaccines so adverse reaction is
already higher.

The whole vaccine concept is a scam because it works on a probability of injury off a
mass of people whereas individual tailored vaccine too  a persons individual genetics
would ensure a 100% safety record ignored for big pharma profits. 

GreatUncle

#

#
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16 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

These are the kind of things that are uncovered in phase 3 clinical trials. Insisting
that a group of people, 20 years old and under, who are not at all at risk get the
vaccine should be considered criminal during what is an emergency use
authorization period. 

At any other period in history people would be storming the castle. Americans need
to wise up!

What is The Hedge

#

#

7 Reply"

11 hours ago

This whole thing has been a sh*t show from beginning to end no lockdowns,
masks, shots, economic destruction, etc ...was necessary.  

Denise52559

#

#
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39 Reply"

PREMIUM 13 hours ago

I do a lot of work in a wastewater treatment plant.  Due to the nature of the
environment, even as a contractor, I was all but required to take the Moderna
vaccine.  I agreed as I have to travel overseas this year and expected it to be
required, and, as I expect the feds to attempt to require it, I chose to be the guinea
pig for my wife and daughter (who will never take it, after what I experienced) 

I work as an industrial controls designer.  The first conversation I had after getting
the second injection involved a simple, common word involving industrial controls. 
That word, and a small range of associated concepts, vanished from my
vocabulary.  While I can clearly think about the concepts involved, and understand
when others talk to me about them, I can not remember the words involved when I
try to speak about that topic.  I can not, even here, tell you what that word is, as it is
impossible to bring that word (or maybe words)to mind.

As the concept involved remains fully accessible, it is not a particularly problematic
issue.  But it is certainly disturbing to have a word erased from one's mind.  You can
tell me the word, and I can use it for about 5 seconds, but it then vanishes again.  

Don't take the vaccine. 

CNONC

#

#

19 Reply"

12 hours ago

Thank you for sharing your experience.

Wishing you all the best.

Coram Nobis

#

#

3 Reply"

11 hours ago

Yeah. 

Gosh, they are ghouls. 

Pandemic: follow the real money, the unthinkable amount of money

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/05/12/pandemic-follow-the-real-money-the-unthinkable-amount-of-money/
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8 Reply"

11 hours ago

just a thought... get some NAC before it is removed from the shelf.

the fda action to remove it was last week.

fluvoxamine is too new to my research, but if i were in your shoes- i would seek
out a sympathetic doc and get a prescription.

actually- advice to all vaccinated- keep going with all the things that the
unvaxxed have been recommending and are now getting scientific validation.

putaipan

#

#

2 Reply"

8 hours ago

It could be becuase you have size 9 feet. Corrleation is everything after all.
Wile-E-Coyote

#

#

Reply"

4 hours ago

I am really sorry that it happened to you
B0MB3RM4N1

#

#

3 Reply"

14 hours ago

C'mon man...
Fat Beaver

#

#

72 Reply"

14 hours ago

A friend of mine had emergency heart bypass surgery a week after his first dose of Pfizer. 
His wife died died within two weeks as her systems completed shut down and she got the
shot the same time.  The Ontario and Canadian government are even more evil than the
USSA as there's no database, zero transparency.  Eff you Ford Light and Son of Castro.

beavertails

#

#
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2 Reply"

14 hours ago

WTF can you give the ages about? What prior conditions? 
HorseBuggy

#

#

11 Reply"

14 hours ago

These stories have been all over zhedge and the web for months...
Fat Beaver

#

#

5 Reply"

11 hours ago

O Canada, you’ve got medical Nazis; their stench is rising into the sky
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

7 Reply"

13 hours ago

Prior conditions, let me see ... living normal senior lives.
beavertails

#

#
4 Reply"

13 hours ago

Report it to your equivalent of VAERS. We need a criminal record to charge those
responsible. Please report this. 

Befits

#

#

https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/06/10/o-canada-youve-got-medical-nazis/
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7 Reply"

14 hours ago

The problem is 2 part.

1. The vaccine is not tailored to the individual and therefore never 100% safe it is not
possible when working with statistics and probability as your guide.

2. The reporting system is next to non-existent even under vaers because that is the
measure of liability for those making people take gene therapies / vaccines.

Therein lies your two fundamental problems ... too fix it though you have too destroy
the whole system it should never have been put in place that way.

 

GreatUncle

#

#

3 Reply"

8 hours ago

I know someone who got vaxed and their cat died, that is some powerful juju.
Wile-E-Coyote

#

#

66 Reply"

PREMIUM 14 hours ago

Ivermectin is perfectly safe for all ages

FreedomFromFiat

#

#

45 Reply"

14 hours ago

And HCQ
Diamond66666

#

#
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23 Reply"

13 hours ago

Yeah, both Ivermectin and HCQ/Zinc are Extremely Safe and Work Extremely well. 

The US Govt knows this, but if they had acknowledged this, then they couldn't have
gotten EUA on the Experimental Gene Therapies.

 

I think the Twitter guy summed it up best:

"Congrats you fuckwits you are about to destroy confidence in ALL vaccines and ALL
public health measures for a generation."

 

 

 

The First Rule

#

#

5 Reply"

10 hours ago

 

Zelenko Covid-19 Treatment Protocol, 0420

1.  Any patient with shortness of breath regardless of age is treated.

2.  Any patient in the high-risk category even with just mild symptoms is treated.

3.  Young, healthy and low risk patients even with symptoms are not treated (unless
their circumstances change and they fall into category 1 or 2).

Out-patient treatment regimen is as follows:

1.  Hydroxychloroquine 200mg twice a day for 5 days

2.  Azithromycin 500mg once a day for 5 days

3.  Zinc sulfate 220mg once a day for 5 days

 

keeper20

#

#
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60 Reply"

14 hours ago

"I'm sorry your kid died." Please take this lottery ticket as a token of my country's
condolences.

-Joe Biden

Dr. Gonzo
#

#

5 Reply"

PREMIUM 12 hours ago

can i collect on his free beer if he was underage?

gringoexpress

#

#

58 Reply"

14 hours ago

Honestly don't give a shit.

I tried to warn people and point them to legitimate, scientific sources who have been saying,
"Stop, stop, slow down with this shit", but was beaten down and dismissed as a conspiracy
theorist every time.

So fyuck all y'all.

StuffyourVAXX

#

#
60 Reply"

14 hours ago

You have to feel sorry for the kids though, especially the ones who are being forced to
take it by their stupid, brainwashed parents.

fackbankz

#

#

22 Reply"

14 hours ago

Maybe, if they weren't already well on their way to being carbon copies of their idiot
parents.

StuffyourVAXX

#

#
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8 Reply"

14 hours ago

In Idaho, the Idaho National Guard is "assisting" vaccination of students at their
middle school...

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/06/gary-d-barnett/public-political-school-
madness-military-supported-vaccination-of-students-in-idaho/

hoytmonger

#

#

10 1 Reply"

13 hours ago

That's everywhere, I think. Airmen, too. This whole thing was weird from the get-
go, but when Trump said his generals were standing by, ready to get the vax out,
it got even weirder. I'm still convinced that the virus is a psy-op, or just cover for
us having hit China with the real shit, but I trust pretty nearly nobody these days.

eatapeach

#

#

6 Reply"

13 hours ago

Parents who care about their kids don't send them to government schools.
krda

#

#

Reply"

3 hours ago

I do feel sorry for the kids.  I hope the parents all go bankrupt from medicals bills.  
ajora22

#

#

8 Reply"

14 hours ago

Don't lose hope brother!  There are a lot of us out here like you!
csc61

#

#

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/06/gary-d-barnett/public-political-school-madness-military-supported-vaccination-of-students-in-idaho/
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12 Reply"

14 hours ago

I mean, we don't even need legitimate, scientific sources to point out how ridiculously
insane it is to approve something that was in trials for a couple of months. 

Really, that's just common sense. 

But, I take your point, and agree ... "fyuck all y'all"

BigPunny

#

#

2 Reply"

13 hours ago

Only one big problem with that: It hasn't been approved!
What is The Hedge

#

#

17 Reply"

14 hours ago

my sympathy was replaced with a steady boiling rage long ago

i wont even help bury the bodies

not my problem

_Rorschach

#

#

1 Reply"

3 hours ago

Rorschach was my favorite ...

Easy on the rage brother, it tends to eat you up inside. You need to forgive (but don't
forget) and move on. Better for your health in the long run.

Mile High Perv

#

#

50 Reply"

14 hours ago (Edited)

We have the dumbest, most dishonest people on earth money can buy ruling over us. 
Lord Raglan

#

#

31 Reply"

14 hours ago

Correction: “most evil”
lwilland1012

#

#
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12 Reply"

PREMIUM 12 hours ago (Edited)

There’s a small group that knows what’s really going on. All the people you see on
TV are clueless shills, Fauci the Fall Guy included, and Joe Biden, basically all the
public faces.

No true Deep State insider ever shows their face in the media. They’re ghosts, by
design.

Virgil Krenshaw

#

#

19 Reply"

13 hours ago

No, these people are brilliant and evil. You better start understanding that. There is an
agenda. There has to be. Find out what it is.

What is The Hedge

#

#

49 Reply"

15 hours ago (Edited)

So the commenter on here, vasilievich mentioned he and his wife got the vax and his wife
went into cardiac arrest shortly after (4 days ago)...they are in their 80's...(God help
them)...several others have noted they knew people that went into cardiac arrest after the
vax...seems to be much, much more common than they are letting on...

Fat Beaver

#

#

37 1 Reply"

14 hours ago

My wife got her second Pfizer vacc and now cannot go into the sun without breaking
out into hives.  Prior to the jab, she was outside daily.

Seabass120

#

#

9 10 Reply"

14 hours ago

Well sorry but your foolish wife is totally accountable for her choice- foolish and
ungodly. And frankly shame on you for not having the integrity to protect your wife -
not saying you can force any other adult to make a good choice but I believe a
loving family member can hold great sway with their children/wives/husbands.
Where were you sir? 

Befits

#

#
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14 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 14 hours ago

Men always to blame, yes? Always with the shame and blame.

Only in patriarchal communities do men have responsibility for and authority over
their wives. Now, I don't want to live that way, but that means that, in a
purportedly equal society, women are responsible for their decisions. Stop
looking for the nearest man everything you need a scapegoat.

Terms of Cervix

#

#

1 Reply"

3 hours ago

Society is not equal, never was. Technology levelled the playing field for a bit,
and allowed people to have delusions of equality.

That being said, a man is supposed to lead his family (regardless of what is
politically correct nowadays).

The buck always stops here.

Mile High Perv

#

#

12 2 Reply"

14 hours ago

not my problem

boomers gonna boomer

so many more are about to die

dont waste energy and pity on the vaxed

theyre already dead

_Rorschach

#

#

11 2 Reply"

14 hours ago

Boomers got a boomer? You moron, Dr fauci is not a baby boomer! Most of the
people running this shit-show aren't baby boomers. Most of your political leaders
today are still older than baby boomers.

What is The Hedge

#

#
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8 1 Reply"

13 hours ago

They are straight-up relics.
eatapeach

#

#

10 3 Reply"

14 hours ago

LOL

boomers are the ones who LINED UP to get the vax

are you a boomer or just retarded?

_Rorschach
#

#

8 2 Reply"

13 hours ago

Is there a difference?
Fortes Fortuna Adiuvat

#

#

4 4 Reply"

13 hours ago

Boomers are the people who lined up for the vaccination? Please show me
your data for age distribution of the vaccine. You have no idea exactly what
age groups have received the vaccination or have not. And whether I have or I
have not received the vaccination is my business. I've been around here for
almost 10 years and my comments speak for themselves.

What is The Hedge

#

#

2 5

12 hours ago

im sorry that you got the vax and have only months to live

 

 

SIKE, enjoy a slow, painful death you stupid pleb! we tried to warn you, now
live (for the short time you have left) with the consequences

_Rorschach

#

#
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5 4 Reply"

13 hours ago

Boomers love showing off that they have something others don't. That's why
they were so eager to get the vax.

krda

#

#

12 Reply"

13 hours ago

Friends brother went to the hospital. Age 42. Thought he was having a heart attack. He
took the J&J vax a couple weeks prior. They told him is was heart inflammation and
sent him home after telling him to take Ibuprofen three times a day for a while.

mstyle

#

#

46 Reply"

14 hours ago (Edited)

We're holding an emergency meeting. One minute later. We have convened and determined
that it is advisable to continue with the vaccinations. Your blood clots, Belspalsey, heart
selling, deaths and other side affects are well worth the final outcome which is global
dominance by the Luciferians(us).

homeskillet

#

#

22 Reply"

14 hours ago

Yep so predictable, some of the statements will read something like this.

The FDA and CDC have confidence that the vaccine is safe and effective in
preventing COVID-19.
The FDA has determined that the available data show that the vaccine’s known
and potential benefits outweigh its known and potential risks in individuals 18
years of age and older.
At this time, the available data suggest that the chance of heart
inflammation occurring is very low, but the FDA and CDC will remain vigilant in
continuing to investigate this risk.

JoKe Biden

#

#
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26 Reply"

14 hours ago

its not a vaccine

its gene therapy

and its being used to genocide the human race

_Rorschach

#

#

1 1 Reply"

13 hours ago

I predict within 6 months we will see the next side effect.... anal seepage. 
PlayMoney

#

#

3 Reply"

13 hours ago

We've been seeing that for many years from these elite, NWO maggots.
homeskillet

#

#

1 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

This narrative has been written and is now being carried out.
gaaasp

#

#

43 Reply"

14 hours ago

this was reported on tucker carlson in great depth tonight

insane to be inoculating kids

onemorething

#

#

30 Reply"

14 hours ago

No, it is not insane, It is fnn criminal.  These people should be lined up against a wall
and shot.

GPW

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

As mad as I feel, skinned alive sounds appropriate
Denise52559

#

#
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39 Reply"

14 hours ago

I swear, if the CDC started calling dog shit "bacon," half this country would sprinkle it on
their bake potatoes.  

csc61
#

#

7 1 Reply"

14 hours ago

Pork is haram.
Hugh Mungus

#

#

2 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 14 hours ago

So is dog shit.

CNONC

#

#

2 Reply"

12 hours ago

Cheech and Chong: Cheborneck - YouTube  . . . good thing we don't step in it.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

37 Reply"

14 hours ago

WTF!!!

Who would intentionally put this into their body?

Portal

#

#

21 Reply"

14 hours ago

I say this out loud every day -- I shit you not!!
csc61

#

#

12 1 Reply"

13 hours ago

They are called 'True Believers'
eatapeach

#

#

3 Reply"

11 hours ago

Believe ye on the wafer of the body of Davos.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CYSBoeTDSoc
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Reply"

3 hours ago

His name is Fauci - Come unto him (I am the science (TM))
Mile High Perv

#

#

37 Reply"

14 hours ago

The real coverup/fraud is that the vaccines don't even prevent Covid-19.

LOL.

Al Capone

#

#

15 Reply"

13 hours ago

Correct.  Covid was just the excuse to get a needle in every arm.  
csc61

#

#

36 Reply"

14 hours ago

if CDC says 100s, it's in reality 1000s
opaopaopa

#

#
23 1 Reply"

14 hours ago (Edited)

Probably millions considering the number of fatal heart attacks i have heard of...dr's
bury most of their mistakes.

Fat Beaver

#

#

9 Reply"

14 hours ago

And cover up for their colleagues as well....unspoken rule in medicine. 
MeLurkLongtime

#

#

2 1 Reply"

13 hours ago

..and most fraternal societies.
eatapeach

#

#
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3 Reply"

11 hours ago

Houston Hospital Orders Nurses NOT to Record Side Effects to the
Experimental Covid-19 Jabs

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

8 Reply"

PREMIUM 12 hours ago

The number is higher than they’re letting on but lower than it will be. If it’s a prion
cascade it will build up over time. Some people are more susceptible and feel it
early. But the idea is to distance it in time from the vaccine so it isn’t blamed.

Virgil Krenshaw

#

#

Reply"

11 hours ago

Full points for the Dr. Bury "The Big Shot" analogy...
Tinfoil Masker

#

#
2 Reply"

12 hours ago

Probably counted as 'rona deaths. The joke is on us. They will probably be blamed on
the unvaccinated.

Alfred_E_Newman

#

#

1 Reply"

3 hours ago

I think this will be the spin....in a way its alot like gun control: Legal gun owners get
"blamed" for handgun deaths and suicides and therefore much give up their self
defense for the sake of the pathetic Karen Army.

Thus the dreaded unvaxxed are the cause of all their fears and illness and should
therefore be forece to get inoculated...It is the most sinister thing to date as far as I
can tell....

Chevrus

#

#

https://www.lewrockwell.com/political-theatre/houston-hospital-orders-nurses-not-to-record-side-effects-to-the-experimental-covid-19-jabs/
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2 Reply"

3 hours ago

VAERS data is generally supposed to be 1% of the actual cases
Mile High Perv

#

#

35 Reply"

PREMIUM 14 hours ago (Edited)

.

 

Automatic Choke

#

#

14 Reply"

13 hours ago

and prepare a narrative
Lord Raglan

#

#

4 Reply"

13 hours ago

exactly,  it will be well thought out.  Some temperature change in transport or 
unsterile containers,  etc. These people are evil

Miniminer1

#

#

Reply"

2 hours ago

That has been my concern all along...they will spin it to look like something else
and they can do it too....

Chevrus

#

#

35 Reply"

14 hours ago

gonna be a lot of unemployed public school teachers and administrators within 5 years as
school enrollment falls off the cliff.

the jab is a depopulation weapon

apberusdisvet

#

#

15 Reply"

14 hours ago

Winner, winner, chicken dinner
Silver Fox 47

#

#
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9 1 Reply"

13 hours ago

I'd bet that 99% of public school teachers and administrators got the shot. Like
they'll still be around.

eatapeach

#

#

3 Reply"

11 hours ago

They probably had to to keep their job with that juicy pension
Denise52559

#

#

Reply"

1 hour ago

The only "teachers" I know/encountered have all taken the sheeple shot. 
Decatur Guy

#

#

11 Reply"

14 hours ago

A lot of cheap houses and used cars...
Fat Beaver

#

#
3 Reply"

13 hours ago

Teachers are the first in line to take the needle... ;)
timpitto

#

#

36 1 Reply"

14 hours ago

I've pretty much accepted that a lot of people are not going to be around anymore and say
goodbye in my mind.

Belief systems, especially belief in government come with a high cost.

Capt. MegaHash

#

#

9 Reply"

14 hours ago

I'm more of the good riddance mindset.
Just a Little Froth in the Market

#

#
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3 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

This is a profound statement. 
Hybrid Hannah

#

#

20 Reply"

13 hours ago

You know what? I just don't care anymore. I'm tired of the Karens and the nutless
soyboys of the world who have made everyone's lives miserable over the last year. If
they die, I just don't care. 

Great Reset

#

#

7 Reply"

11 hours ago

Except some of them are my brothers and nephews and nieces, and I'm standing
here helpless, my arguments having fallen on smart, but doctrinally deaf, ears. I
can't believe how many good people I'm gonna bury. Ideology bypasses fact. How.

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

Indeed. After the last year, I understand why the 'elite' want to kill 90% of us.
krda

#

#

33 1 Reply"

12 hours ago

yes ZH, i do find it odd that an emergency meeting is set 7 days away, in which time the
vaccinations will continue to be encouraged by the same exact people who have set the
emergency meeting.

paranoid.dragon

#

#

12 Reply"

12 hours ago

Who could be down voting you?  Tony Fauci, is that you again?
WuhanJohnny

#

#
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Reply"

12 hours ago (Edited)

.
peterpii

#

#

33 Reply"

14 hours ago

I can't relate to people who mask or vaccinate. I have nothing in common with
them anymore. If you haven't woken up by now...there is no hope for you. You have been
warned to death, literally.

They are like a different species, that may have just rendered itself extinct. 

theWatcher

#

#

30 Reply"

13 hours ago

Already happening where the vaxxed are blaming the un-vaxxed.  My, loves big gov't vaxxed
Ex called me screaming that she got sick because I did not get vaxxed.  Shit you not.  God, I
will miss her....

WuhanJohnny

#

#

17 Reply"

13 hours ago

She sounds mentally unstable,.. Ex is a good thing.
Bill of Rights

#

#

30 1 Reply"

13 hours ago

She only took the Vax because I told her not to.  Worked like a charm.
WuhanJohnny

#

#

10 Reply"

13 hours ago

Saves some alimony and you don't have to listen to her. Good thinking. 

Shall we start a dead pool for which day you are free?

TRM

#

#
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7 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

Divorce costs, like cancer treatment costs, can wipe you out for good.

The one advantage of cancer over divorce is the agony comes to an end at
some point.

CheapBastard

#

#

4 Reply"

12 hours ago

ROFL
CrabbyR

#

#

12 Reply"

12 hours ago

"She only took the Vax because I told her not to"

This is HILARIOUS.
What did she actually say when attempting to blame you?

xdreamist

#

#

12 Reply"

12 hours ago

I have the text too, I should post them, totally unhinged.
WuhanJohnny

#

#

6

11 hours ago

You are a MGTOW superstar.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

3 Reply"

12 hours ago

Nicely done!
Great Reset

#

#
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4 Reply"

13 hours ago

I blame the vaxxed every time for creating the toxic as heck MUTANT  VARIANTS. 

STAY AWAY FROM ME!!

hotrod

#

#

30 Reply"

15 hours ago (Edited)

"Congrats you fuckwits you are about to destroy confidence in ALL vaccines and ALL public
health measures for a generation."

About to? I've been there since the second/third "two weeks to flatten the curve"

All except the vaccine part... I still trust real vaccines... just got the shingles vax a few weeks
ago... but the wuflu "vaccine" is not a vaccine.

toady

#

#

4 Reply"

15 hours ago

Falsely refer to it as a vaccine ... vaguely state it's 95% effective (for something)
... then let the country build their own stories from past experiences and preconceived
notions.  "They'll be tripping over themselves to get jabbed!"  

csc61

#

#

11 Reply"

14 hours ago

If you took the shingles vax be careful, ditto flu there is such a thing as vaccine
interference.

One may interfere good or bad with another one and at this point thinking all vaccines
are off unless you are at risk.

Define a real vaccine? I know 2 people had the shingles shot guess what? They both
got shingles.

Question now is would they or would they not have got the shingles without the shot?

GreatUncle

#

#
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Reply"

13 hours ago

I think it is supposed to be only 90% effective
Lord Raglan

#

#

1 Reply"

1 hour ago

I know someone who took the shingles vax. He had a shingle outbreak while on
vacation in Mexico.

The outbreak left him with permanent scarring across his face and what's called
"underwater" eye.

Decatur Guy

#

#

Reply"

13 hours ago

I'm afraid you're in a tiny minority.
Wojak

#

#

31 Reply"

11 hours ago

In my world, an emergency meeting is 8am tomorrow 
Farmerz

#

#

3 Reply"

11 hours ago

and someone is asked to hand over their keys to the executive washroom as they are
led from the building and thrown to the curb

de tocqueville's ghost

#

#

30 Reply"

15 hours ago

Just wait until all the female sterilization stories come out in a few years.

The vaccine also attacks the uterus and blood vessels.

 

Stackers

#

#
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12 Reply"

14 hours ago

Of course, that was the idea from the very beginning. 

let’s just hope there aren’t Thalidomide babies. 

Lord Raglan

#

#

16 Reply"

15 hours ago

I don't think it will take that long.  There are already stories coming out of fertility clinics
about the sudden rise in miscarriages. 

csc61

#

#

28 Reply"

15 hours ago

Fortunately, we can look to the long-term safety studies and know that these relatively rare
cases of heart inflammation are not an early sign of a larger problem.  

LetThemEatRand

#

#

10 Reply"

15 hours ago

forgot the /s
onemorething

#

#

17 Reply"

15 hours ago

Anyone that can't figure that out can go ahead and take the vaccine on my sound
medical advice.

LetThemEatRand

#

#

8 Reply"

14 hours ago

people here can be hard to read sometimes.

i figured you were joking / snarking, but hey . . . 

onemorething

#

#
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10 Reply"

14 hours ago

In fairness, there are probably millions of people who have said in earnest what
I said mockingly.

LetThemEatRand

#

#

3

11 hours ago

 ^  ^  ^  ^    Exactly.   ^  ^  ^  ^
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

1 Reply"

14 hours ago

Fat girl alert.
KirkPatrickN

#

#

Reply"

14 hours ago

Ok, I see. Sarcasm.
KirkPatrickN

#

#
28 Reply"

15 hours ago (Edited)

This is the type of shit that’s immediately after the shot, let alone what might happen 5-10
years down, you think some fu(king due diligence might be needed here? Heart disease?
Auto immune issues? Jesus H.

Games Without Frontiers

#

#

9 Reply"

14 hours ago

ADE...
HilaryBlueWaffle

#

#

3 Reply"

14 hours ago (Edited)

Great point. Also what happens to offspring born from vaccinated parents? By the end
of this year I think millions of babies will be born from vaccinated parents, hopefully the
innocent babies are ok.    

HorseBuggy

#

#
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5 Reply"

12 hours ago

There won't be any, because it sterilizes you.
krda

#

#

6 Reply"

14 hours ago

Your nervous system is on a slow degredation and it might take a few years for MS
symptoms to be observed.

TBH I am waiting too see what happens here and feel it will not be good.

Should have vaccinated those at risk only and allow the trials to complete although
that now is very suspect when it would be the corrupt CDC and FDA approving the
sh^t.

 

GreatUncle

#

#

26 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

Stop this insane campaign to jab everybody now, its time for Nuremberg 2.0 starting with
the CDC, NIH and Big Pharma Corps.

Johnny Walker

#

#

2 Reply"

13 hours ago

Stream the trials for free, but pay-per-view for the hangings with proceeds to benefit
the millions of victims.

fackbankz

#

#

3 Reply"

12 hours ago

In all seriousness.  None of this crap stops until politicians, billionaires, and
unelected officials are punished for their crimes.  And if the crime is deserving of
capital punishment it should be held publicly to deter future political leaders, the
wealthy, and the unelected figure heads from bending the rules 

Viper96

#

#
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2 Reply"

11 hours ago

It stops when humanity ceases the baseless belief in a need for force-backed
arbitrary authoritarianism.

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

Reply"

13 hours ago

I'd donate to that.

 

nowhereman

#

#

25 3 Reply"

12 hours ago

Almost 200 million vaccinated and tens of thousand of lives saved thus far.

Join me in celebrating the victory!

:-)

Adriakon

#

#
13 10 Reply"

12 hours ago

The dimwits that frequent this website are under the mistaken impression many/most
of us who were vaccinated will be dead by the end of the year.

paroxysm

#

#

7 5 Reply"

12 hours ago

The year ain't over yet.
hoytmonger

#

#

10 3 Reply"

12 hours ago

I think ZH'ers said the same thing about Biden's win.

That's over, too.

Alfotrism

#

#
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8 9 Reply"

11 hours ago

First it was 3 months. Then 6. Now 12. Soon, it'll be 100 

%

Amsterdammerin

#

#

6 15 Reply"

12 hours ago

The neighbor across the street has been talking about "con trails" for the past 20+
years.  A couple weeks ago he told me he reads ZH.  (The difference is, I read it for
the entertainment value, but he actually believes the BS he reads here.)

Adelaide Player

#

#

5 12 Reply"

11 hours ago

Most idiots here do. Look at this GEM from  Paranoid dragon

The Covid Vaccines will force your body to create trillions of Covid Spike Proteins,
which will damage your DNA, causing cancer,
    They will also slice through arteries, eyes, the pineal gland, etc, causing
immense amounts of suffering

Amsterdammerin

#

#

9 17 Reply"

11 hours ago

More than 320 million vaxed. And millions of lives saved
Amsterdammerin

#

#

5 Reply"

11 hours ago

…by ivermectin, fluvoxamine, hydroxychloriquine, azithramycin, cholecalciferol, and
zinc - and the docs brave enough to follow the evidence instead of the crowd.

Noktirnal

#

#

1 Reply"

8 hours ago

As soon as I read this article I just knew all the nutters would come out of the
woodwork. Most here got their medical degrees off the internet only cost $9.99.

Wile-E-Coyote

#

#
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23 Reply"

14 hours ago

My parents and others that helped guide me growing up would say “ don’t be pressured into
taking experimental drugs” I have carried this advise throughout my whole life. 

Truthhurts
#

#

2 Reply"

14 hours ago

awesome

&

pinkos

&

#

#

3 Reply"

14 hours ago

My parents said the same thing about whole life insurance.
nowhereman

#

#

11 Reply"

14 hours ago

"Just say no"

-Nancy Reagan 

toady

#

#

23 Reply"

14 hours ago

An untested genetic experiment and not a "vaccine" in any sense of the word.
ebworthen

#

#

13 Reply"

14 hours ago

Manufactured mRma is not a vaccine in any sense of the word.

Not interested in an unproven pharma product to cure the sniffles.

Healthy immune system and covid is a minor inconvenience.

sbin

#

#
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23 Reply"

14 hours ago

Hmm, scar tissue is a side effect of Myocarditis, which can lead to the need for a cardiac
transplant....

MeLurkLongtime
#

#

5 Reply"

14 hours ago

Wrap the heart in two masks, it solves all problems, make sure one is a n95 mask. 
HorseBuggy

#

#

23 Reply"

10 hours ago

Half the CDC staff refused the Gene Therapy.

At least half of the rest faked it and said they took it.

benb

#

#

22 Reply"

13 hours ago

This is what happens when dishonest fuckwits are in charge and all liability has been
waved. 

 

Gwar6.0

#

#

22 Reply"

13 hours ago

Chest pain, heart inflammation, brain blood clots, irregular menstrual cycles. Nothing to see
here, carry on....

boyplunger7777

#

#

21 1 Reply"

13 hours ago

These people who are vaxxing and masking are like brainwashed cult members. 
GatorMcClusky

#

#
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9 1 Reply"

12 hours ago

nah, they're just "educated" ;)
Capt. MegaHash

#

#

7 Reply"

12 hours ago

Some woke lunatic even got a Moderna tattoo
khnum

#

#

4 Reply"

12 hours ago

Unreal. 
GatorMcClusky

#

#

6 1 Reply"

12 hours ago

They will preserve it in formaldehyde, frame it and put it in their corporate
museum. 

Capt. MegaHash

#

#

Reply"

12 hours ago

:))

JnJ/Modurrna/Ffjucker joint COVID corporate museum now under
construction! 

"We chose Tel Aviv as the location due to the beautiful sunrises, ocean
breezes, strong defense and economic manipulation....errr....forecasts...

Oh and because all higher level management is due to relocate per endless
death threats from flyover middle class nobodies in America who socially lost
everything from peer/family death.

Happy schmukazankuwanna!"

 

 

Dem_skrimps

#

#
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Reply"

12 hours ago

You're kidding!  Wow
Just a Little Froth in the Market

#

#

9 Reply"

12 hours ago

I saw two teen boys walk by my street yesterday,  95° and BOTH were wearing masks

&

pinkos

&

#

#

7 Reply"

12 hours ago

I see this, too. I want to ask them what they’re thinking, but somehow I just know I
won’t like the answer. 

GatorMcClusky

#

#

4 Reply"

12 hours ago

Yep, same here. These types of people are so far gone already that's a total
waste of time in trying to help them. 

The Rook of Rochester

#

#
1 Reply"

11 hours ago

the s3x pistols pretty vacant - YouTube
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

7 Reply"

12 hours ago

And I am sure you were aroused and wanted to toucher their private parts.

 

BeePee

#

#

3 Reply"

11 hours ago

Nuremberg 2.0 will find you.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VcauCclfytI
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19 Reply"

11 hours ago

Regardless of whether you believe the vaccine is a great invention or will kill everyone who
took it, there's no reason for kids to be getting it. They aren't at risk of covid and they don't
have the capacity to make an informed decision. Adults pushing this vax on kids is very
selfish.

Nona Yobiznes
#

#

4 Reply"

11 hours ago

The vaccinated are a danger to everyone. They shed the spike protein, which is the
cause of inflammation, which is the cause of illness…

Noktirnal

#

#

3 Reply"

11 hours ago

Almost like the "vaccine" is intended to prolong the "pandemic"...
bkwaz4

#

#

20 Reply"

14 hours ago

The good news, it was mainly libtards that got the jab. So long suckers. Conservatives win,
again.

MaskTard

#

#

19 Reply"

13 hours ago

Shame on any parent who thought so little of their children that they subjected them to
experimental drugs.

CosmoJoe

#

#

7 Reply"

13 hours ago

Especially when CoVid complications in their group was basically ZIP, Zero Nada
.................

Occams_Razor_Trader

#

#
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19 Reply"

14 hours ago

Approved for emergency use.  OK, so why are they pushing so hard to get children
injected...  The very group that is naturally resistant to Covid.

Yeah, I know why.  Pushing like there's no tomorrow because it won't be long now before
the results of this become sadly apparent to everyone.  Eugenics on a massive scale.

_0000_
#

#

7 Reply"

14 hours ago

If not outright death, absolutely an ongoing dependency on government/pharma to
keep them alive.

StuffyourVAXX

#

#

4 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

Deleted 
4Celts

#

#

18 Reply"

10 hours ago

Myocarditis is very difficult to diagnose as it is [until now] rare and the symptoms are myriad.
It is likely that the actual caseload is 100-fold what is reported. This vaxx push is medical
malpractice writ large at best and genocide at worst. These big pharma psychopaths don't
care how many they will kill or maim:  they're booking massive profits and have immunity.
Our government and the medical establishment have sold out the people for the all mighty
buck.

The Continental

#

#

8 Reply"

10 hours ago

The greed and corruption in every corner of our society is just astounding. 
meanrevers

#

#
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1 Reply"

9 hours ago (Edited)

3/3 - This will be the best 20 mins of your life, if you watch the video and read this
article. SO as not to bore everyone, I shall only post it 3 times on this page. Please
circulate as widely as you can; please need to wake up and understand what is
happening. 

https://www.globalresearch.ca/does-the-pcr-test-affect-the-pineal-gland-humans-and-
transhumans-dr-astrid-stuckelberger/5747390

Bob - Enough

#

#

18 Reply"

13 hours ago

This was discussed by Ireland’s top virologist last year that the protein spikes would inflame
the heart as merely one of many deadly results of these mRNA vacs... she was discredited
and resigned...

aloha-snackbar

#

#
20 Reply"

13 hours ago

Sharyl Attkisson is reporting that the government has grossly inflated the numbers of
vaccinations. The numbers in the military are interesting:

Navy 40%, Air Force 25%, Army and Marines in the teens. Because this vaccine hasn't been
FDA approved, DoD can't make it mandatory. 

radio man

#

#

9 Reply"

13 hours ago

Of course they are. They lie for a living. It's nauseating. 
Indelible Scars

#

#

8 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

The only ones getting jabs are the diversity recruits of the new video game military...

You know exactly  which ones...

Great Reset

#

#

https://www.globalresearch.ca/does-the-pcr-test-affect-the-pineal-gland-humans-and-transhumans-dr-astrid-stuckelberger/5747390
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18 Reply"

14 hours ago

This is what happens when the pharmaceutical companies are immune to lawsuits
You_Cant_Quit_Me

#

#

3 Reply"

13 hours ago

YUP!

Total indemnity!

DG

Degenerate Gambler

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago (Edited)

That may be disputed officially at Nuremberg 2.0 if Attorney Reiner Fullmich and
team manage a day in court.

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

19 Reply"

14 hours ago

What kind of a complete az zhole of a parent would one have to be, to make their child take
an experimental MRNA modifier, to "protect" against something that literally NO CHILD will
die from????

Well, the good news is, at least these people that have suffered from the "vaccine" can file a
lawsuit....oh wait....

Dumpster Elite

#

#

1 Reply"

14 hours ago

I’m an az zhole and a parent, but even I know better than to let my child get the jab. 
Short_phlogiston

#

#

1 Reply"

14 hours ago

I am as well. My kids are adults now. They can decide for themselves. 
Dumpster Elite

#

#
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1 Reply"

13 hours ago

A school teacher.
nowhereman

#

#

1 Reply"

2 hours ago

I work in a school and there is heavy lefty Karen contingent, complete with virtue
signalling. I do however have co-workers that did not drink the koolaide...

Chevrus
#

#

19 Reply"

14 hours ago

The numbers are actually in the thousands...  We are only hearing about the tip of the
iceberg - those that actually used the reporting system, correctly, and those that actually
took themselves to the hospital.

_0000_

#

#
18 Reply"

9 hours ago

nothing says “safe and effective” like inflammation of the heart HA HA HA.

We all watched as the media, government, Big Pharma, and Military colluded to create and
scare the people into taking the covid vaccine of death.

Their intentions have always been clear in that they do not care about the citizens.

yet these fools line up for the injection of death like zombies off a cliff.

paranoid.dragon

#

#

1 Reply"

9 hours ago (Edited)
$ %

2/3 - This will be the best 20 mins of your life, if you watch the video and read this
article. SO as not to bore everyone, I shall only post it 3 times on this page. Please
circulate as widely as you can; please need to wake up and understand what is
happening. 

https://www.globalresearch.ca/does-the-pcr-test-affect-the-pineal-gland-humans-and-
transhumans-dr-astrid-stuckelberger/5747390

Bob - Enough

#

#

&

https://www.globalresearch.ca/does-the-pcr-test-affect-the-pineal-gland-humans-and-transhumans-dr-astrid-stuckelberger/5747390
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18 Reply"

12 hours ago

The first man to take the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID vaccine during the trail, died of a stroke a
year later.  It may or may not have been caused by the shot.  What we can guarantee is that
it won’t be investigated as vaccine related.

In other words, after enough time goes by, nothing will be considered vaccine related.

Robert De Zero
#

#

18 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

We haven't seen the long term effects for those who has survived the shots yet. I am pretty
sure cancer , genetic damages and all kind of auto immune illnesses will skyrocket in the
years to come. Most of those who didn't die from the shots now, will have their lives ruined
within a few years. 

captain-nemo

#

#

7 Reply"

12 hours ago

I'm sure they already have a pharmacutical for that.
logically possible

#

#
1 Reply"

2 hours ago

Pandemic: follow the real money, the unthinkable amount of money
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

5 Reply"

12 hours ago

In the meantime they ruin the lives of those of us that dont
khnum

#

#

5 Reply"

12 hours ago

Very few who took the injection will live more than 2 years.
fackbankz

#

#

https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/05/12/pandemic-follow-the-real-money-the-unthinkable-amount-of-money/
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5 Reply"

12 hours ago

You're a dummy.
BeePee

#

#

3 Reply"

11 hours ago

You're an algo.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

2 Reply"

12 hours ago

I really hope you're right.
Blano

#

#

17 Reply"

13 hours ago

Parents who are vaxxing their kids with experimental gene therapy are fvcking idiots!
Rex Dickerson

#

#
13 Reply"

13 hours ago

Absolutely.

But Pfizer and Moderna Covid shots are not experimental gene therepy.

==fvucking idiot==   Describes you.

BeePee

#

#

5 Reply"

13 hours ago

Really? You're obviously an idiotic vaxxed sheeple who follows the pied piper Dr.
Faustus. 

Moderna trial study ends Oct 27, 2022. Pfizer ends April 2023.

Rex Dickerson

#

#
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2 Reply"

12 hours ago

Sure moron, yet they actually ARE.  So a drug-non vaccine-that ALTERS your mRNA
genetic coding, is NOT a gene therapy?  You are painfully stupid you sad, useless
commie failure.

Hipneck911

#

#

Reply"

PRO 11 hours ago (Edited)

The mRNA they transport into the cells is supposedly degradated by the
ribosomes that process it. There is some reason to belief that the mRNA possess
an igh-8 gene which would allow it to bind to LINE-1 gene sites of DNA in cell
nuclei. The furin cleavage site is emblematic of an insertion of that gene to enable
the production of a reverse transcriptase enzyme that would facilitate that
retroviral genetic insertion. However, that needs to be evaluated much more
closely.

As I responded above, regardless of the kind of medical "therapy" it is, it's a
dangerous experiment and that's much more relevant than the kind of experiment
it is. 

vril

#

#

3 Reply"

12 hours ago

Yes, it is because it has NO history behind it and is NOT FDA
approved...AND...developed much too quickly...meaning that the "science" of it's
effectivity is completely lacking.

Hence.......EXPERIMENTAL.

Even a new jet engine in considering experimental until it's gone through thousands
of hours of testing and thousands of hours of flight testing.  Has this vaccine gone
through that type of rigorous testing???  NO.

The Rook of Rochester

#

#
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Reply"

PRO 11 hours ago

Talk about not seeing the forest through the trees.

You're right but it's a medical experimental without absolutely grace consequences.
Yet you're hung up about the kind if dangerous medical experiment it is? Talk about
taking pedantry to a new level. 

vril

#

#

1 Reply"

12 hours ago

They should have their kids taken from them.
Blano

#

#

17 1 Reply"

13 hours ago

"My government just wants to give me the best free healthcare."

OR

"My government wants me and my family dead."

Capt. MegaHash

#

#

17 Reply"

14 hours ago

My dad has been fighting this for a month. He got the jab and ended up in the hospital with
blood clots and the heart inflammation. He is a tough old man and seems to be getting
better. I told him if he would have heeded my warnings about the jab he wouldn’t be sick.
Anyone who gives this jab to a child is an idiot.

Farmer Dave

#

#

3 Reply"

14 hours ago

Way to rub it in.
toady

#

#

2 Reply"

13 hours ago

Ya gots ta rub it in. They need to be reminded not to blindly trust authority
TRM

#

#
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1 Reply"

13 hours ago

I told you so!

I must say that a half dozen times a day.

toady

#

#

6 Reply"

13 hours ago

He spoke truth to his Dad, before and after. And he shares his story to help others. 
Befits

#

#

3 Reply"

13 hours ago

Your old dad should be proud that his son has a good thinker.
Rock On Roger

#

#

16 Reply"

1 hour ago

The desperation of the hive to inject every human with this shit has gone way beyond
creepy.

Dadburnitpa

#

#
3 Reply"

44 minutes ago

That's the understatement of the year IMO...
glenlloyd

#

#
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Reply"

34 minutes ago

Yeah, makes one wonder about the possibilities:

1. They are really dumb and genuinely thinking this vax will protect the population and
do no damage?

2.  Big pharma is twisting arms to fully leverage the opportunity to make bank forever?

3.  They know something we don't...CCP has another shot in the barrel that this vax
will protect against?

4.  It's one big conspiracy that every government and institution world wide is
participating in to de-populate the globe for the big reset?

There are wilder theories out there, but I'm going with a combination of #1, #2, mixed
in with a whole lot of corruption and desire for totalitarian control.

calculator

#

#

16 Reply"

13 hours ago

My mom just had a major stroke a week after taking the second shot. So add another victim
to the list.

Haitian Snackout

#

#
7 Reply"

13 hours ago

Attacks the vascular system, clotting, swollen heart, god knows what else.
WuhanJohnny

#

#

3 Reply"

13 hours ago

Sh8T Sorry to hearr that my friend. Hope she got the help she needed!
Great Reset

#

#

3 Reply"

12 hours ago

Thanks! The doctors at Scripps are some of the best. I can only hope at this point. 
Haitian Snackout

#

#
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16 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

How many serious side effects, hospitalizations, and deaths have been hidden? The VAERS
system is a joke. Could the numbers be 50,000, 100,000, 200,000? Or even higher? Who is
tracking this?

boyplunger7777
#

#

16 Reply"

13 hours ago

Why are kids getting jabbed?  In the off chance they contract this virus there is a 99.8%
chance of recovery.  I just do not get it.

Lt. Shicekopf

#

#

6 Reply"

13 hours ago

Money.
AriusArmenian

#

#

5 Reply"

13 hours ago

Death.
_0000_

#

#
1 Reply"

11 hours ago

Both.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

8 Reply"

13 hours ago

What virus??!
BDB

#

#

3 Reply"

13 hours ago

There is no virus. Just an idea to run a test. A test of how many sheep exist. 
arby63

#

#
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2 Reply"

13 hours ago

They did the toilet paper test first and it was a huge success. 
Rock On Roger

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

The narrative is viral . . . does that count?
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

2 Reply"

13 hours ago

Even higher for these kids. That is about the chance of survival among all age groups.
For kids its basically zero to the level of pi...

Great Reset

#

#

16 Reply"

13 hours ago

By late summer, should the general public begin to experience serious side effects, the
nation will go into full blown panic...

boyplunger7777

#

#

16 Reply"

13 hours ago

They’ll just say it’s a variant of COVID-19 and blame that
You_Cant_Quit_Me

#

#

4 Reply"

13 hours ago

Bombay Flu. 

Sorry, Delta variant.

pods

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

Herpes simplex 10. Beverly Hills Cop (8/10) Movie CLIP - A Message for Victor ...
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HmNJ03s2ZuM
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3 Reply"

13 hours ago

Already happening, my vaxxed Ex called me screaming that she got sick because I
did not get vaxxed.  Shit you not.  God, I will miss her....

WuhanJohnny

#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 12 hours ago

can you take out a life insurance policy on her?

 

gringoexpress

#

#

2 Reply"

13 hours ago

It will be more than panic, it will be revolution.
calculator

#

#

2 Reply"

13 hours ago

Imagine a Karen scared of what is going on inside their own body. That will be some
serious melodrama. 

pods

#

#

5 Reply"

13 hours ago

The finger of blame will be pointed squarely at the 'unvaxxed' 
r3d

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

And all arguments to the contrary won't work. When you ask them how the bug can
hurt them if the "vax" actually works, they'll merely keep shrieking, "TRUST THE
SCIENCE!"

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#
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16 Reply"

14 hours ago

If you give this poisonous garbage to your kids, YOU are guilty of the worst acts of child
abuse!

lwilland1012
#

#

16 Reply"

14 hours ago

No 'about' to it. That's a done deal. 

pro·le·tar·i·at

Congrats you fuckwits you are about to destroy confidence in ALL
vaccines and ALL public health measures for a generation.

#

#

15 Reply"

11 hours ago

"Congrats you fuckwits you are about to destroy confidence in ALL vaccines and ALL public
health measures for a generation."

Well some of us didn't have any to lose in the first place.

Capt. MegaHash

#

#

16 Reply"

12 hours ago

It's not funny, but when I refused to lock down, mask up, and distance, lots of people were
angry because "we shouldn't lose anyone to Covid," they'd tell me.  But when people start
dropping dead from vaccinations, these same people tell me "it's not very many people and
it's the price we need to pay to protect the majority."  I am sick of medical tyranny.

Snakerockhiker

#

#
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10 Reply"

12 hours ago

==But when people start dropping dead from vaccinations==

Do you know something the rest of the world doesn't?  No one is dropping dead.

In your China, the Uighars are dropping dead.  But that is state sponsored.  I guess you
can call that the Xi Jinping vaccine.  

BeePee

#

#

4 Reply"

12 hours ago

There are 10,000 dead across the globe from the vax.  4000 in US and 6000+ in
europe/asia.   What number are you looking for?

TrumpyBear

#

#

4 Reply"

12 hours ago

5000+ in US and over 10,000 in Europe as of the end of last month.
hoytmonger

#

#
3 Reply"

12 hours ago

The numbers are grossly underreported and the COVID cases were grossly
overreported with the Ridiculous amount of false positives.

Robert De Zero

#

#

1 1 Reply"

12 hours ago

Que the twilight zone music.
zeropopulationgrowth

#

#

Reply"

12 hours ago

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=If3SXJeZzMQ

 

BEMUSED-CONFUSED

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=If3SXJeZzMQ
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16 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

"It's getting harder to conceal all the vaxxination complications from the public," Zuckerberg
told Fauci.

"We can't ban everyone!"

CheapBastard
#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

Boy, the "vax" is the ultimate cancel culture, innit?
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

15 Reply"

13 hours ago

The "conspiracy theorists" are on quite a winning streak these days, eh?
Hail Spode

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

#WINNING!
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

16 Reply"

13 hours ago

I decided not to buy a new truck (had planned to) this week.  In about a year I think I'll have
my pick of free trucks left abandoned by their newly deceased owners...

_0000_

#

#

2 Reply"

11 hours ago

You'll have competition from roving bands of gibmedats.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#
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15 Reply"

14 hours ago

Imagine being a parent who got their teenage child injected with an experiment jab for
something they are at trivial risk of any impact from, that has no-one liable should it go
wrong, in an American for profit health insurance system, doing zero research and
outsourcing critical thinking to media, big tech and pharma corporations engaged in obvious
censorship and obfuscation, and that resulted in your child having an enlarged heart
impacting the rest of their shortened life.  

YOLO!  

RawDrum
#

#

4 Reply"

14 hours ago

Its maybe better that the offspring of such parents die of early before they can
procreate. 

NIRP-BTFD

#

#
4 Reply"

13 hours ago

i unironically hope they all die

they tried to force this on me and my kids

i will enjoy watching them suffer

_Rorschach

#

#

15 Reply"

14 hours ago

Emergency meeting in eight more days.. ???
for@ll0fus

#

#

11 Reply"

14 hours ago

It's serious man

&

pinkos

&

#

#
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10 Reply"

14 hours ago

Yep...and just 2 more weeks to flatten that curve.
Watt Supremacist

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

Fauci meant that in dog years.

Flatten the cur.

Not Your Father's ZH
#

#

5 Reply"

14 hours ago

Need to requisition for the meeting room and the AV equipment
Known Fact

#

#

2 Reply"

14 hours ago

Meteor to hit earth at 5, news at 11.
Hugh Mungus

#

#
1 Reply"

14 hours ago (Edited)

I WISH IT BE TRUE! Finall somethign to put us out of our miserable existance :D
NIRP-BTFD

#

#

Reply"

14 hours ago

That's government time.  You are lucky to get a bureaucrat to respond to an
emergency in a year.  This is record turnaround for the government.

Just a Little Froth in the Market

#

#

15 2 Reply"

14 hours ago

Sheep get slaughtered. That's just the way it goes
subgen

#

#
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16 Reply"

14 hours ago

I'm going to wait and see what CNN has to say about this issue before I make up my mind.
/sarc

Al Capone
#

#

16 Reply"

14 hours ago

I'd like to do an endzone dance, but, despite my best protestations, my son was stupid
enough to get the jab.

BGen. Jack Ripper

#

#

14 Reply"

14 hours ago

Condolences.
fackbankz

#

#

8 Reply"

14 hours ago

His friends and coworkers are brainwashed.
BGen. Jack Ripper

#

#

17 Reply"

14 hours ago

i'm in florida and my wife is in UK dealing with sick elderly parents

she got the 'vaccine' despite knowing how dangerous i believe it is (and she has
autoimmune disorders)

i figured her peers were pressuring her when she started countering our
discussions with mentions of 'conspiracy theories'

at least i had her sign her will before she left. I figure I'll be burying her within 18
months.

onemorething

#

#

10 Reply"

14 hours ago

We hope that won't be the case, but every adult ultimately is responsible for
their own survival, be it driving a car or accepting medicine. 

BGen. Jack Ripper

#

#
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5 Reply"

13 hours ago

If true, I am sorry to hear, but I think we all have loved ones that have taken it
even after many warnings from us.

 

for@ll0fus

#

#

3

11 hours ago

If ZH's <Hedgeless Horseman> organizes another shindig after the
megadeths begin, I may just make the trek this time and hang with people
who refused the depop shots and lost people, and talk about the future. 

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#
15 Reply"

2 hours ago

I'd share this article with doomed friends and family in the hopes that they learn something
from it.  But they hate being called stupid.  No way they'll get passed that tweet.  No way
that any of this info will register because they are so tired of being stupid and wrong that
they would rather die than to be stupid and wrong again.

Uncle Al

#

#
6 Reply"

2 hours ago (Edited)

Stupid shaming needs to be brought back as well as fat shaming.
TheLateGreatTerryThomas

#

#

1 Reply"

2 hours ago

No way it will come back as ASMR videos on YT are too popular. Gluttony is back
with a vengeance!

sistersoldier

#

#

3 Reply"

2 hours ago

But they are too stupid to feel any shame.

It is a pointless endeavor.

J Jason Djfmam

#

#
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1 Reply"

2 hours ago

You are forgetting all about the joy I get from doing it, sheesh!  
TheLateGreatTerryThomas

#

#

6 1 Reply"

2 hours ago (Edited)

You’ll never convince anyone of anything if you attack their person & life existence.
Being called stupid isn’t a conversation starter...it’s a conversation ender.

GregT

#

#

1 Reply"

2 hours ago

So peer pressure doesn’t work... hmm?  What planet did you grow up on?
TheLateGreatTerryThomas

#

#

Reply"

2 hours ago (Edited)

  .
TheLateGreatTerryThomas

#

#

1 Reply"

41 minutes ago

It works at pissing people off & making them shut down. It doesn’t change a
person’s world view on any issue. You want evidence of people shutting down
their open minds they were born with?? Look around...society is more ignorant
now than at any time since the industrial revolution. 

GregT

#

#
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16 Reply"

3 hours ago

GF's boss got vaccinated about a month ago.

70+ years old

Started getting leg pain.

Had a stroke earlier this week.

Did I mention he's already on blood thinners?

Walter Melon
#

#

2 Reply"

3 hours ago

i'll bet he is/was a real asshole.
buzzsaw99

#

#

2 Reply"

3 hours ago

usually they experiment on pygmys.  now that are experimenting on usa citizens.
buzzsaw99

#

#
3 Reply"

1 hour ago

She should send him a "You shouldn't have been vaxxinated" card.
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#

14 Reply"

4 hours ago (Edited)

Employers never tell you to eat healthy

Employers never tell you to exercise regularly.

The employers never tell you to relax to get your stress lower.

Suddenly, they care about you and demand you get vaxxinated.

"It's for your own good," the Employer yells at you.

That's odd?

CheapBastard

#

#
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15 Reply"

14 hours ago

"The chances of dying from COVID for the young are almost impossible to measure they are
so small"  - doesn't matter.  Any risk is too much.  You must wear a mask and stay home
and be vaccinated when we're ready for that.

"The chances of dying from the COVID vaccine are unknown and documented cases of
serious side effects are growing."  - it's a tiny risk, doesn't outweigh the benefit of the
vaccine.

 

LetThemEatRand
#

#

14 Reply"

3 hours ago

Will they be able to admit they were wrong? That the shot is dangerous? I don't think they
will, they've invested to much in the massive propaganda campaign. This does not end
well. 

GreatCaesar'sGhost

#

#

2 Reply"

3 hours ago (Edited)

Will fat women admit they were wrong? Sure, just as soon as your ex wife says she's
completely satisfied in every way.

KirkPatrickN

#

#

14 Reply"

PREMIUM 12 hours ago

Only stupid people trust the government. Any government.

wootendw

#

#

3 Reply"

12 hours ago

WHAT? My pension is not
REEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE???????

Capt. MegaHash

#

#
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1 Reply"

11 hours ago (Edited)

People born into .gov indoctrination are helpless until and unless something wakes
them up. Hence, .gov indoctrination. Sh0oting fish in a barrel.

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

14 Reply"

13 hours ago

It is like the entire world is taking crazy pills...
aloha-snackbar

#

#

13 Reply"

13 hours ago

Stupid ignorant parents.
logically possible

#

#
14 Reply"

13 hours ago

Victim calls 911: "I've fallen and can't get up!"

Dispatch: "We'll be there as soon as we can. It looks like eight days."

Victim: "EIGHT days!?!?!?" Why so long?? I can't get up!!"

Dispatch: "Well sir, you've just admitted that you can't get up, so you'll still need us when we
get there."

Kelley

#

#

6 Reply"

13 hours ago

It will take these criminally insane people 8 days to come up with a lie to cover up .

https://notpublicaddress.wordpress.com/2021/05/19/the-illegal-gmo-trial-that-is-
being-done-on-human-beings/

BDB

#

#

https://notpublicaddress.wordpress.com/2021/05/19/the-illegal-gmo-trial-that-is-being-done-on-human-beings/
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14 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

My 90 year old mother got vaxxed  couple of months ago and my sister and I feel like her
mental capacity is slipping suddenly and she had no issues before. 

hotrod
#

#

16 Reply"

13 hours ago

It's funny that you say that. My older business partner is the same. In his late
sixties and seems much more confused these days when you talk to him...

Great Reset

#

#

8 Reply"

13 hours ago

There is documentation the this vax will cause neurological decay and likely
Alzheimers.

TrumpyBear

#

#

2 Reply"

13 hours ago

'Luckily' they now have a 'fix' for that.
laserbrain

#

#

3 Reply"

13 hours ago

One of the symptoms crossing blood brain barrier
divide_by_zero

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

The Warp Speed Logo and the Assault on the Blood Brain Barrier       
 https://beholdthemark.com/

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

https://beholdthemark.com/f/the-warp-speed-logo-and-the-assault-on-the-blood-brain-barrier
https://beholdthemark.com/
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13 1 Reply"

13 hours ago

Cutting edge research indicates that the spike protein is a toxin that leaves the deep muscle
injection site in some  subjects ( aka victims) and enters the bloodstream (though scientists
swore blue that this would not happen) It then travels through the lymphatic system to the
spleen, liver, kidneys and ovaries and can attach to platelets causing the Idiopathic
Thrombocytopoenia Purpura which causes clotting and bleeding especially in the brain as it
crossses the blood brain barrier ( thinner in male than female children/adolescents). Search
Dr. Bridle of Guelph University. He has given two interviews within the last week discussing
his team's findings in conjunction with research done by Japanese scientists.

FloNightingale
#

#

5 1 Reply"

13 hours ago

We tried to warn these people.

Eff them for not listening.

Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#
14 Reply"

14 hours ago

Emergency meeting. 

In eight days.

JohnnyCrypto

#

#

11 Reply"

14 hours ago

They have to prepare the narratives in advance. 
Lord Raglan

#

#
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13 Reply"

14 hours ago

Once again, in 2020, 788 kids age 0-24 died of covid in the US.  (And this number is
provided courtesy of questionable pcr tests and includes deaths with co-morbidities.)

This age group is very large, around 100 million.

It should be illegal to give these shots to anyone under 25.  And those older than 25 need
their heads examined if they get one.

MrBoompi
#

#

11 Reply"

14 hours ago

Not a chance in hell that 788 kids of any age died from this.
Indelible Scars

#

#

8 Reply"

14 hours ago

The regular flu does in fact kill kids every year. My bet is that this number is below
normal for the regular flu, assuming it's been adjusted for fake covid test nonsense.

chubbar

#

#

8 Reply"

14 hours ago

Yes, it does. I maintain that covid is the flu, rebranded. It comes like clockwork
every year but for some miraculous reason (they would have us believe it's
masks) it did not this season.

Indelible Scars

#

#

2 Reply"

11 hours ago

Absolutely.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#
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13 Reply"

1 hour ago

I am well acquainted with an ER doctor who works at a major southern California trauma
center hospital that sees over 400 ER patients a day.  They say they have seen tons of
adverse reactions to the vaccine ranging from mild to very serious.  I asked about their
reporting of those on the VAERS database. Neither they nor any of the other ER docs at that
hospital or another major hospital where they pick up some extra shifts KNEW ANYTHING
ABOUT HOW TO REPORT THE ADVERSE REACTIONS THEY HAVE SEEN. To this day they
still have not been instructed on how or where to make such reports.

Can you say MASSIVE UNDER REPORTING OF ADVERSE REACTIONS!!!!

 

CingRed
#

#

2 Reply"

1 hour ago

As I understand it the VAERS system UI is very difficult to work with to the point that
most doctors don't even bother.

LeadPipeDreams

#

#

1 Reply"

1 hour ago

It's probably the most complicated reporting system for something that NEEDS a
simplified and easy to use reporting system. But hey, at least the US has one that
people can self report on.

Canada doesn't disclose anything to it's plebs - and an individual can't even make
their own report...you MUST go through your healthcare practitioner, so it's their
word over yours.

https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/immunization/reporting-adverse-
events-following-immunization/form.html

...but don't worry, there's no conspiracy...just take the jab and shut up...pleb.

in_xanadu_did_kubla_khan

#

#

https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/immunization/reporting-adverse-events-following-immunization/form.html
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1 Reply"

41 minutes ago

believe the same firm did the obamacare system.
jeff montanye

#

#

2 Reply"

48 minutes ago

A doctor here said that every page of the form contains a warning about serious
legal penalties for filing a false report. That's gotta chill the process.

Demologos

#

#

1 Reply"

1 hour ago

Most think around 1% of adverse reactions/deaths get reported to VAERS.

That might be optimistic.

DeportThemAll

#

#

2 Reply"

1 hour ago

Ex pharma rep here. I was supposed to write up all ADEs mentioned to me by
Radiologist and Cardiologists that used our products. Many times I did not. My point is
tons of ADEs on all drugs don’t get reported. 

hotrod

#

#

12 Reply"

2 hours ago

Good grief, how can parents be so dumb and stupid to push this poision on their kids.
Those parents should be arrested for child abuse.

HCFW99

#

#
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13 2 Reply"

3 hours ago

what i absolutely love about this "vaccine" is that all of us "conspiracy buffs" absolutely
can't lose this one.  our enemies are taking poison willingly for a bug that isn't even
dangerous.  ha ha ha ha ha

 

who's laughing now assholes??

buzzsaw99
#

#

12 1 Reply"

3 hours ago

Look at that photo.

The fugly, diversity hire nurse (not being fat is worth 268 masks protection - she should be
arrested and a diet mandated).

The children in masks.

Someone who had ZERO risk of dying of Covid becoming a Guinea Pig.

KirkPatrickN

#

#

13 Reply"

4 hours ago

To give this better perspective:

Back in 1976 when they claimed there was a Swine Flu pandemic, they tried to vaccinate 55
million Americans, but had to short-circuit their plans due to their vaccines paralyzing
upwards of 300 people and killing 25. Yes, you read that correctly.

Fast-forward to today. Thousands, maybe tens of thousands, have died after taking these
new vaccines, and far more have suffered unwanted side-effects including blood clots,
paralysis, stroke, heart inflammation, etc. But they refuse to pull the plug on these vaccines
because they're tethered with the technocratic communist NWO they want to impose on an
unsuspecting world populace.

Fluff The Cat

#

#
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3 Reply"

4 hours ago

yup.  exactly right.  
Al Jolson

#

#

4 Reply"

4 hours ago (Edited)

Read between the lines:

FRONT PAGE: "The heart inflammation is transitory."

PAGE 52 (small font): "The death is permanent."

CheapBastard
#

#

2 Reply"

4 hours ago

They're in league with Lucifer !!!
rom

#

#
Reply"

4 hours ago (Edited)

"Right here in River City!"

"Trouble!"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LI_Oe-jtgdI

CheapBastard

#

#

Reply"

3 hours ago

Usurpers!
almost

#

#

13 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

The Cleveland Clinic reported (this week) that if you've had Covid, you don't need any
vaccines.   One of the top hospitals in the US.   Do the search yourself and see.  Pretty
amazing for them to take that truthful stand.

_0000_

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LI_Oe-jtgdI
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Reply"

12 hours ago

It's all about belonging and feewings.
Capt. MegaHash

#

#

11 Reply"

12 hours ago

An ex-friend, a hyper-vaxxer, told me that if I wasn't gonna get the killshot, he'd be
okay with his family being around me if I went and had a doctor inject Covid directly
into my arm in order to get the antibodies.

"Fuck you," I said, and haven't spoken to him since.

StuffyourVAXX

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

Maybe come up with a vax that is the actual virus?  Like the old days?
calculator

#

#

13 Reply"

13 hours ago

The psychopaths are too used to weak minded people succumbing to their superiority. 
They cannot understand free-willed thinkers and NEVER, EVER will.

&

pinkos

&

#

#

9 Reply"

13 hours ago

They hate it.
Just a Little Froth in the Market

#

#

2 Reply"

11 hours ago

They don't want their prey scampering away.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

Reply"

12 hours ago

Or why America will survive, in a nutshell.
WuhanJohnny

#

#
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13 Reply"

13 hours ago

The Pro-Vaxxer Community is exhibiting the same type of behaviors and reasoning one
would expect to see from drug addicts and cult followers....

paranoid.dragon
#

#

9 Reply"

13 hours ago

I laugh at them all now still wearing their masks like a bunch of retards...
Bill of Rights

#

#

1 Reply"

12 hours ago

I cry.
GeezerGeek

#

#

14 Reply"

13 hours ago

Rubbish.

The vaccines are relatively safe.  And they have helped humanity.

BeePee

#

#
7 Reply"

13 hours ago

Blocked...
Bill of Rights

#

#

6 Reply"

12 hours ago

You are a useless, ignorant and uninformed ccp troll moron.
Hipneck911

#

#

4 Reply"

12 hours ago

You're still alive, so they obviously aren't helping enough, Moshe.
Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#
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2 Reply"

12 hours ago

A concrete position supported with a subjective argument is childish, grasshopper.
MMC

#

#

13 Reply"

13 hours ago

An older guy at the office had to be transported to a local hospital.  He was vomiting and not
well.  I don't know if he received a vaccine, but he feared the virus.  Or should I say he
irrationally feared the virus.

TyroneB

#

#

10 Reply"

13 hours ago

your point?
BeePee

#

#

6 Reply"

13 hours ago

Scared, vaxtard? You should be.
StuffyourVAXX

#

#
3 Reply"

13 hours ago

New tard. VaxTard. LMAO!!
cbxer55

#

#

4 Reply"

13 hours ago

Jabbed. lol. One less to deal with.
Indelible Scars

#

#

4 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

Chipolte has been known to produce the same result. Hope your coworker gets well
soon.

Hallorran's ghost

#

#
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13 Reply"

13 hours ago

What are the odds that they'll conclude heart inflammation is actually a symptom of CV and
these were all breakthrough cases?

Only Way Out
#

#

13 1 Reply"

13 hours ago

My adult son is stationed in Germany and, despite my pleading and begging, got the
moderna vaccine. Got his second dose just recently. I literally begged him not to get it...from
what I understand it’s being pushed very hard on our soldiers stationed in Europe. Right now
it’s ‘only 800’ cases. Whos neck do I grab if there’s ‘only’ a few life altering side effects for
my kid? 

ericparlin

#

#

11 Reply"

13 hours ago

They always experiment on the military.
Just a Little Froth in the Market

#

#

17 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

My daughter and I got into a really bad argument, twice, about this. She even had the
wokeness to say that she could guarantee me that it's 100% safe, thoroughly tested,
and that mRNA tech has been around for years.

I've been forwarding articles to her about this. I've begged her not to take it, but I don't
think she'll listen. She lives on her own, so she'll be seated at the head of the banquet
table of consequences, all by herself. My conscience is clean, but it tears me up as a
parent.

Don't understand how she could go from being a reasonable, thinking conservative kid
to woke Millennial. Guess the old saw is true: lie down with dogs, you're gonna get
fleas. Her friends are real peaches.

I feel your pain. My best to you in your situation.

duck_fur

#

#
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11 Reply"

13 hours ago

A lot of young people have been indoctrinated in the schools without their parents'
knowledge. 

Just a Little Froth in the Market

#

#

11 Reply"

13 hours ago

Propaganda works...
Great Reset

#

#

8 Reply"

13 hours ago

The propaganda is powerful.

Had the same thing happen to my kids. Both woke, but one more than the other.
Plus daughter and new hubby got jabbed and didn't tell me.

They'll have to learn the hard way.

Blano

#

#
3 Reply"

11 hours ago

Unfortunately this is what happens when you don't marry your daughters off in their
teens. Without a man to tell them what to do, they go crazy.

krda

#

#

3 Reply"

13 hours ago

Start with the nearest liberal, work your way through the crowd till you get to faux-chi.
A5minmajor

#

#
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7 Reply"

13 hours ago

My son was stationed in Ukraine for the past year. He said there was pressure to get
vaxxed from command. He declined and told me he'd resign his commission if forced
to vax. He did contract covid but made it through ok. Now has antibodies.
Unfortunately his wife idiotically got vaxxed before he returned home. My son in law
also got vaxxed.

My four kids have decided against it. Thank goodness. Everyday brings more bad
news about the lies behind the experimental gene therapy.

Rex Dickerson

#

#

7 Reply"

13 hours ago

==Whos neck do I grab if there’s ‘only’ a few life altering side effects for my kid?==

How about your own.  The vaccines, at least Moderna and Pfizer are overwhelmingly
safe.

BeePee

#

#

13 1 Reply"

13 hours ago

"We have to inject it in people to find out what's in it," Fauci whispered to Pelosi.
CheapBastard

#

#

7 Reply"

13 hours ago

Standard

Operating

Procedure

promqueen

#

#

13 Reply"

14 hours ago

Oh don't worry, a little minor harmless heart inflammation just means the vaccine is working!
Saluki

#

#
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4 Reply"

14 hours ago

Transitory!
Watt Supremacist

#

#

5 Reply"

14 hours ago

Feel the burn!
endofdays

#

#

2 Reply"

14 hours ago

Burnie Bros.
Watt Supremacist

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

No socialized pain, no pharmacorp gain!
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

12 Reply"

2 hours ago

My employer is promoting vaccines that are being held at a local church in our town. The
other day when I passed by the church Army personnel was present in the parking lot to
assist. It was a very odd visual. But as always with these covert operations there is at least a
dual purpose. This one destroys confidence in state and church. 

sistersoldier

#

#

12 Reply"

PREMIUM 3 hours ago

You have a 'vaccine' which is an experimental gene therapy shot being sold by a known
genocidal maniac, Gates, who will never take what he's selling. Do you require more
information whether or not you participate in the largest human medical experiment in the
history of the world? 

 

snatchpounder

#

#
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12 Reply"

3 hours ago

THIS COMPLICATION IS REAL!

I have had a close friend who developed acute pericarditis and myocardial in January 2021
shortly after the second Pfizer vaccination, putting him in the ICU for 2 weeks.  Later
developed opportunistic lung infection from steroid therapy used to treat him.  Both damn
near killed him.  He was over 65 years old and was very healthy.

The CDC has collected enough data to make this statement but the incidence is probably
greater than so far reported.  

He and I took the jab at the same time, we both felt someone had to test it and it might as
well be us.

Conclusion: Take it if you are at high risk, but otherwise pass.  Especially if you are young
and healthy, you have no business taking it.

sailmann
#

#

8 Reply"

3 hours ago

At this point, anyone getting these shots wants to die. There are no tangible benefits to
these shots.

But there are a whole lot of scary, ominous risks.

BorraChoom

#

#

3 Reply"

3 hours ago

thank you for the story.  keep 'em coming zh.
buzzsaw99

#

#

12 Reply"

10 hours ago

if you're pro-science, then you should be anti-vaccine.
The 3rd Dimentia

#

#
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12 Reply"

13 hours ago

All because of an alleged virus with a survival rate of something like 99.97%

Just as Berenson writes in the Twitter screenshot stupid stupids, stupid.

The idiocy of this society is staggering.

artless
#

#

2 Reply"

13 hours ago

Yeah but I respect MSM gazers who go down with the ship!
Capt. MegaHash

#

#

21 Reply"

13 hours ago

millions have died.  The virus was real.
BeePee

#

#

13 Reply"

13 hours ago

Yeah just as "real" as your fake llama a$$
Capt. MegaHash

#

#

3 Reply"

12 hours ago

We've already went over this dummy, I agree I am not the Llama in my picture.

 

BeePee

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

You're going down at Nuremberg 2.0.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

2 Reply"

13 hours ago

The Easter bunny is as well, and Excuse me Elvis is here for a Peanut Butter
sandwich 

Bill of Rights

#

#
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1 Reply"

12 hours ago

Don't forget the banana with the peanut butter.

Fried no less.

BEMUSED-CONFUSED

#

#

1 Reply"

12 hours ago

That's to die for...!
Able Ape

#

#

12 hours ago

Elvis was a great singer

but a terrible eater...

BEMUSED-CONFUSED

#

#

1

12 hours ago

But...but...peanuts (and peanut butter) can cause allergy-related death! How
heartless of anyone who consumes peanut butter in the presence of others.

(Make mine crunchy, please.)

 

GeezerGeek

#

#

8 Reply"

13 hours ago

Your sad, failed CCP talking points are adorable you dull witted moron.  Millions
have NOT DIED FROM the virus loser, even the CDC has had to amend those lying
stats. 

Hipneck911

#

#

3 Reply"

13 hours ago

Millions have always died, dumbass.
StuffyourVAXX

#

#
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4 Reply"

13 hours ago

No more than usual, idiot.
MMC

#

#

12 Reply"

13 hours ago

I said at the beginning. The people using ice cream to give those vaccines to kids are
criminally insane, and getting away with it.

They have a .003 chance of dying of covid and need no vaccine or gene therapy. This is
population control - the young will all die young of heart disease.

What's worse, they know the gene therapy manufactures the billions of spike proteins on the
lining of your heart, your lungs, your blood vessels and don't care.

shadow541

#

#

4 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

You have 0% chances of dying from a  " covid /sars cov2 virus" as it doesn't even
exist.

Its a media spread mental infection.

https://notpublicaddress.wordpress.com/2021/04/25/covid19-is-not-real/

BDB

#

#

2 Reply"

12 hours ago

Fake

Lies

Covid is real.

BeePee

#

#

12 Reply"

13 hours ago

Think carefully.  You know what is happening.  Extrapolate then and prepare for the mess
that is coming.  Just sayin'

_0000_

#

#

https://notpublicaddress.wordpress.com/2021/04/25/covid19-is-not-real/
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9 1 Reply"

13 hours ago

Long funeral homes.
hoytmonger

#

#

10 Reply"

13 hours ago

Everyone dies eventually.  The vaccines are not going to speed that up.
BeePee

#

#

6 1 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

They already are.

https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?
TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&EVENTS=ON&VAX=COVID19&DIED=Yes

hoytmonger

#

#

Reply"

13 hours ago

Invest in CSV (Carriage Services)
Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#

12 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

It doesn't matter if vaccines work or not, they won't free us. This has nothing to do with
some alleged virus... Rivers of blood with have to flow if we want our freedom back. That my
friends in non negotiable.

Kartolas

#

#

6 Reply"

13 hours ago

Until we get enough people to believe that, nothing changes.
Blano

#

#

2 Reply"

13 hours ago

Bingo
Just a Little Froth in the Market

#

#

https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&EVENTS=ON&VAX=COVID19&DIED=Yes
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6 Reply"

13 hours ago

==they won't free us==

Do you live in Communist China?

BeePee

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago (Edited)

It is an obscenity that you should have as your avatar that kind and decent man.

So, the Dalai Lama walks into a pizza joint and asks them to make him one with
everything. <badoom>

Rene Descartes goes to McD's and orders a cheeseburger and fries. The cashier
asks if he'll have a drink and Descartes says I think not . . .  and disappears.

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

Reply"

just now

Don't feed it.
HamFistedIdiot

#

#

12 Reply"

13 hours ago

Stop saying you did the research before you got the injection,

You ARE the research.

https://off-guardian.org/2021/05/24/10-covid-skeptic-memes-to-get-you-through-the-day-
part-3/

hoytmonger

#

#

1 Reply"

13 hours ago

Can you say Rhesus monkey
Just a Little Froth in the Market

#

#

2 Reply"

13 hours ago

Just board the train...  At the next stop you can get out and take a nice shower.
_0000_

#

#

https://off-guardian.org/2021/05/24/10-covid-skeptic-memes-to-get-you-through-the-day-part-3/
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12 1 Reply"

13 hours ago

If you are honest about how bad things are about to get with loved ones they have your
house raided and you go to jail.

Capt. MegaHash
#

#

12 Reply"

14 hours ago

it has nothing to do with age.  The medical profession loves to categorize people.  The
vaccine is not safe for anyone.  Period

Just a Little Froth in the Market

#

#

12 Reply"

14 hours ago

If all the young people end up infertile, it will be a crime against humanity.
boyplunger7777

#

#

3 Reply"

13 hours ago

Sure seems like that is the ultimate plan, no?
Great Reset

#

#

12 Reply"

14 hours ago

What part of EXPERIMENTAL didnt you asholes understand? No one FORCED you to take
this crap.

Bill of Rights

#

#

6 Reply"

14 hours ago

But they assured me on TV 5000 times per day that it was safe AND effective!
fackbankz

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

AND that there was a virus. From bat soup. That they've been eating since antiquity.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#
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11 Reply"

3 hours ago (Edited)

In the meantime, Astro Z jab gave blood clots to an 18 yr old in Italy and she died.
NYC_Rocks

#

#

6 Reply"

3 hours ago

Let the suing begin
captain noob

#

#

5 Reply"

3 hours ago

Can’t. They have 100% immunity from liability.
GregT

#

#

3 Reply"

3 hours ago

The governments don't
captain noob

#

#

4 1 Reply"

3 hours ago

The companies that mandated vaccination don't 
Invert This, Media Matters Monkeys

#

#

1 Reply"

3 hours ago

Gotcha. Thought you meant the jab makers.
GregT

#

#

4 minutes ago

It is however telling that the makers have paid billions outside the USA ....
Chevrus

#

#
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2 Reply"

3 hours ago

Everyone involved with getting the vaccine to you has had their liability waived
under the PREP Act.

This includes everyone from the government planners of the vaccine program
down to the doctor, nurse or even pharmacy intern who injects you.

None can be sued in federal or state court, unless they willfully tried to harm
you.

On March 17, 2020, the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) published a declaration under the 2005 Public Readiness and
Emergency Preparedness Act (PREP Act) to provide liability immunity for
activities related to medical countermeasures against the COVID-19 pandemic.

 

 

BorraChoom

#

#

12 Reply"

14 hours ago

Every comment about the shots ends with "best way to protect you and your family" or
"fastest way to return to normal" or variations of those.

Just constant repeating of the same mantras. Why?

Because they work. Gaslighting is effective. Eventually even the smart and strong willed will
break down.

You cannot listen to a commercial break on the radio without some version of that mantra
being repeated. I imagine the same is true for TV.

pods

#

#

4 Reply"

14 hours ago

Why? Because it comes from a script, concocted at the top, and then disseminated to
all the minions.

StuffyourVAXX

#

#
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5 Reply"

14 hours ago

Like the push for more shopping around Christmas. Dozens of local news spots all
saying the same script. Good for a % bump in spending.

pods

#

#

10 Reply"

14 hours ago

Many people I know used that excuse for getting the jab; "I just want things to get
back to normal".  Well congratulations, you just sent a message to the Govt that they
can lock down the country and hold it over your head until you knuckle under and
submit.

CosmoJoe

#

#

3 Reply"

14 hours ago

"Normal"

These people are deluded.

Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#

12 Reply"

14 hours ago

seriously, very seriously, the left would kill their own kids because of their mental disease.
That is the pandemic.  I swear, I am keeping my ear to the ground, and my eyes on the road,
these people are going bat crazy, I kid you not. I thought it would calm down a bit with
trump out of office, and the left having more in congress and senate...but nope!  nothing will
satisfy these people, they are seriously very ill. And this vaccine will make it worse...prepare
accordingly.

pinkfloyd

#

#
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12 Reply"

14 hours ago

'The benefits outweigh the risks!'

'The benefits outweigh the risks!'

'The benefits outweigh the risks!'

'Sieg heil!'

'Sieg heil!''

'Sieg heil!'

AntiOligarchy
#

#

5 Reply"

14 hours ago

Safe and effective!
fackbankz

#

#

3 Reply"

14 hours ago

Heil Fauci!
Saluki

#

#

11 Reply"

PREMIUM 14 hours ago (Edited)

.

Automatic Choke

#

#

12 Reply"

14 hours ago

It's SO important and SUCH AN EMERGENCY.............that they have to wait until the 18th.

&

pinkos

&

#

#

8 Reply"

14 hours ago

For the gubmint, doing something in 7 days is going right to ludicrous speed.
StuffyourVAXX

#

#
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Reply"

3 hours ago

Point taken...bloated beaurocracy has a waaaaay different time frame.
Chevrus

#

#

10 Reply"

2 hours ago

Now they're handing out donuts, beer, joints, lottery tickets, cash, etc. for those signing up
for the "miracle jab".

Wake up.

Jack Offelday

#

#

5 Reply"

2 hours ago

Why do they need so much coercing if the "jab" is the cure?
sistersoldier

#

#

3 Reply"

1 hour ago

Why do they really care that everyone gets this injection?

Herd immunity? Laughable. Variants? Get outta here!

People are starting to ask these questions... 

walküre

#

#

Reply"

1 hour ago

student loans are coming.

largest leaseholder in the u.s. (deciding when or if deferred rent will be paid)?  center
for disease control.

you do see where this is going.

jeff montanye

#

#
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11 Reply"

PREMIUM 2 hours ago

This Phd virologist has concluded that covid19 does not exist. But a 'vaccine' is warranted
because Gates can't make ends meet on $150B or whatever that sick twisted fuck has. And
he thinks the world is overcrowded so there's two reasons why a 'vaccine' was needed for a
'virus' that 99.9999% of infected recover on their own.

https://projectcamelotportal.com/2021/04/30/phd-virologist-proves-covid19-does-not-exist/

snatchpounder
#

#

6 Reply"

2 hours ago

It exists, and Gates is not in it for the money. But everything else you say is absolutely
correct.

Canoe Driver

#

#

Reply"

2 hours ago

Did you speak yo Billy boy down on Epstein Island and he told you that? How would
you know why a man who's managed to accumulate more money than Croesus is
motivated? 

GreatCaesar'sGhost

#

#

2 Reply"

PREMIUM 2 hours ago

I'm no virologist but according to that Phd virologist it doesn't exist. I do know that I
never heard a single word about flu deaths on the 'news' while this plandemic was
ongoing, weird huh. 

snatchpounder

#

#

https://projectcamelotportal.com/2021/04/30/phd-virologist-proves-covid19-does-not-exist/
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10 Reply"

2 hours ago

"Food and Drug Administration, who are meeting Thursday to discuss how the regulator
should approach emergency use authorization for using COVID-19 vaccines"

Well that's too easy. How about the FDA spend the afternoon examining results from the use
of Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermectin, and withdraw the illegitimate Emergency Use
Authorization  given the vaccines. EUA requires there be no safe effective alternative
treatment, which the FDA hasn't found because it isn't looking for one.

Alice-the-dog
#

#

10 Reply"

3 hours ago (Edited)

"CDC calls emergency meeting to figure out how to cover up the serious heart inflammation
cases or explain it away."

"Better call Saul."

CheapBastard

#

#

10 1 Reply"

3 hours ago

Upvote if you think these were intended consequences downvote if you think it was an
unintended consequence 

bikepath999

#

#

10 Reply"

4 hours ago

This is terrible news - we need to call an Emergency Meeting!!!

OK I'll clear my calendar today!

No - not that kind of emergency - meeting is in 7 days - see ya then and have a great
weekend guys!

 

 

sonomajack

#

#
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1 Reply"

3 hours ago

Well, it takes time to get all the people who have to weigh in on the politics and.optics
together to decide what to do regardless of the data presented at that meeting. 
 Bureaucrats have busy schedules...

Voice_of_Doom

#

#

1 Reply"

3 hours ago

Should be a hoot reading the emails firing around over this.
pods

#

#

10 Reply"

10 hours ago

These nazi thugs are literally trying to exterminate us. 
MX_DOGG

#

#

14 Reply"

10 hours ago

And they're doing a pretty good job.

I knew the public was brainwashed but the amount of mask monkeys put it over the
top.

benb

#

#

10 Reply"

11 hours ago (Edited)

Once they figure they've got as many vaxxed as they're gonna get, they will "flip the switch"
and watch em all do the funky chicken on the ground. Time it with the fiat currency bubble
bursting for good measure!

...er that's what I'd do anyway if I had strong psychopathic tendencies and knew how these
people think.

Capt. MegaHash

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

All Fall Down
BEMUSED-CONFUSED

#

#
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1 Reply"

10 hours ago

If they're on the ground, wouldn't they be doing The Worm?
Dionysius Crucified

#

#

1 Reply"

9 hours ago

11 Thy pomp is brought down to the grave, and the noise of thy viols: the worm is
spread under thee, and the worms cover thee.

-Isaiah 14 KJV

Jasher
#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 10 hours ago (Edited)

You gotta think like a psychopathic Mayan high priest raping the drug-addled victim in
the basement of the pyramid before their heart gets cut out

UnpatrioticHoarder

#

#

10 1 Reply"

11 hours ago

Predictable. You now have same chance of dying from either covid or the vaccine. Seriously,
run the numbers. If you think it's only 800 you're nutz. Israel reported 25% of kids had this.
Even if it's 5% that's 5 million out of 20 million kids forced to take this crap. As an aside,
they'd been trying to get RNA vaccines to work for 25 yrs, unsuccessfully, but all of a
sudden they got it to work in 6 months??? Come on. And they're forcing/shaming ppl to
take this in the largest ever experiment. I'm a hard no and a sociopath so shame doesn't
work on me... Plus I'm literally the size of a doorway so... Bring it.

demsco

#

#

1 3 Reply"

11 hours ago

It will not be an act of God if you die, it will be your own choosing. An act of God is
when an asteroid or tree branch hits your car and kills you. Don't commit suicide and
blame God.

zeropopulationgrowth

#

#
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1 Reply"

11 hours ago

Only self hating progressives would line up for mass suicide, ergo..the jab.
Oldwood

#

#

3 Reply"

11 hours ago

Only self hating regressives would line up for the corona virus. Especially the fat
old men and those with pre existing illnesses and the old people.

zeropopulationgrowth
#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

Covid by chance, Jab by choice.  A known 99% chance of survival IF I catch it
and an unknown chance if I take the jab.

Your brain has but one primary task for your survival, the assessment of risk.
That can only be done with good data, or just turn off the old noodle and do
what you're told.

Choices.

Oldwood

#

#

4

11 hours ago

Your noodle was turned off in sunday school.
zeropopulationgrowth

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

Do you work from home in you pajamas for Geico, or what?
MMC

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

Why wear pajamas?
zeropopulationgrowth

#

#
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Reply"

11 hours ago

A self admitted sociopath the size of a doorway is my kind of sociopath. All my
experiences with sociopaths didn't end well for them but the fighting was hard. Totally
open to the sociopath who fights for good.

MMC

#

#

Reply"

11 hours ago

I agree, but your math is wonky and israle is not reporting 25% (although it might be in
reality)

hadriansnightmare

#

#

10 1 Reply"

13 hours ago

I don't see how the CDC, Fauci, Wuhan (CCP), Fort Detrick, Ralph Baric, Peter Daszak and
the WHO are going to get out of this: the 'vaccine' mRNA spike protein is toxic, it is a
pathogenic protein that causes clotting, heart problems and may be associated with
infertility.

The major issue now is, these spike proteins can be spread via blood transfusions! If they
continue the cover-up, the entire planet could eventually be infected by these toxins! Top
Immunologist and ‘Pro-Vaccine’ Doctor Byram Bridle Issues Warning …
https://www.bitchute.com/video/aGfdcC2ovDYl/

 

GregBurton

#

#

2 Reply"

13 hours ago

Because they get out of EVERYTHING

&

pinkos

&

#

#

2 2 Reply"

13 hours ago

Just like the traitors that sold America out to the commies since Nixon.
zeropopulationgrowth

#

#

https://www.bitchute.com/video/aGfdcC2ovDYl/
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1 11 Reply"

13 hours ago

CCP Troll alert.

==Fort Detrick==

No, Wuhan.

And Xi Jinping, who ordered the intentional release of this virus.

BeePee

#

#

2 1 Reply"

13 hours ago

Yes, troll alert!!! That would be YOU. 
The Rook of Rochester

#

#

10 Reply"

14 hours ago

Emergency Meeting in 8 days!!

Ah, ya gotta love .GOV!

Occams_Razor_Trader

#

#

6 Reply"

13 hours ago

This isn't the gov. It is a private organization funded by vaccine patents.
homeskillet

#

#

3 Reply"

13 hours ago

CDC?
Occams_Razor_Trader

#

#

3 Reply"

13 hours ago

Not the govt.

CDC Profiting off the mis-used PCR test (Primers and probe)patents.

Follow the money works well in this virus hoax.

BDB

#

#
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10 Reply"

14 hours ago

Anyone who let their kids get these shots should be kicked off the edge of this ever more flat
earth....

Great Reset
#

#

Reply"

13 hours ago

On the bright side, if the parents are that stupid odds are the gene pool caught a break.
divide_by_zero

#

#

10 1 Reply"

14 hours ago (Edited)

"Step right up! This won't hurt a bit! They can't hurt us anymore! We are going to a better
place!"

Anthony Fauci & The Branch Covidians

June 2021

 

Capt. MegaHash

#

#

2 Reply"

13 hours ago

Carnival bankers were more honest.
divide_by_zero

#

#

10 Reply"

14 hours ago (Edited)

Biggest phase 3 pharma trial ever.
wellwaddyaknow

#

#

10 Reply"

14 hours ago

Seriously, I'm waiting to see what the mid- and long-term effects of the gene therapy prove
to be. I want to see, a year from now, how those who have been "vaccinated", are doing.
Genes are not something to be messed with, tricked into doing something, or otherwise
modified, unless you have cancer or some other disease, and are running out of options. 

Dumpster Elite

#

#
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11 Reply"

14 hours ago

The people that created the "vaccines" are anxious to see what happens too.
hoytmonger

#

#

3 Reply"

14 hours ago

...and if anything untoward occurs, Big Pharma can just sit back and laugh, while
they roll in their cash piles, as they are immune from any lawsuits that arise.

Dumpster Elite
#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

They already know: 

Dr. Lee Merritt: In Animal Studies, After Being Injected With MRNA Technology, All
Animals Died Upon Reinfection

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#
10 Reply"

14 hours ago

From Pfizer: “With a vast number of people vaccinated to date, the benefit risk profile of our
vaccine remains positive,” the spokesperson added.

Tell that to the families that have had a loved one die from the "jab".

RedSeaPedestrian

#

#

6 Reply"

14 hours ago

So long as their profit /risk profile isn't harmed due to indemnity from the US Gov.
Atam Gits

#

#

10 Reply"

15 hours ago

How about holding a meeting about the dozens of peer reviewed studies you have received
showing the efficacy of Ivermectin in preventing and curing Covid? How does that sound?
Then the FDA would be required to remove the EUA for these vaccines and this whole
scamdemic could be put to bed!

chubbar

#

#

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/04/no_author/dr-lee-merritt-in-animal-studies-after-being-injected-with-mrna-technology-all-animals-died-upon-reinfection/
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9 Reply"

2 hours ago

Yeah, I’m just going to keep checking my white, hetero, Christian male privilege until every
other demographic is 100% vaxxed.

It’s the least I can do.

Yo Moolie
#

#

1 Reply"

1 hour ago

here's your diagnosis: 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/00030651211008507?
journalCode=apaa&;

jeff montanye

#

#

9 Reply"

2 hours ago

We are watching the systematic destruction of the old guard. Nothing can stop what's
coming.

NotWoke.F.O.

#

#

Reply"

39 minutes ago

did bill gates get vaxxed?
jeff montanye

#

#

9 Reply"

2 hours ago

It's not a vaccine, it's gene therapy. Nothing good can come from it.
sistersoldier

#

#

6 Reply"

PREMIUM 2 hours ago

Correct on all counts. 

snatchpounder

#

#

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/00030651211008507?journalCode=apaa&
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Reply"

2 hours ago (Edited)

rainbow x-MEN will come out ;P
RattieNomNom

#

#

Reply"

2 hours ago

I was more hoping for the x-women but hey... oh come to think of it is there any way
to tell anymore?

o0o
#

#

9 Reply"

3 hours ago

What happened to kids don't get it, and if they do they don't get sick?
koan

#

#

5 Reply"

3 hours ago

Sssh, you are making too much sense. A you a racist trumper?
hugin-o-munin

#

#

2 Reply"

3 hours ago

Gotta be one of them thar trumpeters. :)

Only trumpeters would question the authoritah of the CDC (Committee for the
Destruction of Caucasians)

 

 

 

BorraChoom

#

#
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9 Reply"

3 hours ago (Edited)

NHS told to identify patients actually sick from Covid-19 separately to those testing positive

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/health/coronavirus-hospitals-nhs-england-data-
b1862804.html

Hospitals have been told to change the way they collect data on patients with coronavirus

Nice one!

https://www.sott.net/article/454002-NHS-Told-to-Identify-Patients-Actually-Sick-From-
Covid-19-Rather-Than-Those-Testing-Positive

-read comments..

El_Puerco
#

#

9 Reply"

3 hours ago

Detailed Explanation as to why your body is now magnetic, and how and why this was done
by design, and its proof along with a link of the actual company who developed the
technology.  So yeah, they knew.   

start at 5:31 mark. less than 5 minutes

https://www.bitchute.com/video/Dp5oABRFbT5z/

and the people who designed this tech

http://www.chemicell.com/home/index.html

369L 369L 369L

lannister81

#

#

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/health/coronavirus-hospitals-nhs-england-data-b1862804.html
https://www.sott.net/article/454002-NHS-Told-to-Identify-Patients-Actually-Sick-From-Covid-19-Rather-Than-Those-Testing-Positive
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Dp5oABRFbT5z/
http://www.chemicell.com/home/index.html
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9 Reply"

3 hours ago (Edited)

So the first cruise ship with 100% fully vaccinated people aboard now has 2 COVID positive
people on it. And the 2 were put into isolation. Gotta ask why isolate them if the vaccine
works? Or why passengers were not allowed to use the buffet & had to remain seated while
vaccinated staff wearing masks & gloves served them if the vaccine works. Image being a
human being & literally being treated like lab rats was your idea of a vacation.

 https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/06/new-passengers-first-fully-vaccinated-north-
american-cruise-test-positive-covid-19/ 

GregT
#

#

6 Reply"

3 hours ago

The new normal is the most absurd backwards way of life

Resist you sheep

captain noob

#

#
4 Reply"

3 hours ago

At this point it seems they are laughing in our faces about the vax. They openly
show they don’t trust it because you get treated exactly the same if you had it.
There’s literally no upside to getting vaxed . You still have to mask up. Still put in
lockdown if their fake test shows positive. And no one will even ask how does a fully
vaccinated person get COVID.

GregT

#

#

3 Reply"

3 hours ago

The good part is that you are going to have to take the vax every 6 months

New mutants on the way

captain noob

#

#

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/06/new-passengers-first-fully-vaccinated-north-american-cruise-test-positive-covid-19/
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4 Reply"

3 hours ago

There's no logic to their fakery anymore.

A so called corona virus is an exosome that is created by our own cells when it fights a
toxicity which could be any of a number of things - a chemical poison, a foreign
microorganism, energy fields etc. It's a natural way of detoxing and is NOT contagious
unless a similar toxic condition has not been detected by the cells of another person, in
that case it triggers a similar detox process.

They don't even know what they're testing for so all of their science is a bunch of
nonsense. If you have a solid immune system there is absolutely nothing to worry
about as we tune and adjust to this new environment of different energies. Boost your
immune system by taking supplements in large amounts of Vitamins D3, K2 and C plus
Zinc. That should be enough but you can also help the detox process by taking some
zeolites, shilajit, cilantro or similar and drink pH balancing water with some baking
soda.

hugin-o-munin

#

#

Reply"

2 hours ago

Sounds like the side effects of 5G.
sistersoldier

#

#

Reply"

2 hours ago

Great post, thank you!
squib

#

#

9 Reply"

3 hours ago

It should be forbidden to give the jab to minors. Period.
asteroids

#

#

Reply"

2 hours ago

I thought it was already illegal to give minors jabs...... oh your not talking about Gates
and Epstein.....

o0o

#

#
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9 Reply"

7 hours ago

Young males who had no risks from this Corona virus are now mostly affected from
inflammations to the heart after the vax.

This isn't over by a long shot. What are the long range effects on virility, fertility and life
expectancy?

CRIMINALS!

walküre
#

#

9 Reply"

10 hours ago

Emergency meeting….in eight days? 
ChinaFlu4U

#

#

4 Reply"

10 hours ago

hey there are vacations and cocaine doesnt snort itself !
s0methingfast

#

#

2 Reply"

10 hours ago

Well played ..
Giant Meteor

#

#

9 Reply"

10 hours ago

FFS they are not vaccines, stop using the f***ing word vaccine, THEY AREN'T.
BananaBender

#

#

Reply"

10 hours ago

It's not a vaccine, if it was it wouldn't require a booster every 6 months. This is nothing
but a shot, like a risky flu shot....

glenlloyd

#

#
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9 Reply"

10 hours ago

The CDC meeting topic was not side effects, it was avoiding personal and agency liability
and protecting vaccine revenues.

The CDC is not your friend, it they were they'd oppose unscreened illegal immigration and
summary deportation of contagious alien disease carriers. 

Their primary mission is increasing patented drug revenues and new
drug approval revenues.

GhostOLaz
#

#

1 Reply"

10 hours ago

if its part of Big Gov its a phvcking Satanic sham
s0methingfast

#

#

Reply"

10 hours ago (Edited)

An excellent point.

More official duplicity.

The obsessive, neurotic concerns about masks and vaccination on the one hand...and
thousands of unvaccinated (likely not even medically screened) third-worlders admitted
in...on the other.

 

In no logical way does that insanity make a molecule of sense.

Absolutely none...

Md4

#

#
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9 Reply"

11 hours ago

Dr Judy Mikovitz explains that the vaccine in athletic people restricts heart function and is
expected to cause a lot of problems including sudden death. You can find her extensive
explanation at brighteon.com Health Ranger channel. Here’s a link. There is a high school
athlete in Utah who took vax then almost instantly went into a death spiral, heart problems
Etc. Currently losing his vision and fighting for his life. No words. 

https://www.brighteon.com/4e0bdf1b-c0a8-4bd0-b777-ad610fabcea7

Magnum
#

#

2 Reply"

11 hours ago

But it was worth it because of

Social credit scores

And the extraordinarily high .0001% chance of covid death.

Oldwood

#

#

Reply"

11 hours ago

Can’t wait to get home and upload the photos on face fvch.
NoPension

#

#

http://brighteon.com/
https://www.brighteon.com/4e0bdf1b-c0a8-4bd0-b777-ad610fabcea7
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9 1 Reply"

11 hours ago (Edited)

1.) The infectious part of SARS-COV2 is a spike protein with an affinity for human pulmonary
ACE2 receptors

2.) The spike protein is also the culprit for the body’s inflammatory response - the CoViD
symptoms 

3.) The antibodies (produced by the immune system) for SARS-COV2 match the spike
protein

4.) a virus infected cell produces more virus, which means more spike protein

5.)vaccines use various methods of introducing genetic codes, which code for the spike
protein, into cells - causing them to produce spike protein.

6.)the lipid portion of vaccines (that use lipids as delivery method) has been found to spread
throughout the body, not remaining at the injection site, as believed. It begins collecting in
the bone marrow and ovaries at >48hrs

7.) free (non viral) spike protein circulates in the vaccinated; shedding occurs

8.) anyone, vaxxed or not, can pick up shed spike proteins and get inflammatory symptoms
just like CoViD

9.)there are several old, off-patent, safe, generic drugs which can prevent and cure CoViD -
Vaccine EUA should be revoked

10.) the vaccine is just as bad, if not worse than SARS-COV2. The spike protein is the cause
of illness.

All of this has been known for some time. Evidence is becoming overwhelming. Most of
what you hear today is to get ahead of a peer-reviewed meta-analysis that will be published
in the coming days.

what a shitshow.

Noktirnal
#

#
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3 Reply"

11 hours ago

Great Summary.  I have been preaching from the beginning of the vaccine era that only
very few should risk the vaccine (debatable even for the at risk) but for the ignorant 
who took the shot- If the spikes are being produced throughout the body in organs,
etc.,  is there any mitigation for that?  Other than some frackin Moderno drug.

hadriansnightmare

#

#

2 Reply"

11 hours ago

Same treatment as for CoViD - ivermectin, fluvoxamine, azithromycin, Vit. D3, and
zinc.

the vaccine is essentially causing the same symptoms (inflammatory response to
spike) as the virus

i forgot this one - 

11.) the immune response to SARS-COV2 spike protein can re-activate latent
viruses

Noktirnal

#

#
9 Reply"

12 hours ago

The conspiracy theorists were right again!
Kernel Sanders

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

It’s people.

Soylent Green is PEOPLE!

Noktirnal

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

A CIA term contrived to discount truth tellers.
MMC

#

#
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9 Reply"

PREMIUM 12 hours ago

It’s not a vaccine.  
 

It’s a bio-weapon and working as designed  

 

LostWages
#

#

6 Reply"

12 hours ago

The virus is not a normal virus, it is a bio-weapon, and none of you idiots know what it
is capable of. So far the vaccine has PROVED to be very safe.

zeropopulationgrowth

#

#

3 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 12 hours ago

Covid19 is pretty safe, too. 99 % survival rate or so.

vic and blood

#

#
4 Reply"

12 hours ago

There is no "sars cov2 virus' its a media hoax (psyop).

https://notpublicaddress.wordpress.com/2021/04/25/covid19-is-not-real/

BDB

#

#

3 Reply"

12 hours ago

There is no vaccine its a GMO trial.

Illegal medical experimentation.

https://notpublicaddress.wordpress.com/2021/05/19/the-illegal-gmo-trial-that-is-
being-done-on-human-beings/

BDB

#

#

https://notpublicaddress.wordpress.com/2021/04/25/covid19-is-not-real/
https://notpublicaddress.wordpress.com/2021/05/19/the-illegal-gmo-trial-that-is-being-done-on-human-beings/
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10 Reply"

13 hours ago

So the mRNA vaccines are invading the heart cells and forcing them to be attacked by the
immune system. Sounds kind of dangerous to me.

George Bayou
#

#

10 Reply"

13 hours ago

I live in Ga and everything has been normal a while minus the maskers. I told my 16yr old
that if they try and give him the jab at school he is to immediately exit stage left and call me.
so glad I'm in a mostly red state. 

valjoux7750

#

#

9 Reply"

13 hours ago

To the people pushing these "vaccines," YOU are the virus.

So it is highly effective.

I'm sort of looking forward to a less populated world in a few years if I'm perfectly honest.

fackbankz

#

#

5 1 Reply"

13 hours ago

Yes, Darwin and God agree on these people. It's a win-win.
Capt. MegaHash

#

#

2 Reply"

13 hours ago

==YOU are the virus==

Ok,

And you're a moron.

BeePee

#

#
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9 Reply"

13 hours ago

This isn't mass vaccination against a widespread deadly disease...this is a crime against
humanity.

charlie_don't_surf
#

#

6 Reply"

13 hours ago

Vaccinations are safe.

==crime against humanity==

Chinese Communist Party.

Intentional virus release

Genocide against their Muslim citizens.

BeePee

#

#

4 Reply"

13 hours ago

Experimental vaccines will keel you before the covid does. 
cbxer55

#

#

10 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

Hate to break this to many...  But if you've been diligent in getting your annual flu shots,
you've been getting snookered all along ALREADY.  That shot is filled with formaldehyde and
mercury and genetic remnants too. In addition, it can never work because it's always based
on last year's outdated strain.  

So I kind of consider the annual flu shots as the initial Phase of this insidious activity. 

_0000_

#

#

6 Reply"

13 hours ago

Conditioning.
Wayoutwilly

#

#
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6 Reply"

13 hours ago

I'd love to know what percentage of the dead regularly got the annual flu shot?  
TrumpyBear

#

#

4 Reply"

13 hours ago

Ask them at the next election.
radio man

#

#

11 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

The only time i got the flu shot in my entire life was 8 years ago and got so sick was in
bed for a week. never before, and never after did I miss a day of work from any flu
bugs. But that vaxxine had to have something to do with getting that sick imo.

Call me superstitious, but i don't believe in coincidences like that.

CheapBastard

#

#

6 Reply"

13 hours ago

Same exact thing.
StuffyourVAXX

#

#

Reply"

13 hours ago

I bet you have type O blood .
radio man

#

#

8 Reply"

13 hours ago

I've known people with debilitating, chronic conditions from a bad reaction to the flu
shot. Knew of a fellow who went blind.

I'll never take one.

duck_fur

#

#
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6 Reply"

13 hours ago

Have never received the flu shot, proud to say.
Just a Little Froth in the Market

#

#

4 Reply"

13 hours ago

This is true. I recall many years ago there was a huge push to get everyone to get
the flu shot, with major corporate retail outlets like Walgreens and CVS participating in
the propaganda campaign. 

somewhereone

#

#

10 Reply"

14 hours ago

What's the emergency?  Not enough people with inflamed hearts?
Masks Don't Work

#

#

10 Reply"

14 hours ago

It’s not a vaccine... it’s the killer. The virus is nothing the jab will kill you...
Skip59

#

#

10 Reply"

14 hours ago

Wait for it. 

Wait for it. 

"Benefits outweigh the risks."

ssgredux

#

#

4 1 Reply"

14 hours ago

oooooh ya!
Capt. MegaHash

#

#
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3 Reply"

14 hours ago

Safe and effective!!!
Only Way Out

#

#

1 Reply"

13 hours ago

9 out of 10 doctors recommend it!!
Great Reset

#

#

Reply"

13 hours ago

Side effects are very rare  
TRM

#

#

10 Reply"

14 hours ago

Maybe they can explain why magnets are sticking to people at the site of the injection while
they're at it.

Dickweed Wang

#

#

1 2 Reply"

14 hours ago

That one was CDC misinfo
pro·le·tar·i·at

#

#

1 Reply"

14 hours ago

What is misinfo? The fact that magnets ARE sticking? There a videos out there
about it and you're saying is a lie?

JiibarO

#

#

3 1 Reply"

14 hours ago

I say its a lie unless I see it in person and can examine the victim. I don't believe it
just because someone made a video.

pro·le·tar·i·at

#

#
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3 1 Reply"

14 hours ago

I remember the video of David Copperfield making the statue of Liberty
disapaer.

pro·le·tar·i·at

#

#

1

14 hours ago

wait, is it back?
ClimbingTheLog

#

#

Reply"

14 hours ago

... because someone made a video?  There are literally hundreds of videos out
there.  I suppose it could just be a fan club or something but that seems
unlikely.    

csc61

#

#

14 hours ago

Have you witnessed any of it first hand? When people get hot and (sticky)
stuff can (stick) to them, especailly lightweight stuff.

 

pro·le·tar·i·at

#

#

9 Reply"

14 hours ago

Does the report even mention free Krispy Kreme donuts?

I kind of think that offer balances out the risks.

Ag KING

#

#

2 Reply"

14 hours ago

The free dessert sticks from White Castle are what sold me.
Watt Supremacist

#

#
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9 Reply"

14 hours ago

"Population decimated by rare blood clots", "Extremely rare side effects devastate many",
"Benefits far outweigh risks as die off causes labor shortages", "Scientists explain how lab
created viruses evolve naturally", "New variants cause only mild symptoms in vaccinated
travelers", "Annual vaccination necessary for return to new normal, CEO of CALPERS 
says."

Headlines in a mentally ill society.

absalom_hicks
#

#

9 Reply"

14 hours ago

The CDC - nothing but an expensive office of overpaid journalists
Saluki

#

#

Reply"

3 hours ago

I would also accept 'presstitues'....
Chevrus

#

#

10 Reply"

15 hours ago (Edited)

If any other product killed 5000 people and injured 200,000, it would be pulled, not pushed.

There is no such thing as "mild" myocarditis, especially in juveniles.  If they live, they will
have a lifetime of heart problems and will likely never be able to enjoy fun activities like
sports or sex.  I'm only saying this to inoculate you against the incoming PR blitz of, "Oh, it's
just a few mild cases of heart inflammation."

We must avenge this crime against humanity.  My hope is that it is done through courts and
due process, but if ends up just being heads on pikes, so be it.

fackbankz

#

#

10 Reply"

15 hours ago

They're not vaccines
SWRichmond

#

#
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Reply"

3 hours ago

I've been using the term 'inocualtion'....sounds a bit creepy and clinical as it should....
Chevrus

#

#

10 Reply"

15 hours ago

i think some people need to be taken care of after telling us all "safe and effective" so many
times over these last few months

its not safe

its only effective at killing people

I HATE THE ANTICHRIST

_Rorschach

#

#

9 Reply"

15 hours ago

Emergency meeting at the resort paid for by big pharma...
CalifornianSeven

#

#

10 Reply"

15 hours ago (Edited)

 The joke just gets bigger by the day
Southern Discomfort

#

#

10 Reply"

15 hours ago

Well Well .   There is good reason vaccines take  as much as twenty years to develop and
test.   They did this in two months with spanking new technology.    Guess everyone who
had Pfizer vax will soon  be told YOU HAVE TWO YEARS TO LIVE !

Londo

#

#
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Reply"

14 hours ago

LOL

try 2 months...

and thats optimistic

_Rorschach

#

#

9 Reply"

15 hours ago

F’g Science!!

If your a parent and you let these libtard lunatics poison your children you will have to live
with it for the rest of your lives.

Make_Mine_A_Double

#

#

3 Reply"

15 hours ago

at least it won't be that long - give it a year or two & most of them will be dead or dying
Rapid_Dragon

#

#
5 Reply"

15 hours ago

Sadly, it will cost families thousands of $$$$$ to have their children be brought back to
some semblance of "health."

Rubicon727

#

#

2 Reply"

14 hours ago

Do not let them forget ... as they take it too the grave.

I am definitely not a forgiving person and blew up on social media to give some 20+
aged family protection against he 60+ group who want them all jabbed.

Give in with family ... disowned them now ... expecting others to protect fat lard asses
who possibly should be dead already from their life excesses.

GreatUncle

#

#
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9 Reply"

53 minutes ago

No amount of coercion or threats will ever convince me to go under this needle. This is the
hill I die on.

endofdays
#

#

6 Reply"

50 minutes ago

Maybe this was the unity Biden was mumbling about.

I'll be right along side of you...

espirit

#

#

9 Reply"

1 hour ago

He makes it sound as if that is a bad thing.

BaNNeD oN THe RuN

Congrats you fuckwits you are about to destroy confidence in ALL
vaccines and ALL public health measures for a generation.

#

#

Reply"

31 minutes ago

the f-wit would be fauci.  he is the destroyer.
jeff montanye

#

#

1 Reply"

25 minutes ago (Edited)

I don't know what is what anymore but if you look up the meaning of his name it's
almost impossible to believe at least it was for me.

 

conraddobler

#

#

9 Reply"

2 hours ago

Who's to say this hasn't happened to seniors, who rushed to get jabbed, and was explained
away as old age. These kids have no underlying conditions and they're young and healthy.
These warp speed jabs must be stopped now. There is NO pandemic. Open your eyes!   

Over The Hill

#

#
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9 Reply"

3 hours ago

Agenda of the Meeting:

"How can we get more Sheeple to take the Elf of Death's Zombie Jab?"

Volga Boat Man
#

#

2 Reply"

PREMIUM 3 hours ago

President Harris will blow all the dudes who line up for the kill shot.  Her knees are shot
and her lungs ain't what they used to be but the cackling ho will do anything. 

snatchpounder

#

#

1 Reply"

2 hours ago

Bam, It’s a man!
TheLateGreatTerryThomas

#

#
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8 Reply"

3 hours ago

These Lives Have Been Ruined BY THE VAXX  -  FIRST HAND MOD VERIFIED ACCOUNTS
                   R*dd*t Covid Vaxxinated Page 
                         Vaxxed Lives Matter

"Pfizer myocarditis 36 year old male first dose"

"Immune System all f-ed up after Pfizer vaccine."

"Hospitalized and scared"

"Shouldn’t our medical bills be covered after an AE?"

"One month post-first dose and still having elevated heart rate"

"Neurological problems after second shot of the Pfizer vaccine 6 weeks ago- asthenia, loss
of concentration, fatigue after short time of work"

"Got pfizer and My period hasnt stopped i'm on day 15"

"Partner has covid (symptoms and positive test), I’m double Pfizer vaxxed."

"I don’t understand.. please.. other women who are experiencing long, heavy periods..

https://www.reddit.com/r/CovidVaccinated/top/

369L 369L 369L

lannister81
#

#

5 Reply"

2 hours ago

...and don't forget to ask for a booster shot. Just in case...
Mr. Pain

#

#

8 Reply"

3 hours ago

I truly have a bad feeling about the long term effects of this "vaccine" that they are forcing
into us.

Buck Johnson

#

#

https://www.reddit.com/r/CovidVaccinated/top/
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6 Reply"

3 hours ago

Rightly so. Once they started rolling this out across the entire population including kids,
where zero risk is from this virus.. it was a red line. The credibility on this whole thing is
completely in the toilet now, even for many "normies". 

walküre

#

#

9 Reply"

PREMIUM 3 hours ago

The adult rubes choosing to participate in this medical experiment is one thing. But
the quacks and ghouls pushing this gene therapy shit onto kids is quite another,
they're evil. 

snatchpounder

#

#

8 Reply"

4 hours ago

Everyone that took the juice is a ticking time-bomb, in the fall the real nightmare will begin.
sybaris

#

#

1 Reply"

3 hours ago

Popcorn is at the ready.
Buckwheat

#

#

3 Reply"

3 hours ago

No don't create your new boogieman.

If the notion that an inert agent could be transmitted through the air and go into our
cells to start messing with our dna etc. then we would not be here on this planet, we
would have croaked as a species a long time ago. That is not how it works. Their
biggest weapon is psychic, they feed off of scaring people both ways and making
everyone wake up their most basic fear of death. Their so called 'science' is a bunch of
hooey.

Stay healthy but stay cool and collected.

hugin-o-munin

#

#
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6 Reply"

3 hours ago

I was mailing my Dad's Father's Day letter at my post office...a guy wearing a mask
head planted on the concrete in front of the steps wearing a mask.  He seemed to do a
Covid Fall.  

ThanksIwillHaveAnother

#

#

3 Reply"

2 hours ago

Did the mask protect him?
J Jason Djfmam

#

#

8 Reply"

4 hours ago

America. 

Killing and crippling it's population for greed.

OldNewB

#

#

8 1 Reply"

4 hours ago

Injecting children with toxins and chemicals causing them life-long chronic illnesses.  True
evil of the highest order.  May god have mercy on their little souls.

lowkeyjc

#

#

8 Reply"

4 hours ago

I've been a victim of over medication

Horrible parents

captain noob

#

#

3 Reply"

4 hours ago

No more mercy, no more forgiveness. Pour those bowls of wrath.
combustion_man

#

#
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1 2 Reply"

4 hours ago

if there were a god, he would have stopped this madness.  that he didn’t, fukk him. 
Al Jolson

#

#

2 Reply"

4 hours ago

I tried my best
captain noob

#

#

1 Reply"

4 hours ago

You'll get to say that to his face one day. Everyone has a date with eternity.
aegis551

#

#

Reply"

4 hours ago

i just said it now.  or can’t he hear me?
Al Jolson

#

#

Reply"

3 hours ago

He is merciful and slow to wrath. 
GreatCaesar'sGhost

#

#
3 hours ago

appearantly he is slow to show much of anything if this kind of mad scientist
murdering of children falls below his radar. 

Al Jolson

#

#

2 hours ago (Edited)

It's tough to explain free will to someone who rejects God's mercy,
especially in a forum like this. I'd suggest reading the New Testament, sitting
in on a few Catholjc masses or conservative Protestant services, with an
open mind and see what happens.  I'm told it's hot in hell this time of year. 

GreatCaesar'sGhost

#

#
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6 Reply"

3 hours ago

I refuse to let any of my 3 kids (17, 14, 12) get el jabo.
SERReal1

#

#

8 Reply"

5 hours ago (Edited)

The Crime: inoculating children with an experimental vaccine that produces more death and
illness than the actual virus..!!

If you are not angry - you need to be slapped in the face..!!

Mr. Rude Dog

#

#

8 Reply"

5 hours ago (Edited)

With a covid death rate less than 1% any experimental vaccination given for Covid
should be considered a crime against humanity.!!

The faulty PCR test only gave the illusion of a pandemic along with the fake news
producing the hype..!!

Mr. Rude Dog

#

#

1 Reply"

4 hours ago

the information is and has been out there from the BEGINNING! all it took was
minimal fuскing research.   Why?

 

Al Jolson

#

#

1 3 Reply"

5 hours ago

i don't give a damn, they aren't my kids.
buzzsaw99

#

#

Reply"

5 hours ago

stone cold, bro

they could be friends of your kids and coerce your kids one day to take the vax

walküre

#

#
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Reply"

5 hours ago

Buzz just wait until they start forcing vaccines because you did not say anything
when they destroyed young children's lives..!!

Mr. Rude Dog

#

#

Reply"

4 hours ago

as long as they stay off my lawn we'll get along fine.  ;)
buzzsaw99

#

#

8 Reply"

7 hours ago

An “emergency” meeting a week away. Can we go ahead and guess that they will decide
that the benefits outweigh the risks? This should serve as the final piece of evidence of their
complicity in this coverup.

Lookout Mountain

#

#

Reply"

6 hours ago

Yes. The benefits to the NWO of a continued "vaccine" rollout" far exceed the risk such
a "rollout" poses to the Architects of the "vaccine" "rollout". 

Almachius

#

#

Reply"

5 hours ago

not completely clear at this point.  the nwo, tptb, the elites, the deepstate,
whomever it may concern just may have gotten their dicks and tits caught in a
wringer that won't let go.

let's see how this plays out.

jeff montanye

#

#
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8 Reply"

7 hours ago

And the deep dirty secret? The CDC does not count older (40+) patients with inflammation
due to vaccination as they have been categorizing the majority of those cases as "pre-
existing" conditions. This is what happens when the FDA issues an EUA instead of allowing
the long term testing program to finish.

If hundreds of people under age 30 suddenly start having heart attacks, this is on the
bureaucrats and Big Pharma but the media will blame Trump.

johngaltfla
#

#

1 Reply"

7 hours ago

Does the blame game still work when 100s of thousands of males have heart attacks?

Truck drivers, pilots, train engineers.. the risks are HUGE!

walküre

#

#
2 Reply"

7 hours ago

It does for the Fake News. However, intelligent people who held off on becoming
Guinea Pigs for Big Pharma are now looking vindicated. I worked with these
companies and they asked us to come up with protocols to avoid the complete
testing regimen. As the company which would have been monkey hammered by the
FDA for failure to comply, we refused. It cost us a lot of money in potential work, but
kept us in business and out of jail.

johngaltfla

#

#

1 Reply"

7 hours ago

Buckle up, you're going to be in high demand soon.

Places where "vaxxed don't get jobs or services" are also emerging. 

walküre

#

#

1 Reply"

6 hours ago

Interestingly mercenary and optimistic all at once.
Rest Easy

#

#
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8 Reply"

9 hours ago (Edited)

Am I the only one sick and tired of hearing political elites, "experts" and other on-message
vaccine fanboys claim that whatever downsides arise with these vaccines, "the benefits of
the vaccines outweigh the risks".

"Outweigh the risk" to who exactly? Those who get jabbed? I don't think so.

And exactly what are the "benefits"? They will probably reduce a jabbed person's risks of
contracting CovID by around 50-60% (possibly) and possibly reduce the symptoms if they
catch it, but anyone who gets jabbed can still transmit it to others. And then there's the
"spike proteins".

It looks to me like the risks outweigh the benefits, exactly the opposite of what's claimed.

smacker

"Authors, who did not respond to requests for comment, said no
link has been established between the vaccines and myocarditis
and that the benefits of the vaccines outweigh the risks"

#

#

2 Reply"

8 hours ago

Actually the risk reduction is around 1%, not 95% and not 50-60%. That is based on
the preliminary studies in 2020. But the problems with those studies were that around
3000 people developed symptoms (about equal in both groups of 20.000 people) that
were never tested for Covid. They only based their 95% on a selection of the 14 first
days of the study and disregarded the rest.

 

There is absolutely zero upside in taking this quackzine, and just purely downside.

The Black Bishop

#

#
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1 Reply"

7 hours ago

AstraZeneca are on record recently claiming their vaccine provides about 34%
efficacy after the 1st jab and 60% after the 2nd (adverse reactions must be
excluded).

Those levels can only be some sort of "manipulated average" because the level of
protection will vary for every individual. Nevertheless, it's nowhere near the original
claims of 90%+. Whether it's as low as 1% is debatable.

smacker

#

#

2 Reply"

8 hours ago (Edited)

Welcome to the collective. You're no longer allowed to make decisions that affect your
body on an individual level. It's been infallibly declared: the benefits outweigh the risks.

StuffyourVAXX

#

#
8 1 Reply"

10 hours ago

the mere fact it’s being reported by the media and CDC is puzzling....

Normally they just completely ignore and omit stories that go against the agenda....

one thing is for certain, these people never stop scheming and plotting and decieving.

paranoid.dragon

#

#

1 Reply"

9 hours ago

Normally they outright lie
Nexus789

#

#

1 Reply"

9 hours ago

they like plausible deniability.

so they try not to.

One obvious trick they have is to quote an imaginary anonymous source, so if they
get called out for lying, they get to say it was their anonymous straw man source
that lied

paranoid.dragon

#

#
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8 Reply"

10 hours ago

5 They have built also the high places of Baal, to burn their sons with fire for burnt offerings
unto Baal, which I commanded not, nor spake it, neither came it into my mind:

-Jeremiah 19 KJV

35 And they built the high places of Baal, which are in the valley of the son of Hinnom, to
cause their sons and their daughters to pass through the fire unto Molech; which I
commanded them not, neither came it into my mind, that they should do this abomination,
to cause Judah to sin.

-Jeremiah 32 KJV

Jasher
#

#

1 Reply"

10 hours ago

Romans 11:4 

‘And what was God’s answer to him? “I have reserved for myself seven thousand who
have not bowed the knee to Baal.”’

paranoid.dragon

#

#

4 Reply"

10 hours ago

Psalm 106:37

They even sacrificed their sons and their daughters to the demons.

paranoid.dragon

#

#

2 Reply"

10 hours ago

love the quote but KJV isnt an easy read. how NIV?
s0methingfast

#

#
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8 Reply"

10 hours ago

Alright, I have the Alex Jones was right jar.

Start chipping in.

glasshour
#

#

8 Reply"

11 hours ago

Millions of 18+ year olds have been vaccinated in the past month or so in response to their
colleges and universities "mandating" vaccinations for next fall. This also includes faculty
and staff. As far as I can tell -- and correct me if I'm wrong -- educational institutions have
been leading the charge toward mandatory vaccinations, even ahead of health care facilities.
No other industry has been so aggressive.

It would be glorious to see these institutions destroyed legally for their desire to be in line for
the virtue signalling treats. They jumped the gun. Soon they'll be running from it.

Dionysius Crucified

#

#

2 Reply"

11 hours ago

My sister is a teacher, 3-4 years away from retirement and she had to get the jab. She
is a follow the crowd Democrat but I love her anyway and pray the jab doesn't hurt her.

Denise52559

#

#
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3 Reply"

10 hours ago

Many have loved ones who either chose to believe or were coerced in some way, to
do this. I disagree with those whom do what others have done, politicizing, labeling,
with relish and glee, the potential death and/or of maiming of people who “bought
in.”

Giants own father, in his last days, rolled with the strongest chemo, to “ buy” a few
more days, for an incurable cancer, in a vital, that was most definitely going to kill
him. Had it been my decision to make ... well, it wasn’t. Dad always made his own
choices, his to make. He rolled the dice and his life ended sooner, in greatest
of misery. I know, because I did the hospice care on him, held him as he took last
breath, then bathed and dressed him before the undertaker came.

I often wonder, and sometimes ask, how strong is your faith?

people sometimes confuse faith, real faith, as weakness ..

That would be a mistake ..

 Blessings to you and yours 

 

Giant Meteor

#

#

2 1 Reply"

11 hours ago

Legal immunity goes to the manufacturer.

It doesn’t extend to the mandator.

Noktirnal

#

#
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2 Reply"

10 hours ago

Everyone involved with getting the vaccine to you has had their liability waived under
the PREP Act. This includes everyone from the government planners of the vaccine
program down to the doctor, nurse or even pharmacy intern who injects you.

None can be sued in federal or state court, unless they willfully tried to harm you.

On March 17, 2020, the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services
(HHS) published a declaration under the 2005 Public Readiness and Emergency
Preparedness Act (PREP Act) to provide liability immunity for activities related to
medical countermeasures against the COVID-19 pandemic.

 

BorraChoom

#

#

8 Reply"

11 hours ago (Edited)

Could not bring myself to read it in its entirety .. I believe however the above quote, from
Alex Berenson, who has actually followed the “Covid” saga, from inception ,whom has
investigated, maintained his sources, quoted, and credited them, has summed things
up really well ..

“Congrats you fuckwits you are about to destroy confidence in ALL vaccines and ALL public
health measures for a generation.”

Imagine, losing a grandchild, beloved niece, nephew, hell, any loved one to this
horrendously evil shit ... talk about radicalizing people, who may well think, it’s past time for
some serious payback ..

it boggles the mind ..

 

Giant Meteor

#

#
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4 Reply"

11 hours ago

Here’s the best/ worst part. Know who THEY’RE going to be mad at, when this starts
going really sideways? That’s right, us. Those that turned down the kool aide. Misery
loves company.

NoPension

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago (Edited)

No doubt ..

edit: misery does indeed enjoy company .. I mention this portion of your comment
specifically, and although I did not always appreciate the wisdom of it, was schooled
 on this truth, from the time of being a child. Strange no, that so many people today
even hear these things, let alone understand them ..

Thanks for that ..

Giant Meteor

#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 11 hours ago

Displacement/projection, classic psychological reaction, can see it a mile off

UnpatrioticHoarder

#

#

Reply"

11 hours ago

Yep ..
Giant Meteor

#

#

Reply"

10 hours ago

Why?
toejam

#

#

Reply"

10 hours ago

Hmmm, another loaded question.

Could you be more specific? Let’s drill down a bit ..

Giant Meteor

#

#
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Reply"

9 hours ago

''Know who THEY’RE going to be mad at, when this starts going really
sideways? That’s right, us.''

Why?

toejam

#

#

8 Reply"

11 hours ago

My 78 y/o insulin dependent father has had 3 hypoglycemic blackouts

, with

 one being in his truck, since getting the Moderna vax. He mentioned this to his VA doc and
she told him there are many many reports from across the country about this same effect.  It
can happen at any time, any day and in perpetuity.   What can be done?  Nothing.  Think
about that while you're out driving or walking.  

blahblahblahbabery

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

Hope they are not driving a Tesla.
BEMUSED-CONFUSED

#

#

2 Reply"

11 hours ago

Biden worries about this every day....and he had the placebo! 
Oldwood

#

#

Reply"

10 hours ago

Ivermectin + fluvoxamine for long haul CoViD/Vax syndro
Noktirnal

#

#
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8 Reply"

11 hours ago (Edited)

Sorry about the kids. But if they are from parents this fvcking ignorant, they don’t belong in
the gene pool. 
 A parent needs to be some kind of special nitwit to subject their kids to this…. But it is what
it is.

NoPension
#

#

2 Reply"

11 hours ago

the evil bastrds are giving kids ice cream to get the jab without their parent's
permission

de tocqueville's ghost

#

#

8 Reply"

12 hours ago

and so it begins.......................and this is just the beginning of the first year.
cowdiddly

#

#

2 Reply"

12 hours ago

exactly. but they will only have succeeded in killing the stoopid automatons. good
riddance.

s0methingfast

#

#

8 Reply"

13 hours ago

I told you since the beginning that mRna vaccine is a heartless zombie maker, this is the
proof

YesWeKahn

#

#

2 Reply"

13 hours ago

well... you did have to be a zombie first to take this!
Capt. MegaHash

#

#
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8 Reply"

13 hours ago

These that they know of are only because they are presenting symptoms, how many
enlarged hearts are going unnoticed, and what will happen to these people 5 to 10 years
later?

George Bayou
#

#

3 Reply"

13 hours ago

Nothing big... just you know, not being able to walk up 3 steps without being totally out
of breath.

CosmoJoe

#

#

Reply"

13 hours ago

At 18 years of age?

Your life is ruined.

BEMUSED-CONFUSED

#

#
5 Reply"

13 hours ago

==what will happen to these people 5 to 10 years later?==

They will be 5 to 10 years older.  Health does decline with age. Vaccines will extend the
lives of many people.  Hurt very very very few.

BeePee

#

#

8 Reply"

13 hours ago

Sure glad I didn't get the experimental jab. 
cbxer55

#

#

3 Reply"

13 hours ago

==the experimental jab==

Agree, I wouln't get the Chinese vaccine either.  Go with either Moderna or Pfizer.

BeePee

#

#
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3 Reply"

13 hours ago

At least the chinese one is an actual VACCINE, moron.  Didn't your CCP handlers
tell you that? 

Hipneck911

#

#

1 Reply"

13 hours ago

No thanks. Those two are the worst offenders. You can have mine Skippy. 
cbxer55

#

#

8 Reply"

14 hours ago

June 18th, and they will just meet to talk about how unsafe it is?   They can't pull it, and say
it is unsafe, they are riding this puppy in.  Going to be horrific.  Wait until these vaxxed
people realize they are doomed, whack a doodle doo.

WuhanJohnny

#

#

6 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

Speaks to how evil the CDC is...teens and young adults going into heart failure, but
let's wait another week to discuss the situation.

Sounds about right.

duck_fur

#

#

3 Reply"

13 hours ago

That's actually quite fast for government time.
Just a Little Froth in the Market

#

#

5 Reply"

13 hours ago

They have to get their lies straight. 
Don Cherry

#

#
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3 Reply"

13 hours ago

Deagel knew.

Oops, their 2025 report has been wiped.

StuffyourVAXX

#

#

5 Reply"

13 hours ago

Archived by many
Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#

Reply"

13 hours ago

Deagel's first report was in 2014
BEMUSED-CONFUSED

#

#

8 1 Reply"

14 hours ago

The virus does not "represent" the host. The virus kills the host.

Government (not Covid) is the virus. 

Capt. MegaHash

#

#

8 1 Reply"

14 hours ago

All of this at the same time MSM is pushing "doctor assisted suicide"?

Probably more of that coincidence stuff.

Capt. MegaHash

#

#

8 Reply"

14 hours ago

Good thing this "pandemic" was all bullshit. If it was the real deal we'd all be dead right now.
"Experts", yeah right...

The Duke Of Frontenac

#

#
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8 Reply"

14 hours ago

Sorry, but anyone dumb and ignorant enough to accept this mark of the beast needs to feel
the consequences.

Weihan
#

#

5 3 Reply"

PREMIUM 14 hours ago

That’s a terrible thing to say. You have millions of people forced to choose
between their livelihoods and the jab. I have multiple friends that don’t have the option
of working from home like I do where I’m safe from my company’s demands. These
people have family to feed and don’t have the luxuries you might have to feed your
family.

Arctic Frost

#

#

2 1 Reply"

14 hours ago

Your friends aren't too smart.
Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#

3 Reply"

14 hours ago

THAT IS ILLEGAL! Those friends of yours need to be better informed and join the
thousands of lawsuits against companies/organizations that are requiring these jabs.
If your friends are that easily intimidated, they should get a lesson in fighting for their
rights.

Weihan

#

#
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1 Reply"

PREMIUM 13 hours ago

Vendors don’t have a choice because of Government requirements for any
government onsite job. They coerce their employees to get the vaccine to make
the job go easier and get the cor on site to lighten up. You guys in your cushy
lives who don’t have to worry about feeding your families find it easy to judge
others. Well, screw you as you’re no more realistic than the pampered
progressives. I consider myself lucky and I advise all I can in trying to figure out
ways around it and supporting them against those that tell them, just get the jab.
But at least I have compassion; for their situation, what these gawd damn
“experts” are telling them and the fact they’ve been out of work for over a year
waiting for these contracts to start up. But nooooooooooo, they should listen to
you, take your advise, why? Because you’re just so gawd damn understanding.
Look in the mirror and THAT’S why people don’t listen to you!

Arctic Frost

#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 13 hours ago (Edited)

Here’s just one example of a government requirement: the OUTDOOR
bathroom has to be scrubbed from top to bottom after EVERY use. That’s an
OUTDOOR job! Imagine a team of 12 and a cor on-site who thinks he needs to
use the friggin thing every ten minutes. It costs near a hundred bucks to scrub
it down each time. SO SCREW YOU NON WORKERS! You have NO IDEA
what’s going on out there in your cushy little pathetic existences.

Arctic Frost

#

#

8 Reply"

14 hours ago

Whatever. Die at your own pathetic request for allegiance to the scam. 
arby63

#

#

5 Reply"

14 hours ago

My thoughts too!
Weihan

#

#
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6 Reply"

14 hours ago

The government and the media will blame their deaths on us non-GMO humans. Wait
for it.

Hey Assholes

#

#

4 Reply"

14 hours ago

The pressure to take the needle is going to go from about a 3 to an 8 over the next
few months. Hang in there is all I can say.

Only Way Out

#

#

2 Reply"

14 hours ago

That's why we need mass demonstrations in the streets, just like those
happening in many parts of Europe.

Weihan

#

#

2 Reply"

13 hours ago

That's going to be a tough sell when only the vaxxed are dying.
fackbankz

#

#
Reply"

11 hours ago

Unless .mil, especially NATO, is brought in to help "sell".
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

8 Reply"

14 hours ago (Edited)

Is it possible to present millions of Darwin Awards?
_0000_

#

#

3 Reply"

14 hours ago

A new idea yes. But still possible. 
arby63

#

#
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5 Reply"

14 hours ago

Aren't we seeing that right now? A young guy in his thirties near me got the jabs and
then developed blood clots to the intestines and they removed a third of his bowels.
For what? Chance of dying was basically zero for this guy in his thirties.

Great Reset

#

#

2 Reply"

14 hours ago

Yes but MSM said orange man bad.
divide_by_zero

#

#

8 Reply"

14 hours ago

Yea, lets push this lucifer cocktail on the children; go phuck yourself 
Stalking Wolf

#

#

8 Reply"

14 hours ago

Some pee brain was spouting off about how great the vaccines were a few hours ago? Is it
beddy bye time in Wuhan.................?

Occams_Razor_Trader

#

#
Reply"

14 hours ago

Always Solarstone...
Great Reset

#

#

Reply"

14 hours ago (Edited)

.
Only Way Out

#

#

Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

Beddy wetting time maybe.
divide_by_zero

#

#
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8 Reply"

14 hours ago

Will insurance companies charge higher life insurance premiums to those who were
vaccinated?

You_Cant_Quit_Me
#

#

Reply"

14 hours ago

They are already dropping people.
Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#

8 Reply"

14 hours ago (Edited)

It's the CDC's version of the Plunge Protection Team.

If anyone assumes the 'emergency' is about protecting the public, this is my message to
you: harharharharhar!

Kelley

#

#

8 Reply"

14 hours ago (Edited)

Explains it all...3rd  time posting today explains coronary issues

Posted this earlier but it is big news

A Professor in canada says most recent research shows spike protein is the toxin in covid
that causes long term damage...vaccine toxic

Must watch video! only 8 minutes, time  well spent

https://brandnewtube.com/watch/university-of-guelph-confirms-mrna-vaccines-are-highly-
pathogenic_cadq4OnqMQwvAWA.html

CrabbyR

#

#

2 Reply"

13 hours ago

Great video!  Thank you 
kscubfan

#

#

https://brandnewtube.com/watch/university-of-guelph-confirms-mrna-vaccines-are-highly-pathogenic_cadq4OnqMQwvAWA.html
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1 Reply"

6 hours ago

I found it tucked away in comments about covid on youtube, of all places, guess the
thought police dropped the ball

CrabbyR

#

#

8 Reply"

14 hours ago

Come for the ice cream stay for the heart inflammation 
coletrickle45

#

#

8 Reply"

15 hours ago

Biden is giving away 500,000 of these serums to our lucky Vassals. Eh hem. I mean Allies.
For a special thank you from the Empire.

Dr. Gonzo

#

#

8 1 Reply"

15 hours ago

The scariest thing is that most of these cases are never reported so the true damage won't
be known maybe for decades.

And what about the people with heart damage that currently have no symptoms?  A silent
killer in the future?

Atam Gits

#

#

5 Reply"

15 hours ago

Pretty much. The heart is an amazing organ really, very resilient.  But, that is also a
weakness, because bad things can be going on with it ( like dying tissue or infarction
as it is called ) and you don't know it....because your heart is all macho and chit and
just deals with it....until it's too late...

MeLurkLongtime

#

#

1 Reply"

14 hours ago

They put liars in charge of the data.   You know that is true.  FBI does the same thing. 
Lord Raglan

#

#
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8 Reply"

15 hours ago

"As for you, my galvanized friend, you want a heart. You don't know how lucky you are not
to have one. Hearts will never be practical until they can be made unbreakable."

I Write Code
#

#

7 Reply"

15 hours ago

Weeeeeeeeeeee-eeerrrre off  to see the Wizard!
csc61

#

#

6 Reply"

15 hours ago

It's Soros behind the curtain.  200 years old and still not dead.
Atam Gits

#

#

3 Reply"

15 hours ago

Why in God's name is this fck still alive?...

He and 3 generations deep should be removed....

Alchemy

#

#

3 Reply"

15 hours ago (Edited)

What I want to know is how one develops eye bags like that. I have living
grandparents in their 90's whose faces aren't melting off.

Palpatine Force lighning'd himself in head, what's Soros' excuse?

StuffyourVAXX

#

#

Reply"

3 hours ago

Well I suppose selling your soul does come with some consequences....eye-
bags being the least of them. In other news the Wizard now has flying
monkeys....

Chevrus

#

#
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8 Reply"

15 hours ago

Well.......... YEAH!  This is the kind of thing that happens when you take a drug that has
NEVER gone through the appropriate trials. 

If you make yourself a "lab rat", you become expendable just like a lab rat!!!

 

PCShibai
#

#

1 Reply"

15 hours ago

Well .... YEAH!  This kind of thing happens when you take a drug that GOES through
the appropriate trials.

JohnnyCrypto

#

#

Reply"

15 hours ago

Anytime a drug has a longer list of "side effects" compared to the single item it is
supposed to cure, run away, fast.

RedSeaPedestrian

#

#
8 Reply"

15 hours ago

This madness will only end when people start thinking.
JohnGaltsChild

#

#

6 Reply"

15 hours ago

Well, then if that is criteria, it will never end, sadly
MeLurkLongtime

#

#

3 Reply"

15 hours ago (Edited)

*shooting

FIFY

_Rorschach

#

#
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8 Reply"

15 hours ago

An emergency meeting would be something held tonight, not five days from now. Anybody
who thinks an emergency meeting is something that can wait days needs to call it a get
together not an emergency 

DWilliams
#

#

3 Reply"

15 hours ago

They can't act panicked. The results of the meeting should be amusing as well.
Indelible Scars

#

#

3 Reply"

14 hours ago (Edited)

They are not panicked. They will do a farce meeting and declare “ the benefits of the
Covid 19 vax outweigh the risks”. Even for the young men who “ in very small
number of cases where there is  no clear causal link between the Covid vax and
myocarditis”.  Then when the microphone is off and the transcription is ended they
will laugh their asses off “ these fools will buy it % % % %  “. Cha Ching...

Befits

#

#
8 Reply"

15 hours ago

You need an MRI don't you to diagnose this? That should tell you enough. Not to mention
that the risk of death in these younger groups is f---ing zero. 

HilaryBlueWaffle

#

#

17 Reply"

15 hours ago

until they get 'vaccinated'

onemorething

the risk of death in these younger groups is f---ing zero

#

#

3 Reply"

15 hours ago

And then catch the "Indian varient".
Fat Beaver

#

#
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2 Reply"

15 hours ago (Edited)

mutant. it's an indian mutant

paging dr xavier

onemorething

#

#

8 Reply"

15 hours ago

TOLD.  YOU.  SO.
Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#
7 Reply"

1 hour ago

No evidence that these goo balls do a goddamn thing.  That's the truth.

https://www.the-scientist.com/news-opinion/the-promise-of-mrna-vaccines-68202

Despite its promise, there are challenges associated with working with mRNA. Ordinary
mRNA produces only low levels of proteins, and the molecule degrades too quickly inside
the body to make it suitable as a therapeutic. On top of that, RNA can trigger an immune
response that’s independent of the response to the protein it encodes. “If you just inject
foreign RNA into people or animals, you can induce a very serious inflammatory
response,” Pardi says.

 

might as well inject....antifreeze......

Jim in MN

#

#

4 Reply"

1 hour ago

Inflammation is the first physiological response to something toxic or damaged.
Inflammation is a basic response to attempt to isolate & immobilize a problem. 

GregT

#

#

https://www.the-scientist.com/news-opinion/the-promise-of-mrna-vaccines-68202
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Reply"

41 minutes ago

Well Moderna and Pfizer kill shots contain PEG, also known as polyethylene glycol.
Makes a fine anti-freeze.

Demologos

#

#

7 Reply"

2 hours ago

lol I love this 

Risitazz

Congrats you fuckwits you are about to destroy confidence in ALL
vaccines and ALL public health measures for a generation.

#

#

3 Reply"

1 hour ago

the populations will be divided over this for a long, long time

not just the health care sector is suspect, the entire government complex is on thin ice
now

walküre

#

#

Reply"

1 hour ago

the truthers have momentum though:

In The Economist/YouGov poll, 43 percent (of democrats) said it's "definitely or
probably true" that a laboratory in China was the origin of the virus responsible for
COVID-19. That's an increase of 10 percentage points from last year's 33 percent
who said the same.

Sixty-five percent of Independents said they now believe the coronavirus was
created in a China lab, an increase of 17 percentage points from last year's 48
percent who responded with the same answer.

https://www.newsweek.com/poll-american-covid-lab-1597027

jeff montanye

#

#

https://www.newsweek.com/poll-american-covid-lab-1597027
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7 Reply"

2 hours ago

Emergency meeting? On June 18th?

LOL - where? In Cabo?

As we've just witnessed with the COVID-1984 fake, the word "emergency" has lost all
meaning.

LeadPipeDreams
#

#

7 Reply"

2 hours ago (Edited)

Epstein Island?

Al Gore, Prince Andrew, Gates, Bill Clinton, and Hunter Biden have been invited as
honored guests.

CheapBastard

#

#

5 Reply"

2 hours ago

Emergency meeting for an emergency authorized vaccine for a non-emergency
pandemic. Makes perfect sense.

sistersoldier

#

#

7 Reply"

3 hours ago

Remember also that a harm done by those purporting to be medical professionals, or
government officials, has the immoral weight of many, many deaths from natural illness. 

Canoe Driver

#

#

1 Reply"

2 hours ago

Blame the quacks,  they "blessed " this bullshit. 
Yamaoka Tesshu

#

#
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7 Reply"

3 hours ago

Wow what a hoax. What a travesty. Every step. There is no 'virus', there never was or were
any 'viruses', no one has ever gotten sick from a 'virus' as described. Cold and flu are not
caused by a 'virus', no matter how many time the lies are repeated. Germ theory is a fraud
and they've got 99.5% believing it. It perpetuates fear. It must be recognized that it is
false...and people will see through the fear and not get poisoned (vacksed).

They just want you thinking, arguing and talking about where something that does not exist
comes from. Old trick people never see through.

If you are arguing about whether it came from a lab or a bat’s ass, you are being kept in the
narrative and their false binary.

If you are still arguing if it came from a lab or from a bat’s ass, either way...you’re still arguing
within their paradigm that there is such a thing we should be interacting with called a
pandemic or ‘virus’.

It’s just a trick to keep people in their narrative and bickering inside the agreement that there
is such a thing we should be talking about and arguing about within their false dialectic
paradigm to keep the fear train rolling. It also allows the average person to rationalize getting
vackseens, when ‘coronavirus’ has never even been isolated or shown to cause disease.

Manufactured consensus over false paradigms, that’s their control mechanism. They put up
the fence posts and most people stay within them.

squib
#

#

1 Reply"

2 hours ago (Edited)

8 minutes, worth it. Clueless? ask questions.

https://odysee.com/@JustTheTruth:5/Exosome-vs-Virus-Theory:6

squib

#

#

Reply"

1 hour ago

I watched the whole thing. It was excellent, and gave me a lot to think about.
Finn McCool

#

#

https://odysee.com/@JustTheTruth:5/Exosome-vs-Virus-Theory:6
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Reply"

2 hours ago (Edited)

What was the Spanish flu?? An infection caused by a bacteria or a fungus or a virus?? 
GregT

#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 2 hours ago

Squib is saying that viruses do not exist.

snatchpounder

#

#

Reply"

2 hours ago (Edited)

As described. As one spends time looking into better research (not funded by
CDC, WHO, Rockefellers and not found in mainstream), one may come to
understand that our cells produce 'solvents' that remove toxins and therefore can
be called viruses...but they do not cause disease, do not harm, do not infect and
are not contagious. The only way to get viruses as described here is from
needle/syringe.

squib

#

#

Reply"

1 hour ago (Edited)

I understand that. Why I asked what caused the Spanish flu. He avoided that
simple question. Can’t deny Spanish flu existed. So if viruses don’t then that only
leaves a bacteria or fungus as the cause of infection.

GregT

#

#

Reply"

2 hours ago

Another hoax. Would you like more info?
squib

#

#
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7 Reply"

3 hours ago

Covid-19 is not only the biggest mass crime in the history of mankind, but also the most
sneaky, because it was perpetrated with deception, and the most profitable for the shady
business created by Bill Gates-controlled Big Pharma like Pfizer (via GSK), one of the main
sponsors of US President Joseph Biden.

El_Puerco
#

#

7 Reply"

4 hours ago

Don’t worry bill gates and his junior garage chemistry set will fix this right up! 
bikepath999

#

#

7 Reply"

4 hours ago

What could possibly go wrong with an experimental gene modification shot that killed every
lab animal they tested it on?

aegis551

#

#

1 2 Reply"

4 hours ago

And yet there have been hundreds of millions of vaccinations. We're all still alive.
Dogspurt

#

#

2 Reply"

4 hours ago

Everything effects everyone in different ways. Time will tell.
SERReal1

#

#

2 Reply"

4 hours ago

For now.
OldNewB

#

#

2 Reply"

3 hours ago

Some aren't.  Some of the people who took this shot have died. They'd still be alive
if they hadn't been tricked into it.

GreatCaesar'sGhost

#

#
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3 Reply"

3 hours ago

Not for long...
crow1234

#

#

3 Reply"

3 hours ago

Not everyone buttercup. Thousands have died from those shots. Millions have had
serious side effects. The so called covid vaccines have killed more people than
every other vaccine approved over the last 20 years... fact.  Time will tell what awaits
those who took the shots. Zantac was safe till it wasn't and that took 10 years to
come out. How long ago did the FDA and the manufacturer know it wasnt safe. If
Fauci was in charge of its release they probably new during testing.

aegis551

#

#

7 Reply"

4 hours ago

Why haven’t they reported lung inflammation from mask wearing? 
bikepath999

#

#

7 Reply"

4 hours ago

every single one of those maggots who take it and get sick from it are going to try to force
me to take it too.  fvck 'em.

buzzsaw99

#

#

1 Reply"

4 hours ago

Unfortunately we wont have a choice, eventually you wont be able to do anything if
you're not vaccinated. A sad world we live in where they create a virus, nobody is held
responsible and their solution is injecting crap into our systems. 

 

Dor358

#

#

Reply"

3 hours ago

I'll take that chance. 
Blano

#

#
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7 Reply"

4 hours ago

Gene therapy...........heart problems are just the, look a squirrell.

 

What comes next is gonna be bad

takewhatyoucan64
#

#

7 Reply"

5 hours ago

Odd how many nurses refuse to take the shot in the arm. On the front lines of care, they see
things that other people don't and also see alot of medical stuff that goes on "behind the
scenes."

CheapBastard

#

#

5 Reply"

5 hours ago (Edited)

Odd how many doctors and nurses are outright refusing vaccination. They know full
well of the inherent dangers. Just ask Tiffany Dover.

Oh wait, you can't - nobody has seen hide nor hair of her ever since back when she
collapsed after taking the jab.

Fluff The Cat

#

#

7 Reply"

6 hours ago

I will rely solely on my immune system, than some man-made vaccine needed for a man-
made virus. 

In God We Trust

 

Stable-Genius

#

#
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7 Reply"

7 hours ago (Edited)

THESE M’FERS ARE IMMUNE FROM BEING SUED FOR CAUSING DEATH, MAYHEM AND
PERMANEMT DISABILITY!!

AND YET, the SHEEP LINE UP TO GET STABBED!?? 

THAT IS THE ONLY EFFING IMMUNITY THIS DOGSHEIT mRNA JUNGLE
JUICE PROVIDES!!!

A C O R P O R A T E one. ' ' '

petulant elixir
#

#

Reply"

6 hours ago

oh the irony (if so).
jeff montanye

#

#

7 Reply"

7 hours ago

How did this important Fauci detail get missed so long?

Christine Grady - Wikipedia

Fauci's wife is the HEAD OF NIH and approving his genocidal tendencies. Conflict of
interest, anyone?

walküre

Christine Grady is an American nurse and bioethicist who serves
as the head of the Department of Bioethics at the National Institutes
of Health Clinical Cente

#

#

1 Reply"

6 hours ago

Um.
Rest Easy

#

#

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christine_Grady
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bioethics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Institutes_of_Health_Clinical_Center
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1 Reply"

5 hours ago

good catch but not quite head of the entire nih, head of the department of bioethics as
you write at your second link.

(from your wiki link) "Christine Grady is an American nurse and bioethicist who serves
as the head of the Department of Bioethics at the National Institutes of Health Clinical
Center.  . . . Grady is married to Anthony Fauci, an American immunologist and head of
the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) at the National
Institutes of Health."

your point is valid: upvote.

jeff montanye

#

#

Reply"

5 hours ago

correct

as the Head of any department at that institution, she has broader reach

you think anyone would dare cross her?

walküre

#

#

7 Reply"

8 hours ago

That reminds me of an old joke

I the desert a big sign said 'Castrate Male Camels with no Pain' 

A Bedouin decided that had enough with one of his camel, and it's time. He put the camel
on the provided ramp, and the service provider took two bricks and smashed the camel
balls. Screaming in pain the camel disappeared in the desert.

Confused the customer pointed to the the sign, which said 'without pain'

The attendant explained that the trick is not to catch your fingers between the bricks.

 

Oxygen Likes Carbon

#

#
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7 Reply"

9 hours ago

was a time when 50 died from a vaccine, vaccine use was stopped.

 

thousands have died from this 'vaccine' so far, and they keep pumping it.  pure mass
genocidal malice. 

liberty2day
#

#

7 Reply"

9 hours ago

Ring Around the Rosie

Pockets full of Palsies

Ashes, Vaxxes

We all fall down

paranoid.dragon

#

#

7 Reply"

10 hours ago

“It’s still early,” 

Uhhhh... I think that's why they generally test this shit before they pretend it's safe.

MoneyMonkey

#

#

7 Reply"

12 hours ago

The cattle got in line for an untested vaccine.  After decades of failure people still trust the
government to be competant.  

JR Wirth

#

#

3 Reply"

11 hours ago

When the bad crap really starts…one or two of these parents might write a nasty letter.
NoPension

#

#
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Reply"

8 hours ago

Governments are extremely competent at destroying people.
Gloobus Floobus

#

#

7 Reply"

12 hours ago

“Does anyone else not find it odd that after discovering 800 cases in the VAERS database
the "emergency" meeting is in 7 days? ... and in the meantime, every public health
authority figure is encouraging parents to get their young children vaccinated?”

 

Given morbidly and mortality numbers in this population...it is patently bizarre why parents
are subjecting children to unnecessary risk.

That said, we can imagine a seven day notice of a meeting means they’re not that
concerned about this condition.

We can also imagine them citing millions inoculated...and a “mere” few hundred with this
“adverse” reaction...

Md4

#

#
7 Reply"

12 hours ago

if you trust ANYTHING our government says youre phvcking crazy
s0methingfast

#

#

7 Reply"

12 hours ago

‘Benefits outweigh the risks’ they say...tell that to the parents of the injured children. Wait,
these same libs signed their kids up to be guinea pigs for an experimental vax for a virus
with a 99.9% survival rate in that age group. Can’t fix libs. 

yoda90210

#

#
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7 Reply"

12 hours ago

Well, if even one 400 pounder 75 year old diabetic smoker's life can be extended by even a
month, I think a couple of hundreds of myocarditis in young folks are worth it.

Kim Jong Un IV
#

#

Reply"

11 hours ago

Herumph, herumph, herumph!
MMC

#

#

7 1 Reply"

12 hours ago

You can tell the ones who’ve been vaccinated. Total my side bias. It will take mad cow
disease before they admit that they’re fools. 

Stormblessed

#

#
4 Reply"

12 hours ago

I identify as Trans Vaccinated. 

I act as if I have been vaccinated even though I have not. No more masks for me.

If anyone asks if I have been vaccinated, I say yes - truthfully - I got the polio vaccine
as a kid. I have the scar to prove it.  

No one asks for proof. Free enterprise at its best. 

Raider of the lost cause

#

#

7 Reply"

13 hours ago

Daddy what did you do during the great plandemic of 2021?

Well baby I sat on my ass and made lots of sarcastic comments online!

Capt. MegaHash

#

#

1 Reply"

13 hours ago

Honestly, what else are you gonna really do as you wait for the big 'un?
StuffyourVAXX

#

#
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7 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

Say you get jabbed and suffer a fatal heart attack three days later. Do you think they will
report this to the VAERS database? Of course not. It is labeled by Feds as
"coincidental"...LMAO!

boyplunger7777
#

#

6 Reply"

13 hours ago

Had an aunt who was hospitalized with blood clots in her legs and lungs. No previous
history of clotting.

They didn't ask her if she'd been vaxxed (she had 2 weeks prior), but they sure did ask
if she'd had Covid.

StuffyourVAXX

#

#

1 1 Reply"

10 hours ago

Virus or vaccine, they are essentially the same
Noktirnal

#

#

Reply"

13 hours ago

There's plenty of those listed.

I'm not saying every case is reported, but the database has all the patients statistics in
it.

Most of the deaths are in elderly people, and the deaths are the same day. But there
are plenty of 50 and 60 year olds and some in their 30's and 40's...

https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?
TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&EVENTS=ON&VAX=COVID19&DIED=Yes

hoytmonger

#

#

7 Reply"

13 hours ago

Where did CCP Beepee go?  Had enough of his stupid noise...    I just put him/it on
IGNORE.

_0000_

#

#

https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&EVENTS=ON&VAX=COVID19&DIED=Yes
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4 Reply"

13 hours ago

Are you talking about me?

CCP and me, don't go together.  That's a bad mix.

Down with Xi Jinping!

BeePee

#

#

5 Reply"

PREMIUM 13 hours ago

More likely, BeePee is an Israeli.

vic and blood

#

#

1 5 Reply"

13 hours ago

I have been to Israel.  I actually didn't like it that much.  But they are our ally.  Smart
people.  Highly sectarian society.  Ugly architecture and mediocre looking women.

Good food though.  

Anyway, I am a Yankee.

BeePee

#

#
1 Reply"

11 hours ago

You're a bot.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

3 Reply"

13 hours ago

I was unaware of this function. it's works perfectly. Thanks for this tip. All leftist idiots
are now ignored. (mouseclick on the usename) 

captain-nemo

#

#

7 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

The JAB has a tendency to lower Vitaman D levels sure you're not sick now its sunny out,
wait till winter..So consider taking more D3 and add in K2 as well Im talking 10,000iu a
day..You're Life do as you please.

Bill of Rights

#

#
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1 Reply"

13 hours ago

My guess is that the upcoming flu season is going to be something to behold for the
"vaccinated".

duck_fur

#

#

1 Reply"

13 hours ago

==wait till winter==

You'll be fine.  As long as you wear a coat.

BeePee

#

#

7 Reply"

13 hours ago

Need to fight and protest the vaccine passport/ID's... Im not getting a vaccine I dont want or
need. 

JZ123

#

#

7 Reply"

14 hours ago

How many times do various problems with this alleged "vaccine" have to be revealed before
people finally STOP lining up to get the stuff?

BigDawgz

#

#

5 Reply"

13 hours ago

Those who can't question authority would still take the shot if 5/10 people ahead of
them dropped dead. They just can't bring themselves to question authority. They would
rather "just take it and hope for the best". They've lost their survival instinct.

I'M IN THE CONTROL GROUP.

TRM

#

#
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7 Reply"

14 hours ago

"Another 1,260 were reported in people 65 or older through claims data from Medicare
claims data. Neither number raised safety signals, Steve Anderson, director of the FDA’s
Office of Biostatistics and Epidemiology said."

Of course there were no safety signals.  Nothing's more important than Joetard reaching his
July 4th goal

Just a Little Froth in the Market
#

#

7 Reply"

14 hours ago

The Spike Protein is toxic as is the PEG and god knows wtf else, dam fools.
Bill of Rights

#

#

7 Reply"

14 hours ago

WTF WTF WTF WTF WTF WTF WTF WTF WTF WTF WTF WTF WTF WTF WTF WTF WTF 
Hey Assholes

#

#

7 Reply"

14 hours ago

Injecting toxins and GM mrna in a GMO trial .

CDC profiting off the hoax are behaving criminally insane .

https://notpublicaddress.wordpress.com/2021/05/23/2021-the-year-so-called-conspiracy-
theory-went-mainstream/

 

BDB

#

#

7 Reply"

14 hours ago

Warning this vial contains an untested, unapproved, adjuvants, additives, preservatives and
mRNA, which produces a Protein known to can cardiovascular issues, stroke, blood clots,
heart inflammation, sterility and death, so far! 

tyberious

#

#

https://notpublicaddress.wordpress.com/2021/05/23/2021-the-year-so-called-conspiracy-theory-went-mainstream/
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4 Reply"

14 hours ago

And ADE, later.
_0000_

#

#

7 Reply"

14 hours ago

OMG this is horrible!

People, do NOT take these experimental and rushed vaccines EVER!

DG

Degenerate Gambler

#

#

7 Reply"

14 hours ago

Just a quick question. What if thousands and then hundreds of thousands of people start
dropping dead from after-effects of the vaccine?

Stuck on Zero

#

#

4 1 Reply"

14 hours ago

Job done?

MAGA?

Great Reset

#

#

9 Reply"

14 hours ago (Edited)

They'll blame it on Terrifying New Variants and the unvaxed.

Think the heat is on to take the needle now? Just wait.

Only Way Out

#

#

2 Reply"

14 hours ago

Bingo! Some panel will conclude that was dude to a new variant. And on and on it
will go...

Great Reset

#

#
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1 Reply"

14 hours ago

I'm convinced that Trump and his white supremacist groups would be blamed.
Stuck on Zero

#

#

2 Reply"

PREMIUM 14 hours ago

That’s EXACTLY what will happen. 

Arctic Frost
#

#

Reply"

14 hours ago

I wouldn't bet against finding out for reals soon enough
00000000

#

#

7 Reply"

14 hours ago

The mrNA technology is a new technique for vaccine development.

 

Despite this, the Pfizer and Modern "vaccines" have been tested LESS than traditional
vaccines. Yet the FDA and CDC says the risks from these shots are acceptable.

 

Keep in mind that healthy young men have almost NO mortality risk from COVID, and
receive no benefit from these shots as a direct consequence.

 

Big Government and Big Pharma are gambling with people's lives with these Frankenvirus
vaccines.

allfactsmatter

#

#

8 Reply"

14 hours ago

When something is FREE, YOU are the product.
Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#
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7 Reply"

14 hours ago

Why is the CDC even recommending this vaccine for the young, the immune, and those with
antibodies. Unethical. Unscientific. No bang for buck. Why wait a week. Why not meet
tomorrow. Answer--it takes a week to get their cover stories together. Zero confidence now
in the CDC and anything they say. It is all political Science.

on target
#

#

4 Reply"

14 hours ago

"Why wait a week. Why not meet tomorrow. Answer--it takes a week to get their cover
stories together."

I do believe you're on to something.

Only Way Out

#

#

Reply"

14 hours ago

They HAVE to sell the meme .......................
Occams_Razor_Trader

#

#

Reply"

14 hours ago

Um, because they are not really interested in your health my friend...
Great Reset

#

#

Reply"

14 hours ago

Correct!

Have to sync everyone to the same BS story!

DG

Degenerate Gambler

#

#

7 1 Reply"

14 hours ago

Maybe they will just put out a "software update" over the 5G network and then you flatline?
Capt. MegaHash

#

#
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7 Reply"

14 hours ago

This is heartbreaking news.
ReturnOfDaMac

#

#

Reply"

13 hours ago

Yea I agree. 

I know so many people who took the vaccine.

I told them not to get it and I am not getting it, but they thought it was safe.

I hope they will be okay.

1 of them is my 80 year old mother. 

DG

Degenerate Gambler

#

#
7 Reply"

14 hours ago

This is just evil. I have treated these cases locally as well. Scary stuff.

So if the vaccines are approved for emergency use authorization, how is there justification
for emergency use in children? Covid has almost exactly 1/3 the death rate as the seasonal
flu.

theWatcher

#

#

3 Reply"

14 hours ago

After asking yourself a couple more questions like that, and you begin to understand
that it's never been about a "virus" it's about the jab.

nowhereman

#

#
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Reply"

14 hours ago (Edited)

There's an article to that effect...

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/06/joseph-mercola/was-the-whole-pandemic-
about-the-vaccine/

The "vaccine" is the bio-weapon.

hoytmonger

#

#

7 Reply"

14 hours ago

The American Genital Mutilation Association (formerly the American Medical Association)
now requires that all doctors take the Hypocrites Oath: “It’s all about the Benjamin’s baby.”

gregga777

#

#

7 Reply"

14 hours ago

If half the kids keeled over and died from it the day of injection The CDC would still
determine that the risks are still minimal and no need to delay getting your child the serum
injection.

Dr. Gonzo

#

#
7 Reply"

15 hours ago

Looks like 'Gain of Function' is full steam ahead......
TieOneOn

#

#

7 Reply"

15 hours ago

oopsy daisy. "We could have never known. " -Dr. Fauci
Dr. Gonzo

#

#

6 Reply"

15 hours ago

Don’t question the science. 
kscubfan

#

#

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/06/joseph-mercola/was-the-whole-pandemic-about-the-vaccine/
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Reply"

3 hours ago

Which we now know is now Scientism(TM), a faith based mass behavioral program.
Chevrus

#

#

7 Reply"

15 hours ago

Anyone pushing these should be dissected with a hatchet on live stream.
KirkPatrickN

#

#

3 Reply"

15 hours ago

Sharks.
Fat Beaver

#

#

4 Reply"

14 hours ago

Remember that movie "Law Abiding Citizen"?

how he paralyzes the dude with puffer fish venom so he cant move, but is still
concious?

and then gives the guy adrenaline to make sure he doesnt pass out?

and proceeds to methodically cut off all his limbs with a band saw and cut his member
off with a scalple?

yeah, I want that for everyone involved with this

_Rorschach

#

#
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7 Reply"

15 hours ago

what we need to do is, is prevent physicians from reporting enlarged hearts

maybe call is something else.  indigestion.  being too wite.  being too male. 

or if they report it, we need for cdc to modify the way the item is displayed on its outward-
facing data

or maybe prohibit access of cdc data

or else allow access, but prohibit reporting on the data or talking about it online or on
youtube

there is a suite of strategies available for policymakers

safelyG
#

#

Reply"

15 hours ago

Well, it could be trackable (in a way) if there is a significant increase in Cardiac
transplant needs for this age group who have been vaxed...

MeLurkLongtime

#

#
7 Reply"

15 hours ago

KEK. It's 10x that many. They know their goose is cooked and lid is going to blow.
Indelible Scars

#

#

2 Reply"

14 hours ago

100x. The 2010 Harvard study on VAERS demonstrated that only 1% of vaccine
injuries/ deaths get reported to VAERS. 

Befits

#

#
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7 Reply"

1 hour ago

> Just Fwd'd ZH article to neighbor

> Neighbor texts: Got shot 1 couple days ago

> Heart racing and feels under pressure

> Tell him to go to ER

People are fn retarded

American Dissident
#

#

1 Reply"

50 minutes ago

Normalcy biases are gonna get a lot of people killed...
espirit

#

#

Reply"

50 minutes ago

People are consumed with fear. When you stop thinking logically the brain uses fearful
emotions to fill the void a thought was supposed to occur in. 

GregT

#

#

1 Reply"

43 minutes ago

how is it I’m not filled with fear, and i only have access to the same exact information
as any other commoner....

how is it i can see through the obvious fear tactics being used to scare people into
taking the vaccine?

how is it i have not succumbed to the mainstream media’s propaganda?

 

paranoid.dragon

#

#
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Reply"

23 minutes ago

Because your world view was formed from logical thought. It’s all habit by now.
And if a problem arose you could not answer you took time to research & find a
logical answer. And if your initial answer was wrong you didn’t look to blame the
first scapegoat you could find & claim victim status...you moved on &
thought...damn that sure was stupid of me. You owned your mistakes & learned
from them.

When this isn’t done people just develop a habit of emotionally reacting to
problems. I’m sure people like this will be in denial...like your friend...who needed
to go to the ER. He or she isn’t ready to face the real possibility they reacted out
of fear & took an injection of something they don’t have a clue about. Honestly if I
had I’d probably close my eyes & just blindly hope it works out ok. What other
option do you have if you take that massive risk & it goes south on you. You can’t
unring a bell...you can only hope it magically goes away.

GregT

#

#

6 Reply"

2 hours ago (Edited)

When is the medical society going to fess up and bring us some accurate data
with Reliability and validity are concepts used to evaluate the quality of their research. They
should be willing to indicate how well a method, technique or test measures
something. Reliability is about the consistency of a measure, and validity is about the
accuracy of a measure as an example.  There are standard methods for this reporting, there
are many Americans that aren't brain dead, it's time the medical society quit giving us Flash
and run information.

At this point in time there is no reason I would believe the medical society is trustworthy they
aren't brave enough to tell us the truth or they're telling us lies.  There is no way the medical
industry should even start a vaccination program without the truth in front of them and
reasonable facts and statistics. As an engineer I knowthere are already programs written to
follow processes with Statistics and Controls already in existence to follow the performance
of these vaccines I suggest a laid on the table for everyone to read.  It is evident to me we
have the wrong people in control,

hedge4Gain

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 hour ago

So old fashioned:

Reliability
Responsibility
Accountability

CheapBastard

#

#

Reply"

15 minutes ago

Trumped by:

stupidity 
helplessness 
laziness

Welcome to the world of idiocracy where TV is mother, father and family.  There is a
fear the inoculations will create a world of mindless zombies.  I say, in order to sign
up for the inoculation one had to be a mindless zombie at the start.  It’s time to reap
the harvest.  It shall be death at a grand scale.

TheLateGreatTerryThomas

#

#
3 Reply"

1 hour ago

They will but after they're finished experimenting on the human race around 2023.
sistersoldier

#

#

Reply"

1 hour ago

perhaps one benefit for the elite from the covid experiment is it gives them
something other than themselves on which to blame the hyperinflation which will
burn up the crushing global debt, allowing another cycle of bubbles to begin.

jeff montanye

#

#
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6 Reply"

PREMIUM 3 hours ago

We are injecting children to save a few that are already past their due date?

How many young people must die an early death so that some old timers can hide from the
Grim Reaper for a few more months?

 

vic and blood
#

#

3 Reply"

3 hours ago

The Grim Reaper sits on his ass collecting stimmies, otherwise joe, nancy, mitch,
maxie, etc....wouldn't

still be with us.

Snidely

#

#

1 Reply"

2 hours ago

If abortion don’t get you, then the vaccine will. — Bill Gates
NAV

#

#

6 Reply"

3 hours ago

The vax is a WMD

US should bomb

captain noob

#

#

3 Reply"

3 hours ago (Edited)

Bomb which location exactly?

How about hauling the execs of Pfizer, Biontech, AZ and JJ out of their mansions and
throw them into solitary confinement for a couple weeks. 

Then ask questions.

walküre

#

#
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1 Reply"

3 hours ago

They could start with  one of fauci's mansions, maybe?
GreatCaesar'sGhost

#

#

6 1 Reply"

4 hours ago

Going to have to have mass quarantine of the vaccinated. The stupid it kills 
bikepath999

#

#

6 Reply"

4 hours ago

Even if people were to start growing a second head there would be a media blitz to be kind
to your twin - it’s a blessing from the big state! 

bikepath999

#

#

Reply"

3 hours ago

I'd bet there's a lab somewhere working on this right now. If you are a white male and
Trump supporter, the second head will be black, and anti-Trump.  That way your vote is
cancelled out when they give voting rights to your "twin"

Uncle_Cuddles

#

#

6 Reply"

PREMIUM 4 hours ago

If you allowed these people to infect your kids with this "vaccine" you might be a moron.

It's not your fault. Thank a teacher.

THX1959 Block 3

#

#

6 Reply"

PREMIUM 5 hours ago

We are the government and we're here to help you get short and long term complications
from an experimental vaccine for a disease that can be treated with Ivermectin which has
had 2 billion doses given to humans worldwide over the last 40 years. But Ivermectin is old
and cheap and we need to help big pharma with their profits

Hasbro

#

#
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6 Reply"

5 hours ago

Evil is as evil does.

If they are reporting a problem you can be sure it is much much worse than they are saying.

Don't poison your children

Don't poison yourself

South China Sea
#

#

6 Reply"

6 hours ago

I'm sure its nothing.  /sarc

Jabs for everyone on the planet will resume at all costs.

JethroBodine_

#

#

2 Reply"

6 hours ago

they are already offering joints for jabs.  can student loan and rent forgiveness be far
behind?

jeff montanye

#

#
6 Reply"

6 hours ago

Will more people die due to vaccine complications than the COVID? 
Stable-Genius

#

#

7 Reply"

6 hours ago

Yes.  They already have.
fackbankz

#

#

Reply"

6 hours ago

depends.

wait for the rollout of the vaccine vaccine.

jeff montanye

#

#
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6 Reply"

6 hours ago

Higher than expected . So it was expected . Was blood clotting expected ? Guillaine Barr
expected ? Heart ,liver and kidney failure expected ? Uncontrollable and so far permanent
shaking expected ? Thousands of deaths expected ?

justdues
#

#

1 Reply"

6 hours ago

That IS the plan. Decrease population via “vaccines.”
taglady

#

#

1 Reply"

6 hours ago

the thing that makes me wonder is that population decrease was already in the
cards, especially for the rich countries (and really a whole lot more) from the
individual decisions of women to have fewer children.

the peak of human population globally was going to be probably no later than 2040.
 now, probably sooner.  

but the overreach by the elites may endanger their position as never before.  

jeff montanye

#

#

Reply"

6 hours ago

Their crimes were being uncovered and most of them aren’t going to be around in
20 years in any meaningful way. 

taglady

#

#

Reply"

6 hours ago

Greedy people tend to live in overreach. 
taglady

#

#

Reply"

5 hours ago

the plan is to make them all sick so they need expensive medicine for a litany of
health complaints.

buzzsaw99

#

#
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6 Reply"

7 hours ago

SCAMdemic unravelling at warp speed!
NuYawkFrankie

#

#

5 Reply"

7 hours ago

They don't care. All the right people have been paid off/threatened/blackmailed, so
they'll forge on.

StuffyourVAXX

#

#

Reply"

5 hours ago (Edited)

opposition approaching critical mass.  fifty eight percent of u.s. citizens believe
covid came from the wuhan virus lab.  eighteen percent believe that is not true, still
the world health organization position.

though the eighteen percent have a higher fraction of college graduates.  make of
that what you will.

https://www.newsweek.com/poll-american-covid-lab-1597027

jeff montanye

#

#
6 Reply"

10 hours ago

One thing ZH could do would be to quit calling this a VACCINE!! It isn't.
Adullam

#

#

Reply"

10 hours ago

There's a problem with developing new bioweapons. If you have a unique bioweapon it
doesn't stop adversaries from retaliating with their own still effective WMDs.

So new bioweapon development should emphasize stealth.  For example a virus that
mimicked the flu with flu symptoms and initially flu like results but mutated over a
period of years to become deadly.

If a bioweapon like this escaped accidentally all of the hair on fire overreactions from
the beginning make perfect sense.

nuerocaster

#

#

https://www.newsweek.com/poll-american-covid-lab-1597027
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6 Reply"

10 hours ago

Last year at this time when the CEO of Moderna was spending every other day on CNBC
trying to pump his stock that is ALL anyone needed to know. 

meanrevers
#

#

6 Reply"

11 hours ago

Germany specifically avoided to jab the youngsters. Their science committee said not to do
it. But every other state in Europe are doing it full steam apparently.  What a disaster. 

Towinfell

#

#

6 Reply"

11 hours ago

Their appetite for blood is insatiable. They've moved on to sterilization and murder of babies.
Drag queen story hour abortions and pedophilia normalization wasn't enough. They need
more depraved lunacy to feel sane while worshipping Satan. 

Captive

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

exactly. evil unbound.
s0methingfast

#

#

6 Reply"

11 hours ago (Edited)

Make sure to keep their masks on during their funerals so they can virtue signal one last
time.

Lucky Guesst

#

#

Reply"

11 hours ago

haha !
s0methingfast

#

#
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2 Reply"

11 hours ago

Oh they're not done with the masks, they're still pursuing an agenda of permanent
masks...they're that insane.

glenlloyd

#

#

6 Reply"

11 hours ago (Edited)

From Moderna's wokepedia page. Been there for years. No excuse for recklessly accepting
this death jab.

StuffyourVAXX

In January 2014, Alexion Pharmaceuticals paid Moderna
$100 million for ten product options to develop rare
disease treatments, including for Crigler-Najjar syndrome, using
Moderna's mRNA therapeutics platform.[26] Although CEO Bancel
expected the platform to enter human trials in 2016, the program
with Alexion was scrapped in January 2017 after animal trials
showed that Moderna's treatment would never be safe enough
for humans.

#

#
1 Reply"

PREMIUM 11 hours ago

Millions of dollars of R&D wasted, unless they could foist it on the panicked public and
normalise it

UnpatrioticHoarder

#

#

6 Reply"

11 hours ago

An older lady in my neighborhood got her vax.  Two months later she's getting steroid
treatments because her immune system is attacking her muscles in some rare condition. 
Coincidence?  Possibly.  Does it look good for the vax?  Hell no.  Not for me.  

JR Wirth

#

#

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexion_Pharmaceuticals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rare_disease
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crigler-Najjar_syndrome
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moderna#cite_note-27
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2 Reply"

11 hours ago

Possibly up to 6.5 billion could die in a rare coincidence over the next few years. A
coincidence because progressives have stated that 500 million is ideal population. Of
course this is also why the Chinese want western liberals dead because the Chinese
people know they are high on that coincidental mortality statistic.

Oldwood

#

#

2 Reply"

11 hours ago

Must be something she ate, or something, something… But not Saint Tony’s Needle.
NoPension

#

#

6 Reply"

12 hours ago

I think the CDC will be having lots of emergency meetings in the next several years.
2willies

#

#

Reply"

12 hours ago

A year from now - "Why is everyone coming down with Lupus?"  
JR Wirth

#

#

Reply"

11 hours ago

Hydroxycloroquin for lupus. Which means, they’ll have to ban it, and come up with
an emergency experimental vaccine, which the dumbasses still alive, will line up and
get jabbed. 
And get a donit.

NoPension

#

#
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6 1 Reply"

12 hours ago (Edited)

Unfortunately, and allegedly, 99% of adverse reactions to vaccines are not reported.

This appeared on the Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.’s website Children’s Health Defense 04/15/21:

18 Reasons I Won’t Be Getting a COVID Vaccine

“I'm not here to pick a fight with anyone, just to walk you through some of what I've read, my
lingering questions and explain why I can't make sense of these COVID vaccines.”

By Christian Elliot 

8. Under-reporting of adverse reactions and deaths

According to a Harvard study (commissioned by our own government), less than 1% of
all adverse reactions to vaccines are actually submitted to VAERS.

While the problems with VAERS have not been fixed (as you can read about in this letter to
the CDC), at the time of this writing, VAERS reports over 2,200 deaths from the current
COVID vaccines, as well as close to 60,000 adverse reactions.

If those numbers represent only 1% of the total adverse reactions (or .8% to 2% of what this
study published recently in the JAMA found), you can do the math — but that equates to
somewhere around 110,000 to 220,000 deaths from the vaccines to date, and a ridiculous
number of adverse reactions.

Bet you didn’t see that on the news...

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/reasons-not-getting-covid-vaccine/

NAV
#

#

6 Reply"

12 hours ago

This is the 100s we’re hearing about.  What about the 10s of 1,000s we’re not?
DennisR

#

#

14 Reply"

12 hours ago

Look deeper in your empty skull 
Amsterdammerin

#

#

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/authors/christian-elliot/
https://www.icandecide.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Lazarus-report.pdf
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rfk-jr-david-kessler-covid-vaccine-vaers/
https://www.icandecide.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Letter-to-Dr.-Walensky-re-anaphylaxis.pdf
https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=CAT&EVENTS=ON&VAX=COVID19
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaers-data-vaccine-injury-trends-continue/
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2777417
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/reasons-not-getting-covid-vaccine/
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1 Reply"

11 hours ago

That's with statement like this, that you loose all credibility. You're done.
armageddon251

#

#

6 Reply"

12 hours ago

Critical Thinking, it saves lives.
WuhanJohnny

#

#

Reply"

12 hours ago

Conversely, Critical Theory kills.
Noktirnal

#

#

6 Reply"

12 hours ago (Edited)

Vaccinated numbers grossly over-stated.

Non-vaccinated numbers greatly under-stated.

Teh Internet is now teh dominant cultural force. 

Buy Bye TeeVee!

Capt. MegaHash

#

#

1 6 Reply"

12 hours ago

Nope. Just in my diverse  friends and work circle, 70%+ vaxxed and ALL doing just
fine. Some going on 6 months

Amsterdammerin

#

#

2 Reply"

12 hours ago

Cool anecdote bro.

Tell it again…

Noktirnal

#

#
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6 Reply"

13 hours ago

Only 1% of adverse events are reported 
chiswickcat

#

#

5 Reply"

13 hours ago

prove it
zeropopulationgrowth

#

#

2 Reply"

11 hours ago

Prove you didn’t do something that didn’t happen.
Noktirnal

#

#

6 Reply"

PRO 13 hours ago

An emergency meeting a week from now? lol

Aelfscyne

#

#

2 1 Reply"

12 hours ago

Meanwhile take it or else!
rsnoble

#

#

6 Reply"

13 hours ago

I confess that the virus never bothered me. They come and they go. The covid cult on the
other hand are creepy as fuq.

Blue Collar Crank

#

#

6 Reply"

13 hours ago

Wait for insurance companies to rate life insurance policies on vax status.  Just like if you
are a smoker. Had the vax and your premium will be higher.  

SoCalBusted

#

#
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1 6 Reply"

13 hours ago

You'll have to wait a very long time. Probably forever.  Vaccines are safe and won't
affect insurance premiums.  Perhaps just the opposite.

BeePee

#

#

2 Reply"

13 hours ago

Sounds like they won't take your blood anymore for transfusions.  Sound safe still? 
  How about the 4000+ dead per the Vaers?  Is it safe?  Is it safe??

TrumpyBear

#

#

1 7 Reply"

13 hours ago

==Is it safe?  Is it safe??==

Why yes, it is.

BeePee

#

#

1 Reply"

13 hours ago

Remember: statistically, five out of six people think Russian Roulette is safe.
Bob Spornak

#

#

3

13 hours ago

I bet zero people think Russian Roulette is safe.

But 140 million Americans were correct in taking the SAFE vaccination. 

 

BeePee

#

#

Reply"

12 hours ago

Can anyone recall the hit movie where that

phrase is used? Is it safe?

Clue: Plastics Ben Plastics

BEMUSED-CONFUSED

#

#
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Reply"

12 hours ago

There is a long list of things that were proclaimed to be safe but turned out not to
be.    A few come to mind…

Baby powder

thalidomide for morning sickness (I often cite this when people ask me why I’m not
getting the jab- look up thalidomide babies)

 

Etc

SoCalBusted

#

#

1 Reply"

12 hours ago

Smoking

Vaping

Opioids

Roundup

Statins

Radioactivity

?

Really when you think about it the "experts" are always stupid until they learn
otherwise, usually long after many people have died.

calculator

#

#

2 Reply"

13 hours ago

They're already pulling policies.
Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#
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6 Reply"

13 hours ago

Just lie. Seems pretty simple. The elite get away with it all the time. Yes, I am vaccinated. It
was amazing, lol. My work says if you are vaccinated that you can stop wearing a mask.
Everyone is not vaccinated and not wearing a mask. 

3-fingered_chemist
#

#

6 Reply"

13 hours ago

but didn’t the government and media tell us ad nauseum how “safe” the vaccines are??.....

So apparently they consider myocarditis as “safe”, and previously they whitewashed blood
clots in the brain as “safe” .....  

so now i’m curious to know what their threshold for “not safe” would be....

When it comes to their Holy Grail Idol vaccines, I’m not sure they would consider any side
effect as unsafe, including death.

It makes it clear how truly unstable these Pro-Vaxxers are....

Basically they are willing to perform vaccine blood sacrifices, kinda like how the pagan
Myans butchered countless children on top of their pyramids to please their gods....

And somehow those questioning vaccine safety out of concern for personal health are anti-
science???

puh-Leeeeze.

these Pro-Vaxxer Vaxx-Addict Cultists are insane.

paranoid.dragon

#

#

1 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

For some crazy reason many of those who rush to take this fake vaccine has a political
agenda. They think that by taking this shot, they support the NWO's. They are not only
idiots. They are mad too.

captain-nemo

#

#
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6 Reply"

13 hours ago

Please don't murder me.
Capt. MegaHash

#

#

6 Reply"

13 hours ago

If you were an employer who required vaccines could you be held liable for damages?
bustdriver

#

#

7 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

I would love to incriminate a few managers at my work for brow beating employees to
jab. I didn’t jab and I keep that quiet. 

hotrod

#

#

7 Reply"

13 hours ago

No. 

The vaccines are safe.

BeePee

#

#
3 Reply"

13 hours ago

Yep, one guy said it’s as safe as taking anti biotics. 
hotrod

#

#

2 Reply"

13 hours ago

Thus sprach a vaxxed sheeple.
Rex Dickerson

#

#

2 Reply"

13 hours ago

Shut up stupid, the FACTS say otherwise. 
Hipneck911

#

#
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6 1 Reply"

14 hours ago (Edited)

More proof that natural immunity from Mother Nature is best and safer....and enjoyable.

https://img.mrcostumes.com/images/ProductCloseup/3203/sexy-mother-nature-fairy-
costume-48311.jpg

CheapBastard
#

#

2 Reply"

13 hours ago

Imagine dat!
Great Reset

#

#

6 Reply"

14 hours ago

It’s very obvious a third dose is needed
bikepath999

#

#

6 Reply"

14 hours ago

Life Alert Emergency Response. Now for teens!

Dude! I've fallen and I can't get up.

Hallorran's ghost

#

#

4 Reply"

14 hours ago

More like:

"Dude, it's fallen. And I can't get it up!"

WeR138

#

#

6 Reply"

14 hours ago

"If you want to keep your healthy heart, you can keep your healthy heart. I promise!"

~ Fauci

CheapBastard

#

#

https://img.mrcostumes.com/images/ProductCloseup/3203/sexy-mother-nature-fairy-costume-48311.jpg
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6 Reply"

14 hours ago

“there was a higher number of observed than expected myocarditis/pericarditis cases in 16–
24-year-olds.”

What is the expected number of cases of myocarditis/pericarditis for 16–24-year-olds? And
how many is acceptable?

This is the healthiest segment of the population having heart issues. It doesn't bode well for
the rest.

Hallorran's ghost
#

#

Reply"

14 hours ago

Well yeah that's a good point.

Is another precisely that this is the most healthy segment?  So you do the math as to
what is intended.

Rest Easy

#

#

6 Reply"

14 hours ago

Mommy my heart hurts.
General Fuster Cluck

#

#
9 Reply"

14 hours ago

Shut up and take the 2nd dose!!
hotrod

#

#

2 Reply"

14 hours ago (Edited)

Those cranky rug rats---just because their heart swells up and gets red hot with
inflammation from the vaxx:

https://www.todaysparent.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/crying-baby-
istock660.jpg

CheapBastard

#

#

https://www.todaysparent.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/crying-baby-istock660.jpg
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6 Reply"

14 hours ago

It makes me wonder about all those idiots that show us the V sign with their fingers after the
shot,  or all those who stands by applauding whenever a new idiot arrive to receive the
deadly injection.  You can't fight stupid. 

captain-nemo
#

#

6 Reply"

PREMIUM 14 hours ago

Chemical
Castration
Program.

TheBeholder

#

#

6 Reply"

14 hours ago

...let me translate...i speak jive....

Say homies how we gonnah spin this chit storm and blame the friggn Russians ..

 

attah-boy-Luther

#

#
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1 Reply"

14 hours ago

First Jive Dude: Shiiiiit, maaaaan. That honky muf' be messin' mah old lady... got to be
runnin' cold upside down his head, you know?

Second Jive Dude: Hey home', I can dig it. Know ain't gonna lay no mo' big rap up on
you, man!

First Jive Dude: I say hey, sky... subba say I wan' see...

Second Jive Dude: Uh-huh.

First Jive Dude: ...pray to J I did the same-ol', same-ol'!

Second Jive Dude: Hey... knock a self a pro, Slick! That gray matter backlot perform us
DOWN, I take TCB-in', man!

First Jive Dude: Hey, you know what they say: see a broad to get dat booty yak 'em...

First Jive Dude, Second Jive Dude: ...leg 'er down a smack 'em yak 'em!

First Jive Dude: COL' got to be! Y'know? Shiiiiit.

homeskillet

#

#

Reply"

13 hours ago

As Steve Harveys likes ta say...

Mah man....you be dope and all dat chit...

attah-boy-Luther

#

#

6 Reply"

14 hours ago (Edited)

There is no going back for the guinea pigs. Their fate has been sealed.
You_Cant_Quit_Me

#

#
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7 Reply"

14 hours ago

Yep, can't take it back. A lot of buyers remorse on this vaxx. I've had 3 people confess
to me already that they wish they would have at least waited longer to get a bigger
picture. No bueno. 

endofdays

#

#

6 Reply"

14 hours ago

I'm so over this. If you're stupid enough to take this experimental drug, even after all the bad
press, deaths, and maiming side effects, then I'm sorry - you deserve your Darwin Award.

Just don't be a whiney biotch about it with the rest of non-neurotic society. Enjoy your
banquet of consequences.

duck_fur

#

#

5 Reply"

14 hours ago

Tragically there is a significant number of decent and caring individuals who have
elected to taken this lethal poison. 
Their intense indiscretion in doing so stems from the incessant deception that we are
inundated with from birth.

Hybrid Hannah

#

#

5 1 Reply"

14 hours ago

I agree.  I know one person suffering badly, and she is a good person.  I can't help
but feel sorry for them.

fackbankz

#

#
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6 Reply"

15 hours ago (Edited)

The CDC needs a week to come up with a small enough fraction of the vexxed population
that implies these outcomes are rare. As an example, they might report there is a risk to
black females between the ages of 18 and 19 who smoke and were taking the pill.

They might have a total of three people in that category which is their primary goal. They
want a tiny absolute number just like before when faced with myocardialpenia.

They will warn the public about those folks while providing free donuts to everyone else who
takes a shot and declare their job done.

Kelley
#

#

6 Reply"

15 hours ago (Edited)

The CDC has been sufficiently exposed, and they're trying to save face with the masses.

Good luck finding any non-corrupt oversight to resolve this situation... that of a rogue CDC.
Otherwise it would've happened a long, long time ago.

Cabreado

#

#
Reply"

3 hours ago

Yeah they have spinning this the whole time...the "hesitancy thing" millions spent on
campaigning, and now the damage control which of course includes censoring and
deplatforming anyone who questions the narrative. When die-offs happen, they will
spin that as well. It's up to us not to let them do it.

Chevrus

#

#

6 Reply"

15 hours ago

You vill take za shot then you can have a showa, then layta there’s a sewprize in the oven!!
racing_flowers

#

#
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6 Reply"

15 hours ago

Oh yeah......ya'll get that jab of experimental crap.

Not me.

Homesteader3182
#

#

6 Reply"

15 hours ago

I hope they were given a doughnut for their trouble.
Dr. Gonzo

#

#

6 Reply"

15 hours ago (Edited)

All these poor kids will be sterile.  That’s one way to pop control. 
Whodathunkit

#

#

6 Reply"

15 hours ago

What the CDC refuses to admit is the EU system, that keeps far more accurate deaths,
severe illnesses can be looked at any time of the day. Link to EUdraVigilance.com. They've
shown many examples of severe repercussions from the different kinds of Covid vaccines
that have harmed, or killed people for weeks now.

Now you tell us, how is it this is just NOW emerging from the CDC? Explain that. 

Rubicon727

#

#

2 Reply"

15 hours ago

Last I knew about 15K dead and 1.4M injured.
Indelible Scars

#

#

6 Reply"

15 hours ago

It's not a vaccine 
Diamond66666

#

#

http://eudravigilance.com/
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Reply"

15 hours ago

There is a website that has been keeping track   vaccineimpact.com

 

RedSeaPedestrian

#

#

6 Reply"

15 hours ago

Sorry  you took the bioweapon  vaxx you are stupid. 

Stupid can't be fix.

 

 

 

Diamond66666

#

#

6 Reply"

15 hours ago

Guess they're not at all bothered by the thousands of deaths being reported ... but heart
inflammation requires an emergency meeting.  

csc61

#

#

6 Reply"

15 hours ago (Edited)

Deleted  
4Celts

#

#

6 Reply"

39 minutes ago (Edited)

If you want to gamble with your own health, go for it.

But what sort of psychopath would allow their child to be injected with this?

Dadburnitpa

#

#

http://vaccineimpact.com/
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3 Reply"

35 minutes ago

people are fvcking stupid
The 3rd Dimentia

#

#

1 Reply"

29 minutes ago

“Clinical trial ends 2023”
American Dissident

#

#

Reply"

22 minutes ago

A non thinking person who was never ready for parenthood & didn’t even try to get
ready when they knew it’s time to grow up. 

GregT

#

#

5 Reply"

1 hour ago

Was asked did I get the vaccine yet?

I go no.

Next question was how about your children?

I'm like WTF? If I didn't get it then for my children would be; Did hell freeze over?

SubZero13

#

#

4 Reply"

1 hour ago

I don't answer a follow-up question unless I get to ask one first.

Ask them - Do you spit or swallow...?

espirit

#

#

1 Reply"

53 minutes ago

male and female?  (still laughing).
jeff montanye

#

#
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2 Reply"

53 minutes ago

I’m still refuse to forfeit my HIPPA rights. I just say...for either vax or masks inquiries of
any kind...”my medical history or condition is not any of your business. And if it’s not a
personal question...are you a virgin??” 

GregT

#

#

5 Reply"

1 hour ago

Well..well, the not-a-vax has killed 77 percent of the total covid-19 deaths in Iceland.

Their "cure" is set to amass a much larger body count than the "disease". Except the Flu
took the weak, not-a-vax is killing the healthy. 

American Dissident

#

#

2 Reply"

1 hour ago

That’s why it’s vital to know the real lethality of COVID. How many died from
COVID...not with COVID. How many perfectly healthy people contracted COVID &
died. 

GregT

#

#
Reply"

1 hour ago

I can see an out for them.

What Covid...? This was just a test...

espirit

#

#

Reply"

1 hour ago

No out this time. They’re in the world of absolute truth with this. Have any opinion
you want...this is a rare black & white issue. I’m certain more have died of the
vaccine in the last 5 months than the virus. It’s very possibly more have died from
the vax than the entire outbreak of COVID. But no where can I find the real
number of deaths solely attributed to COVID. But I’m sure eventually someone
will pour thru the data & publish it. Every vax death was totally unnecessary &
preventable. It’s a man made death. Not natural death.

GregT

#

#
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5 Reply"

1 hour ago

Live free - reject the jiffy jab; your body will thank you...!
Able Ape

#

#

5 Reply"

2 hours ago

It is almost too late.

G7 has already agreed to impose vaccine certificates across all member states:
https://www.g7uk.org/g7-health-ministers-meeting-communique-oxford-4-june-2021/

And the British 'passports' already link to all 'your' other data, from biometrics to criminal
convictions to prescription history to vehicle registrations.

https://theconversation.com/nhs-vaccine-passports-are-here-but-will-they-be-used-
beyond-international-travel-161122

 

Jim in MN

#

#

5 Reply"

2 hours ago

You think some pesky 'facts' or 'logic' or 'science' is going to do anything to this
shitshow?

Only massive and forceful resistance will do anything.

Jim in MN

#

#

Reply"

2 hours ago (Edited)

Never too late. It will never be accepted in America or pass Congress. And the world
cannot function long term without America’s participation. The result will be in those
countries that accept it... just another tax levied by governments & that won’t even last
long term.

GregT

#

#

https://www.g7uk.org/g7-health-ministers-meeting-communique-oxford-4-june-2021/
https://theconversation.com/nhs-vaccine-passports-are-here-but-will-they-be-used-beyond-international-travel-161122
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2 Reply"

2 hours ago

Pretty sure no one is going to ask Congress.

'Emergency' you know.

Jim in MN

#

#

1 Reply"

2 hours ago

Well if it’s by EO it will immediately be challenged in the SC & fail. Have you seen
the SC decisions since Biden took office. Nearly all 9-0 or 8-1 against libs. Its
astonishing really. Either way it’s an unenforceable law. Mask mandates only
ended because they were finally being ignored by millions of people. 

GregT

#

#
2 Reply"

2 hours ago

Sure, the cowards of the "SCROTUS" have ruled for conservatives in cases
that mean little...

But the BETRAYAL of the Century on 2020 election FRAUD cases?

They betrayed their OATHS... and caved.

 

DeportThemAll

#

#

2

1 hour ago

The SC essentially ruled that the power to police elections does not reside
with the SC, it is a plenary power of the State Legislatures. 

WuhanJohnny

#

#
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1 hour ago

on a related topic, the supreme court upheld (zionist) federal judge alvin k.
hellerstein's rejection of every single one of the 9-11 families' suits against
the israeli passenger screening company operating at the 9-11 airports even
though his israeli son worked for the israeli law firm defending the israeli
passenger screening company.

oh, and the arabs did it.  with box cutters.  from a cave in afghanistan.

jeff montanye

#

#

Reply"

2 hours ago (Edited)

Good Gawd, why would I want to go to a place where they are so stupid as to make a
death injection mandatory so you don’t get the sniffles?  Besides that, just wait for the
death and dying ends, then go anyplace you want.

TheLateGreatTerryThomas

#

#

3 Reply"

2 hours ago

It's OK.

They will come to you.

Jim in MN

#

#

3 Reply"

2 hours ago

Mr Shotgun and a huge extended family say, bring it on.
TheLateGreatTerryThomas

#

#

Reply"

2 hours ago (Edited)

“They decide then the shotgun sings the song”. Pete Townsend was a genius!!
GregT

#

#

20 minutes ago

Mr Shotgun is my attorney... he is a junior partner in Lock, Loaded and
Legal.

TheLateGreatTerryThomas

#

#
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Reply"

1 hour ago

Any physician that adheres to their Oath... and/or has any basic intelligence or
humanity...

Will understand this move towards depopulation and authoritarian control...

And sign "vaccination" certificates for the unvaccinated.

DeportThemAll

#

#

Reply"

1 hour ago

two psychiatrists (for a hundred or two) said i was nuts enough to beat the draft.
 best money ever spent (maybe tied with a vasectomy).

jeff montanye

#

#

1 Reply"

1 hour agoChaos

38. One significant area that would benefit from interoperability
of health systems and data is around testing data and
vaccination records for COVID-19 and potentially other
diseases. We recognise that there is a need for multilateral
collaboration on a standards-based, minimum data set for
COVID-19 testing and vaccination verification that can be used
internationally as necessary. We should work within
existing WHO processes to develop international standards
and recommended practices for the creation, use, and mutual
acceptance of testing results and vaccination certificates
across countries. Vaccines must be safe, effective and
rigorously reviewed. 

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 hour ago

If we get to the point where people start dropping dead from the jab the G7 (not that
they have any real authority) will have to address the problem.

As for UK...pfuck UK and it's police state, who wants to go there anyway...maybe once
but not now.

 

glenlloyd

#

#

5 Reply"

2 hours ago

If it will save only one child's heart from inflammation, it is worth stopping this bullshit and
admitting we were wrong, duped and greedy for money and power.   FFY

Chaos

Another panel member, Dr. Jay Portnoy, director of the Division of
Allergy, Asthma, & Immunology at Children’s Mercy Hospitals &
Clinics, asked for a comparison between the adverse events in
vaccinated versus unvaccinated persons, saying if the adverse event
rate was lower in those who are vaccinated, then it would still be
worth getting a jab.

#

#

5 Reply"

3 hours ago

What if the theory of "disease" they sold us was totally wrong scientifically,  but made the
medical establishment rich and powerful?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3cnlynJZLtM

Yamaoka Tesshu

#

#

5 Reply"

3 hours ago

Fraudci says we are too stupid to understand his brand of science. 
Invert This, Media Matters Monkeys

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3cnlynJZLtM
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7 Reply"

3 hours ago

Fauci lied and people died.
walküre

#

#

2 Reply"

3 hours ago

Stefan Lanka is a legend with humongous balls to tell the truth that 'virology' is a fraud
and 'viruses' as described do not harm, do not infect anything and are not contagious.

Great video.

squib

#

#

5 Reply"

3 hours ago (Edited)

Our unduly elected president wants 70% of the population jabed by July 4th for a reason. To
get as many zombies as possible on their way to see their maker, a whole lot faster than the
maker planed. By the end of the summer, the harsh reality of what these vaccines were
designed to do will be apparent even to the Zombies.

Invert This, Media Matters Monkeys

#

#

7 Reply"

3 hours ago

Our lying’ prez also tweeted 300 died in the Tulsa riots in 1921 when at the most only
36 deaths have been confirmed and the number is likely 10 whites and 16 black
people. 

 VIDEO 

https://youtu.be/H--xP8Xvnd8

The 1921 Tulsa  Massacre WAS A BIG LIE : The OFFICER TATUM

NAV

#

#

3 Reply"

3 hours ago

Got to push the race war.  The Chicoms don't like blacks and they want to trigger
them into committing suicide by going into open warfare on whites and people who
look white.

Cloud9.5

#

#

https://youtu.be/H--xP8Xvnd8
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5 Reply"

4 hours ago

No meeting for the thousands who have died from the vaccines tho? 
do_you_even_science_bro

#

#

7 1 Reply"

4 hours ago (Edited)

10s of thousands.  Facebook removed users who were harmed by the vaccine directly
or loved one death.

ThanksIwillHaveAnother

#

#

5 Reply"

4 hours ago

The heroin junkie in the gutter is healthier than the vaccinated 
bikepath999

#

#

5 Reply"

4 hours ago

If you took the jab, you're a GMO.
TessieTickles

#

#

6 Reply"

4 hours ago

I got a LOT of pressure to get the jab but resisted.  Now the anti-vaccine crowd looks
right.

ThanksIwillHaveAnother

#

#

5 Reply"

4 hours ago

Just think of this as late term abortions 
bikepath999

#

#

5 Reply"

4 hours ago

Modern day snake oil elixir 
bikepath999

#

#
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5 Reply"

4 hours ago

Dude ...

Walter Melon

higher than expected
#

#

5 Reply"

4 hours ago

If only it could have been developed faster and with less testing.

In theory there is no difference between theory and practice. In practice there is.

Yogi Berra

SillyWabbits

#

#

5 Reply"

4 hours ago

“Big Pharma men demand vaccine jabs. But it is jabbee that must risk the effects and might
die.”

– Paraphrasing Herbert Hoover

CheapBastard

#

#
5 Reply"

4 hours ago

God damn the legal pusher man 
bikepath999

#

#

5 Reply"

4 hours ago

Wait til they discover their precious moppets are sterilized from their safe and effective jab
BinAnunnaki

#

#

5 Reply"

5 hours ago

I guess gas chambers would have been too obvious 
bikepath999

#

#
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5 Reply"

5 hours ago (Edited)

The cardiac inflammation is only one of many deadly side effects of the toxic vaccine.  Btw,
these side effects have been known since the vaxx was developed - they are are not new. 
But like the entire covid con, the government was able to get a huge portion of people to
believe the vaxx was both safe and necessary.  Guess what?  The government and the NWO
is not your friend.  Yes, lots and lots of stupid people in the world that believe there is not a
depopulation agenda.

The Vel
#

#

5 Reply"

5 hours ago

It breaks my heart to see how naive and trusting people are of our corrupt institutions 
bikepath999

#

#

5 Reply"

5 hours ago (Edited)

doctors stuck in the health care system (as opposed to sole practitioners) were afraid to
prescribe a drug that is known to be safe, that stops viral replication on over 85%
administered, and had been and is now stockpiled in the United States for DECADES,
because of a phony Lancet article.   Hydroxychloroquine was all that was needed to stop
this “pandemic” in its tracks.  

Al Jolson

#

#

2 Reply"

5 hours ago (Edited)

Turns out almost every "scientist" who signed that letter to Lancet has close ties to the
CCP Tucker Carlson said the other night.

They all tried to cover up any discussion of a lab leak.

CheapBastard

#

#
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5 Reply"

5 hours ago (Edited)

What a nightmare.  And all it took was a minimal amount of research. . . Are people really
this GULLIBLE? The govt is NOT your friend. 

holy god, if u got this thing, go get checked out.  

Al Jolson
#

#

2 Reply"

5 hours ago (Edited)

Bugs Bunny, "How many lumps (of sugar) you want Doc" ??? ...Pete the Puma, "Err
'bout three or four".... (Bugs beating Pete on the head with a hammer, and little
mounds rising on his head) ....bam-bam-bam-bam, ...Pete the Puma laughing like the
dork he is.... Urhhh-Urhhh-Urhhh-Urhhh.... the Average American is Pete the Puma !!!

rom

#

#

5 Reply"

5 hours ago

For those sitting in the back that may not have heard me the first 17 times I said it... IT IS
NOT A VACCINE!!!!!

Petkattash

#

#

5 Reply"

5 hours ago

You can bet they aren't meeting because anyone in the CDC is concerned about those
getting jabbed.  They are meeting in order to develop a plan to protect the "vaccine" from
people becoming fearful of it. 

How can any parent be so gullible and willfully ignorant as to allow their children to be
jabbed with this experimental gene therapy? 

Whydah

#

#
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5 Reply"

5 hours ago

This petition has been pointing this out for months.  Please take a moment to consider
signing this petition and sharing it with others:

https://www.ipetitions.com/petition/cancel-covid-2

May be is this?!..

Lawsuits Are Coming for Governors and Mayors. how about that...

El_Puerco

#

#

2 Reply"

5 hours ago (Edited)

How can any parent be so gullible and willfully ignorant as to allow their children to be
jabbed with this experimental gene therapy? 

 

on top of that it's allegedly for a virus that isn't even a threat to them.

buzzsaw99

#

#
Reply"

5 hours ago

Has been manipulates with the big MSN..

 

El_Puerco

#

#

2 Reply"

5 hours ago

Arguments from the left:

1) Quote the 2000% inflated death count

2) Say 'doctors wear masks'

3) Say 'the odds of severe side effects are .00001%' with absolutely no evidence
besides rudimentary guesses and poor math skills.

KirkPatrickN

#

#

https://www.ipetitions.com/petition/cancel-covid-2
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5 Reply"

5 hours ago

The numerous problems which are reported are a strong indication that the scientists have
missed something.

Because on paper the mRNA vaccines are almost ideal: no pollution with proteins from the
substrates the virus vector is grown in, no adjuvants (PEG is the adjuvant although it main
purpose is to coat the RNA), quick to design and manufacture, quick and easy to adjust to
new variants, strong immune reaction including T-cells with the right profile (Th1 weighted =
proinflammatory, see this, toward the end).

So what are we missing? E.g.: a Th1 (T-Helper cell, type 1) response promotes an
autoimmune response. This is certainly not a good thing. How about manufacturing quality?
Vaccine degradation because it has to be stored at ridiculously low temperature (and may
not be). Or that the mechanism by which mRNA vaccines produce a strong immune
response is not completely understood (as of 2018).

And the things that "are not completely understood" are the things we know that we do not
fully know. This is not what will bite us. What will bite us is that which we do not know that
we should know and did not anticipate, e.g. Rumsfelds unknown unknowns.

This is why the very high incidence of problems (compared e.g. to flu vaccines with similar
rollout volume) should cause much more alarm than it does.

 

absalom_hicks
#

#

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-2814-7
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC27457/
https://www.nature.com/articles/nrd.2017.243
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Reply"

5 hours ago

Efficacy is limited to only a few months, not years.

What's the point to conducting a broad experiment with not 1 BUT 2 doses across the
entire population?

The money wasted on the products, the distribution, the logistics, the infrastructure..
.not even talking about potential long term consequences to health care sector.

For what? 

Fundamental errors were made either on purpose or by accident. 

There needs to be a much larger inquiry into the whole rollout than just going after
Fauci.

Who knew what and when? Who paid who to do what and when?

walküre

#

#
Reply"

5 hours ago

The numerous problems which are reported are a strong indication that the scientists
have missed something.

 

You have a talent for understatement.

DanDaley

#

#

5 Reply"

6 hours ago (Edited)

Half of the CDC’s own employees won’t get the vaccine which is all you really need to know.
 And I bet most of them won’t allow their children to either.

Downhill from here

#

#

Reply"

6 hours ago

Likely more.
taglady

#

#
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1 Reply"

6 hours ago

the other half got fake vaccines like xi-fauci and xi-biden.
buzzsaw99

#

#

5 Reply"

6 hours ago (Edited)

After the lemmings jump off the cliff they realize they're falling when their useless masks
twist in the wind gliding above them as they plummet towards the rocks below..!!

I hope you enjoy the ride...Suckers..!!

Mr. Rude Dog

#

#

5 Reply"

7 hours ago

Nothing says "emergency" like a week long wait to deal with people potentially dying from a
failed gene therapy experiment.

TheFQ

#

#

5 Reply"

7 hours ago

One question… 

WHERE THE ACTUAL FECK IS TIFFANY DOVER? (

petulant elixir

#

#

1 Reply"

6 hours ago

Either ash or in the ground
justdues

#

#

Reply"

6 hours ago

She died that day on camera. Her obituary was located in the state of her original
family. There is a video showing the obit on bitchute. 

scribe1

#

#
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Reply"

6 hours ago

If she were alive they would have trotted her out on camera again.
taglady

#

#

Reply"

6 hours ago (Edited)

there is this  https://twitter.com/joshroe/status/1341186889576013825
jeff montanye

#

#

5 Reply"

7 hours ago

benefits outweigh the risks......benefits to us risks to you
shaunandelly

#

#

5 Reply"

8 hours ago

So wait, producing millions upon millions of novel, dissociated, nano-scale spike-protein
structures in your blood stream could have an unpredictable, adverse effect?  

Why would anyone imagine such a thing?!?!?!?

 

desertboy

#

#

Reply"

7 hours ago

Like they said on 9/11 - fly a hijacked airliner into a building? (while running such a
scenario in that very place). 

Almachius

#

#

5 Reply"

9 hours ago

My friend almost died after 1st shot.  Dizzy, couldn't walk, eat or drink anything for 2 days. 
Not reported to vears, she only took it because of bullying on the job.

I'd bet the real data is 10-100x worse than reported.

Frozen BlueScreen

#

#

https://twitter.com/joshroe/status/1341186889576013825
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4 Reply"

9 hours ago

yup, maybe 1000x, when you consider they likely skew the numbers down by 90%
plus.  when have they ever been honest? 

liberty2day

#

#

5 Reply"

9 hours ago

"emergency meeting": "how do we spin this so we can poison more people?" 
liberty2day

#

#

3 Reply"

9 hours ago

They can just say: "you need another shot to feel better"

More vaccines

ObamaBidensucks

#

#

2 Reply"

8 hours ago

*Pharma fat cat hand rubbing intensifies*
StuffyourVAXX

#

#

3 Reply"

9 hours ago

Yo make it a VERY emergent 'emergency meeting', and assign it some Greek letter. say
the Gamma-Epsilon  VERY emergent 'emergency meeting'

Now, you are a serious proferssinal

Oxygen Likes Carbon

#

#

5 Reply"

9 hours ago

Limited hangout and narrative distraction. Spike protein injectees will need no passport for
where they're going.

quasi_verbatim

#

#
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5 Reply"

10 hours ago

They’re giving enough time to get their stories straight and form a consensus that no one
speaks on certain aspects, plus to figure an amount of public interest. A week for an
emergency meeting? Means one thing: nothing will change. It’s being worked out in the
meantime. It’ll be packed with pro vaccine demands from.. Experts. A few freakish
appearing “anti vaxxers”, to show that if you’re of another opinion than “Fauci’s
Administratively Determined Science” (FADS), you’re an “inn bread” cretin, and then the
majority of the speakers will appear not freakish, The Educated, Concerned Vaccine
proponents, making pro remarks and putting the “Crazies” - those who the Press and
BidenObama Admin call uninformed - down.
 

Send commentary or sign up to speak for 3 minutes at the Zoom Emergency Meeting June
18th via this link, if interested: 

https://www2.cdc.gov/vaccines/acip/acip_publiccomment.asp 
 

They say too much interest and a “lottery” will be used to choose who gets to Zoom
meeting speak, and offer an email option for the rest. I’m guessing it’ll be “crazies”, a few
weird looking types, rambling incoherently or almost, to make the wary appear ludicrous,
and then a slew of Educated Literate Leftists with well rehearsed statements on why the
chirrens will die if they are not vaccinated before school begins next Autumn. 
 

Theatre of the Damned. 

wolf pup
#

#

Reply"

9 hours ago

Huh.
Rest Easy

#

#

https://www2.cdc.gov/vaccines/acip/acip_publiccomment.asp
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5 Reply"

10 hours ago

Who needs a heart?
Oxygen Likes Carbon

CDC To Hold "Emergency Meeting" After 100s Suffer Heart
Inflammation Following COVID Vaccines

#

#

5 Reply"

10 hours ago (Edited)

Researchers fast-tracked the coronavirus vaccine by skipping critical animal testing. 

https://www.livescience.com/coronavirus-vaccine-trial-no-animal-testing.html 

If you would like to be a test animal for the vaccine experiment, then report immediately to
your local laboratory.  Warning: side effects can cause myocarditis, pericarditis, blood
clotting, paralysis, or death.  

Enraged

#

#

Reply"

10 hours ago

Not Sh!t. 
American Dissident

#

#

5 Reply"

10 hours ago (Edited)

They did try on animals but they all died or were maimed.
Nexus789

#

#

Reply"

10 hours ago

Yep. Good that some actually FN read.
American Dissident

#

#

https://www.livescience.com/coronavirus-vaccine-trial-no-animal-testing.html
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Reply"

9 hours ago (Edited)

Well that reminds me.  

Did anyone bother watching this vid?

Oan, fauci's links to human- animal experiments

https://rumble.com/vibly9-tipping-point-faucis-links-to-human-animal-chimera-
experiments.html

Now consider, as well,  how much bragging Trump did about how quackly they or he,
whateva, got her done.

Rest Easy

#

#

5 Reply"

11 hours ago

Mild myocarditis may go unnoticed and long term impact could be years down the road. 
ItsDanger

#

#

5 Reply"

11 hours ago (Edited)

To all the unvaxxed out there

The Rolling Stones recorded a song for us

called: Time Is On My Side

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEj8lUx0gwY

they look like kids in this video...

BEMUSED-CONFUSED

#

#

5 1 Reply"

11 hours ago

Most of these people that are getting "vaccinated" are dim-whit democrats. I say, jab away
fuc*tards.

Tyrone Durden

#

#

https://rumble.com/vibly9-tipping-point-faucis-links-to-human-animal-chimera-experiments.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEj8lUx0gwY
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5 Reply"

12 hours ago

 The UN's org CDC  have been up to their necks in the  covID19 hoax from the start.

Its not a vaccine its illegal medical experimentation.

The effects( the deaths, clots,  inflammation etc) from the GMO trial will not be known for
some time.

It must be stopped immediately.

https://notpublicaddress.wordpress.com/2021/05/24/the-psychomedia-and-its-long-history-
of-public-mind-control/

BDB
#

#
5 Reply"

12 hours ago

My biggest problem with the new experimental vaccines is that linkage to deaths, over time,
won’t be investigated.  We all know smoking takes years or even decades to cause lung
cancer.  I think we all agree that it DOES cause lung cancer.  

If people start dropping of strokes, heart attacks and neuro degenerative disorders after 2-5
years, no effort will be made to investigate. 

From virtue-signaller to statistic in 2 years.

I’ll happily play the part of black sheep outsider, as they drop.

Robert De Zero

#

#

6 Reply"

12 hours ago

I predict everybody here will drop dead in some decades. Because of the vax of
course 

Amsterdammerin

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

You first.
hadriansnightmare

#

#

https://notpublicaddress.wordpress.com/2021/05/24/the-psychomedia-and-its-long-history-of-public-mind-control/
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Reply"

10 hours ago

On a long enough timeline.......well, you know the rest
BananaBender

#

#

5 Reply"

12 hours ago (Edited)

This is your brain, )

This is your brain on Quack Fraudci's Pscience, *

"Get the vaxx, we only used the spike protein that is what causes most of the virus's
damage because we employ morons."

 

Pfizer, Moderna, and JnJ should be sued for fraud.

 

HonorSeeker

#

#

1 Reply"

12 hours ago

Or maybe the top officials at these corporations and the top officials at CDC, NIH, and
the FDA should all be charged with mass murder and given the death penalty when
they found guilty.

On the positive side, we may have found a new method for governments to carry out
these executions.  Give they guilty the shot every month until they die from their own
creation.

Sid Davis

#

#

5 Reply"

13 hours ago

Any "emergency meetings" are strictly PR. They know full well what the vaccines were
designed to do.

NumbNuts

#

#
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5 Reply"

13 hours ago

Turns out the GMO spike protein is actually like a miniature steel ball with spikes.

Scrapes up your blood vessels, inflammation, and if weak, cell failure.

Death2Fiat
#

#

8 Reply"

12 hours ago

% % % + % + + + +

Amsterdammerin

#

#

5 Reply"

13 hours ago

You mean an experimental vaccine that was barely tested, and isn't FDA approved  is having
detrimental side effects?  Shocked, I am.

Just_do_what_they_tellya

#

#

1 Reply"

13 hours ago

It wasn't called "Warp Speed" for nothin'.
hoytmonger

#

#
6 Reply"

12 hours ago

Asprin has side effects. 
Amsterdammerin

#

#

2 Reply"

12 hours ago (Edited)

Two rats in a lab talked about their next gig. 

"You going to do the Vaxx trials?" one asked. 

The other said, "They haven't even ended the human trials yet"

 

For me and my house, we will be in the control group. 

Raider of the lost cause

#

#
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5 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

Did you know Bill Gates Father, was head of Parent Parenthood? He was also BUTT
BUDDIES with the law firm of Perkins Coie the same law firm of the DNC. He also is owners
of the TOP FLOORS of the Mandalay Bay. IT ALL CONNECTS.

https://redemperorcbd.com/agent-freak-nastys-weekly-intelligence-report-5-9-2021/

sauldaddy
#

#

5 Reply"

13 hours ago

Look up the CDC's schedule for vaccinations for children sometime.

The very first one is recommended at less than 12 hours after birth.

That's right. Fresh out of the womb, and they recommend jabbing a needle into your kid.

You think these lizardscum are here for YOUR benefit?

StuffyourVAXX

#

#

2 Reply"

13 hours ago

Vaxx by 12 hours....and slave from moment of conception.

~according to $€£thechosen

Dem_skrimps

#

#

5 Reply"

13 hours ago

at least you got a donut
peterpii

#

#

5 1 Reply"

13 hours ago

The people who got the experimental vaccines sure are placing a lot of faith in the
bureaucrats. Surely they can't be wrong again can they?

George Bayou

#

#

https://redemperorcbd.com/agent-freak-nastys-weekly-intelligence-report-5-9-2021/
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1 Reply"

13 hours ago

Like Bimini and White Sands

& pinkos&

#

#

5 Reply"

13 hours ago

Personally I never "ignore" on this site.  Takes all the fun out...........

& pinkos&

#

#

Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

I’m busy so kooks must currently be sent to the ovens. When I retire I’m in agreement
with you. 

deep-state-retired

#

#

5 Reply"

13 hours ago

A 12 gauge shotgun is my healthcare plan. A breneke slug is my antibody.
Capt. MegaHash

#

#

1 6 Reply"

13 hours ago

Please don't kill yourself with that shotgun!
BeePee

#

#

5 Reply"

13 hours ago

Every booster jab will bring you nigh on closer to your maker.
divide_by_zero

#

#

5 Reply"

14 hours ago

I mostly drink to keep from clotting now
13Y_LURKER

#

#
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7 Reply"

13 hours ago

==clotting now==

Are you on birth control pills?

BeePee

#

#

5 Reply"

14 hours ago

"parents should keep a close eye out for when guidance is issued by federal authorities,"
quips Dr. Monica Ghandi.  They've been right all along, haven't they! 

the French bitch

How about, don't take that shot, and for heaven's sake protect your
kids from it.

#

#
5 Reply"

14 hours ago (Edited)

Anons discover LARGE amount of put options on MRNA and BNTX in January 2022 and
January 2023.

https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/MRNA/options?date=1642723200&p=MRNA

https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/MRNA/options?date=1674172800&p=MRNA

https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/BNTX/options?date=1642723200&p=BNTX

https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/BNTX/options?date=1674172800&p=BNTX

Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#

5 1 Reply"

14 hours ago

So, is this deflationary?  I am thinking housing is f'd, and lots of choice homes will be
vacant.

WuhanJohnny

#

#

https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/MRNA/options?date=1642723200&p=MRNA
https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/MRNA/options?date=1674172800&p=MRNA
https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/BNTX/options?date=1642723200&p=BNTX
https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/BNTX/options?date=1674172800&p=BNTX
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5 1 Reply"

14 hours ago

Did they get the heart inflammation from lying in bed too long to get rid of the blood clots
from the vaxxine?

CheapBastard
#

#

4 1 Reply"

14 hours ago

The "vaccines" are creating antibodies to your own cells - that is the reason you get
the blood clots. Same thing with the heart muscle. Myocarditis is heart muscle
inflammation. The "vaccines" are creating antibodies that are attacking these guys'
heart muscle just like some viruses do. What happens when you have inflammation
and damage? You get scar tissue. Do you really think that this doesn't have lasting
effect? These guys will have problems ater in life with their hearts and it won't because
of McDonalds....

Great Reset

#

#

4 Reply"

14 hours ago

No, they sat too long watching porn and playing video games.
zeropopulationgrowth

#

#

5 Reply"

14 hours ago

CDC are criminals that are totally neck deep &  implicated in the hoax.

8 days is not an emergency, so  many children can die and get ill in the GMO trial before the
CDC Big pharma BS coverup meeting.

https://notpublicaddress.wordpress.com/2021/05/23/2021-the-year-so-called-conspiracy-
theory-went-mainstream/

BDB

#

#

5 Reply"

14 hours ago

Disgusting.
ReadyForHillary

#

#

https://notpublicaddress.wordpress.com/2021/05/23/2021-the-year-so-called-conspiracy-theory-went-mainstream/
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5 1 Reply"

14 hours ago

Remember: those that planned this scamdemic are rotten and evil to the core. This was
NEVER about an illness; it was ALWAYS about the vaccine - promoting and getting this
satanic mark of the beast into every arm!

https://rumble.com/vi8z9h-revealed-how-globalists-planned-the-covid-19-pandemic-for-10-
years.html

Weihan
#

#

5 Reply"

14 hours ago

"don't worry, little it (gender neutral)... I'm from the government and I'm here to k!ll you."
muhfugger

#

#

5 Reply"

14 hours ago

Makes me wonder if you can Trust this years Flu Shot, since the CDC issues it
D Nyle

#

#
6 Reply"

14 hours ago

Never trust the government/medical/media complex.

Never take a damn flu shot.

Never.

Hey Assholes

#

#

5 Reply"

14 hours ago

Out of Bill Gates' three kids, I'm curious to know how many took the jab.
radio man

#

#

4 Reply"

14 hours ago

They are the biggest anti-vaxxers out there.
Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#

https://rumble.com/vi8z9h-revealed-how-globalists-planned-the-covid-19-pandemic-for-10-years.html
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5 Reply"

14 hours ago

I'm willing to bet my net worth against Billy's net worth that the answer is ZERO got the
jab. 

Tomdelay

#

#

5 Reply"

14 hours ago

They will continue to obfuscate until even the dumbest libtard can no longer deny that the
pseudo vaccine death serum is hazardous to one’s health.

AJAX-2

#

#

5 Reply"

14 hours ago

God forbid the autoimmune diseases begin to appear in the jabbed later this year. There will
be a revolt...

boyplunger7777

#

#

7 Reply"

14 hours ago

We're going to be burying a lot of Fauci's victims next winter. 

Enjoy what time you have left with your vaxxed loved ones.

fackbankz

#

#

1 Reply"

14 hours ago

That's so horrible to think!

DG

Degenerate Gambler

#

#

4 Reply"

14 hours ago

Yeah, against the filthy unvaxxed.

"It's their fault!!"

StuffyourVAXX

#

#
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6 Reply"

14 hours ago

That will be a hard case to make when they're the ones dying.
fackbankz

#

#

1 Reply"

14 hours ago

They sold the fake election results to the libs ..................
Occams_Razor_Trader

#

#

Reply"

14 hours ago

Revolt? Nah. They will all be limping and hunched over. Not a threat at all.
pods

#

#

5 Reply"

14 hours ago

Since when are "emergency meetings" scheduled for one week AFTER after a public
announcement of an "emergency"?!

 

steve2241

#

#
5 1 Reply"

14 hours ago

TPTB know that there's not going to be any food in the new normal anyway.

Please assist them in mass suiciding!

Capt. MegaHash

#

#

5 Reply"

14 hours ago

7 days seems reasonable. There’s a lot of details that need to be examined. Identify the
specific people involved. Determine what amount of money per individual will be required to
bury this report. A day of travel…. So yep see ya on the 18th. 

Incorporated by inference

#

#
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5 Reply"

PREMIUM 14 hours ago (Edited)

But...But...But...I am science.

-Fauci the Fukup

P.S. This ain't just in kiddoes btw. I've seen at least 10 cases of this in adults > 70 yo over
the past three months. They've all died btw. I love science. /sarc

MrTBag
#

#

5 Reply"

15 hours ago

And remember everyone. Run. Don't walk to the nearest Parking Garage where the fireman
is waiting to give you this life saving elixir that you desperately need. Please rush. Do not
think this through. You will get a certificate that means absolutely nothing and a Krispy
Kreme and a lottery ticket. Joe Biden will be so proud of you for doing it.

Dr. Gonzo

#

#

Reply"

14 hours ago

Donuts?  I came here for the whisky....   I hear the whisky shot is to die for.  
kscubfan

#

#

5 Reply"

15 hours ago (Edited)

According to the risk calculator of university of oxford i have a 0.00015% chance to die from
covid. (If sars-cov-2 is even real lol) I'm not going to risk my health with any of this
experimental stuff. 

Calculate your risk here. 

https://www.qcovid.org/Calculation

NIRP-BTFD

#

#

1 Reply"

14 hours ago

Absolute risk (a)           Absolute risk with no risk factors (b)
0.0162% (1 in 6173)    0.0161% (1 in 6211)

TRM

#

#

https://www.qcovid.org/Calculation
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1 Reply"

13 hours ago

Very nice. 1-25,651 and 52 out of 100 with 100 being the greatest risk. Hard Pass.....
kscubfan

#

#

5 Reply"

15 hours ago

We taxpayers are paying for all of it.  We pay for the shots.  We even pay for the nauseating
ads on TV.  When it's clear that people are dying and becoming crippled by the millions,
they'll try to ding us for that too.

fackbankz

#

#

5 1 Reply"

15 hours ago (Edited)

There will be millions of "vax survivors" that end up in wheelchairs etc, that sue the
government...mostly liberal and brown...they will force the rest of us unvaxxed to pay trillions
in settlements for the next 20 years and the government will hyperinflate the dollar to pay
them off...

Fat Beaver

#

#

3 Reply"

14 hours ago

Seriously? A government in 20 years? Surely you jest.
nowhereman

#

#

5 Reply"

15 hours ago

Wait! I thought the COVID-1984 injections are "safe and effective"?
LeadPipeDreams

#

#

1 Reply"

15 hours ago (Edited)

Did you know that during the swine flu they had a good vaccine for the elite and a
shitty one that gives you narcolepsy for the plebs?

NIRP-BTFD

#

#

Reply"

14 hours ago

Are you sure it wasn't the other way around.
nowhereman

#

#
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5 Reply"

15 hours ago

As predicted***.

Passengers on first fully vaccinated North American cruise test positive for COVID
Jun 10, 2021
https://breaking911.com/2-passengers-on-first-fully-vaccinated-north-american-cruise-test-
positive-for-covid/

Covid in Scotland: Recorded cases in children reach highest level
Jun 10, 2021
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-57398757

***The insidious face of a pandemic of variants
Jun 1, 2021 Geert Vanden Bossche
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vGBDETOPAJA
 

Youri Carma
#

#

3 Reply"

15 hours ago

ZHakespeare and Bidenbro42069 need to see that first link.

Do you fellas know what happens when a water truck collides with a vinegar truck?

*DOUCHE*

Only Way Out

#

#

Reply"

15 hours ago

I take it the rest of the virus is still infectuous without the artificial lab created spike.
BeerBelly

#

#

Reply"

3 hours ago

Nowhere have I seen it claimed that the inoculation prevents contracting or spreading
any corona virus...yet people act as though it is supposed to and then blame unvaxxed
folks for it....Cue the herd of Karen Army ClowCars....

Chevrus

#

#

https://breaking911.com/2-passengers-on-first-fully-vaccinated-north-american-cruise-test-positive-for-covid/
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-57398757
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vGBDETOPAJA
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5 Reply"

15 hours ago

I believe in vaccines and am fully vaccinated except for COVID.

My issue with these vaccines is that they were rushed to market, we don't know the short or
long term side effects, and I don't like people forcing me to do things before I can make up
my own mind.

glasshour
#

#

6 Reply"

15 hours ago (Edited)

They are not vaccines at all. They are prophylactic gene therapies. I'm sure there is
some loophole in the law or some weired definition of vaccines so they are still allowed
to call them "vaccines" though

NIRP-BTFD

#

#

Reply"

15 hours ago (Edited)

I think at least one of them is a traditional vaccine. Maybe not one of the ones
available in the US. Either way I'm passing on all of them.

glasshour

#

#
2 Reply"

15 hours ago

Afaik sinovac is the only traditional one. 
NIRP-BTFD

#

#

6 Reply"

15 hours ago

You are aware that the new gene therapy poison are not vaccines............right?

& pinkos&

#

#

2 Reply"

15 hours ago

"I believe in vaccines..."

Good luck with that, ace.

The Cattle Rustler

#

#
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2 Reply"

PREMIUM 15 hours ago

It's a "product" that's been granted emergency use authorization by a
demonstrably completely corrupt government agency.

It's not a vaccine.

russellthetreeman

#

#

Reply"

14 hours ago

If you believe in any of the vaccines on the market in the US you have not done your
homework. WTHU- start with Dr Judy Mikovits, Dr Sherri Tenpenny, Dr Andrew
Wakefield....Re Covid 19 specific add Dr Michael Yeadon, Dr Peter McCullough, the
American Frontline Doctors, the Great Barrington Declaration doctors...

Befits

#

#

5 Reply"

15 hours ago

What could possibly go wrong with the Jiffy Jabs...?
Able Ape

#

#

5 Reply"

15 hours ago

The Cull operates according to a very simple intelligence test.

Those who are STUPID and TRUSTING enough to take the death jab will die.

POOF: the bottom 50% of the population is eliminated.

I could be sad for you but 'they' have in fact told us EVERYTHING: it is experimental, you
take it strictly on your own informed consent, all the animals died, etc, etc.

BendGuyhere

#

#

3 Reply"

15 hours ago

But I find people are in love with the word vaccine.  They hear it and they can't wait to
shove it into their arm.  

csc61

#

#
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4 Reply"

15 hours ago

You might see some kids actually get named Vaxine
Known Fact

#

#

2 Reply"

15 hours ago

In certain neighborhoods, yes  
The Cattle Rustler

#

#

5 Reply"

15 hours ago

And you still believe the Chinese are behind this virus?
me or you

#

#

10 Reply"

15 hours ago

Yeah, this whole thing is starting to look as American as apple pie.
fackbankz

#

#

2 Reply"

15 hours ago

All the writings are on the wall.
me or you

#

#

5 Reply"

15 hours ago

Stupid is as stupid does...

No tears from me...

Alchemy

#

#

5 Reply"

15 hours ago (Edited)

knew i shoulda sold phizer today

 

GodEmperor0fMankind

#

#
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6 Reply"

15 hours ago (Edited)

Set Phizers on stun!
Atam Gits

#

#

Reply"

3 hours ago

You win!!
Chevrus

#

#

5 Reply"

15 hours ago

They support lgbtq and vaccines that kill children. 

And they hate whiteness. 

 

archipusz

#

#

5 Reply"

15 hours ago

Fauci

 

It's his monster. Send him to Guantanamo. 

1980XLS

#

#

4 Reply"

15 hours ago

Then waterboard him till he gives up the rest of the cabal.
toady

#

#

Reply"

15 hours ago (Edited)

A Guantanamo getaway...
racing_flowers

#

#

https://i.imgur.com/i17Vhrr.jpg
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5 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 15 hours ago

DISMANTLE THE CDC.  IMPRISION THEM.  SAME FOR THE NIH.  THEY ARE
DESTROYING YOUR CHILDREN.  TREATING A NON EXISTANT CONDITION IS LIKE NAZI
GERMANY EXPERIMENTATION.

STOP IT.   IMMEDIATELY.....;LIKE YESTERDAY OR LAST WEEK.

BIDEN DESERVES TO BE IN GITMO FOR THIS.  WITH HARRIS AND THE MILLIONS OF
ILLEGALS ENTERING OUR COUNTRY.  

Thebighouse
#

#

1 Reply"

14 hours ago

How about the Dept. of Education too?  They want little kids to be required to take the
jab or they can’t attend school. 

Lord Raglan

#

#

Reply"

12 hours ago

Hang all of Washington DC, they deserve nothing less, we don't need politicians, all
they do is fudge up everything they touch

Denise52559

#

#

5 Reply"

15 hours ago

What about the 5000+ deaths... as of the end of May... just in the US?
hoytmonger

#

#

6 Reply"

15 hours ago

5,000 is just what's voluntarily reported.  It is likely multiples of that, previous papers
suggest 10 times or 50,000 and counting ... world wide genocide.

beavertails

#

#
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4 Reply"

56 minutes ago

why are people sooo sure that mainstream media owes them any truth whatever? and most
folks, ill-informed and having made a bad decision, will attempt to find ways to justify it
instead of owning it. they'll also find ways to be accusatory to others when suddenly finding
themselves shunned (because of spike shedding).
you can still contract the infection and spread it to others. yet it is the unjabbed who are held
in contempt & vilified. Senselessly, people took an experimental gene therapy shot for no
good reason, and the people who refuse to do the same are NOT responsible for anyone
else's rigidly-indoctrinated mindset. these people, too lazy or lacking the self-preservation
mechanism to research, they'd rather just blindly obey.

The 3rd Dimentia
#

#

Reply"

44 minutes ago

But, but, but free beer, free joints, vaxx lottery jackpot chance, tickets to Disneyland.
Demologos

#

#

Reply"

19 minutes ago

I just found out that three of my relatives were stupid enough to do it....just trying to
blow off some steam, somewhere

The 3rd Dimentia

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 hour ago

“Follow the Data”....

How many Covid dead were placed on a ventilator?

How many Covid dead were given maximum doses of Hydroxychloroquine or Ivermectin?

How many Covid dead were givent maximum doses of blood thinners or dexamethasone?

How many Covid dead were chronic mask wearers?

How many Covid dead had at least one vaccine shot?

How many Covid dead were deficient in at least one vitamin? what vitamins were they?

How many Covid dead died from car accidents, gun shots, terminal cancer, drug overdoses,
etc?

paranoid.dragon
#

#

4 Reply"

1 hour ago

Just in case anyone still thinks Fauci is an Italian
name. https://thegrayzone.com/2021/06/09/israeli-home-thief-long-island-financial-
fraudster/

Yog Soggoth

#

#

Reply"

56 minutes ago

not sure tony is related but yaakov there needs a big dose of the one-state solution
(another reason the deepstate aka the likud mossad had to get rid of trump as he was
the first u.s. president to propose it).

jeff montanye

#

#

https://thegrayzone.com/2021/06/09/israeli-home-thief-long-island-financial-fraudster/
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4 Reply"

2 hours ago

what can you do when your own government and its agencies is intentionally seeking to
cause you harm and death?

check this out from here:

https://conservativeplaylist.com/2021/06/10/cdc-caught-cooking-the-books-on-covid-
vaccines/

" As of April 30, 2021, the CDC had received a total of 10,262 reports of vaccine
breakthrough infections,8 which it admitted was a “substantial undercount,” as they’re using
a passive surveillance system that relies on voluntary reporting from state health
departments.9 May 17, 2021, the number of breakthrough cases was slashed to 1,949, as
the new guidance that only takes hospitalizations and deaths into account took effect.10

hooligan2009
#

#

Reply"

1 hour ago

having the government try to draft one for vietnam worked as an early corrective for
thinking of them as one's friend.  didn't work for everyone in that position though.

jeff montanye

#

#

https://conservativeplaylist.com/2021/06/10/cdc-caught-cooking-the-books-on-covid-vaccines/
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/12/08/coronavirus-vaccine-side-effects.aspx
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4 Reply"

3 hours ago

The CDC survival rate for people who test positive for Covid-19 (a tiny fraction to begin with)
is 99.997% for age 0-19.

Age 20-49: 99.98%/ Age 50-69: 99.5%/ Age 70+: 94.6%.

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2020/09/28/new-cdc-coronavirus-survival-rates-
torches-the-democrats-lockdown-regime-n2576983

TAKE HOME FACT: COVID-19 shots cause reactions in the majority of people. There is no
scientific evidence that having strong reactions to a drug or biological means that the
product is effective.

Government health officials have said that COVID-19 vaccines will be approved for use in
children of any age by early 2022. With the majority of adults suffering very strong COVID
vaccine reactions, especially younger adults, why are there plans to give the messenger
RNA cell disrupter biological to infants and young children when the CDC says the majority
of children with COVID-19 disease either have mild symptoms or no symptoms at all?—
Barbara Loe Fisher

https://www.globalresearch.ca/nvic-seeing-through-covid-spin/574493

NAV
#

#

Reply"

1 hour ago

because they can?

power corrupts, absolute power absolutely.  (lord acton)

he also said authority that does not exist for liberty is not authority but force.

jeff montanye

#

#

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2020/09/28/new-cdc-coronavirus-survival-rates-torches-the-democrats-lockdown-regime-n2576983
https://www.globalresearch.ca/nvic-seeing-through-covid-spin/5744936
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4 Reply"

3 hours ago

EXPOSED! Magnetism INTENTIONALLY Added to 'Vaccine' to Force mRNA Through Entire
Body (bitchute.com)

I wouldn't normally link to a Bitchute video here on ZH, but I promise you that the video is
worth watching. Excellent information, and something you can send your jerk mother-in-law
(or human resources director) to make her leave you alone.

Finn McCool
#

#

4 Reply"

3 hours ago

I would just like to know why people are becoming “magnetic” after taking the jab? What the
hell could possibly cause such a side effect?..

It can’t be good.. 

Mr. Apotheosis

#

#

5 Reply"

3 hours ago

At least something good is coming out of it. You won't need a compass anymore if you
are lost in the wood.

armageddon251

#

#

https://www.bitchute.com/video/liSNyLqYcoii/
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4 Reply"

3 hours ago (Edited)

As always, no one tied to the state will tell you the f... truth.

The f... truth is that this is a bioweapon.

The f.... truth is that with or without vaccine this bioweapon is designed to cause FUD and to
make the sheep fight between each other instead of attacking the wolf. In this sense, is a
bioweapon beautifully designed technicalyy and socially. With all the knowledge the enemy
has about the social structure of the USA.

The f... truth is that many people know that this ship is doomed and it is just a matter of time
till it sinks like a rock in the bottom of the f... ocean.

The f... truth is that we were f... outsmarted by the f... communist chinesse m...f...ers.

F... you all, you f... traitors, vaxers, antivaxers, libertarians masked and unmasked.

 

 

joodav
#

#

10 Reply"

3 hours ago

I’m having trouble understanding how you feel about the subject. 
GregT

#

#

4 Reply"

3 hours ago

Big Pharma is immune from liability, but these University Presidents are not, these
politicians?, these CEO's?  Lawyers need to finally do something worthwhile and bend these
idiots over hard.

realitybiter

#

#

2 Reply"

1 hour ago

They will never back track, they cannot, they will physically be torn apart.
WuhanJohnny

#

#

http://bioweapon.to/
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Reply"

39 minutes ago

Yeah they are in it for the long haul, if anything they will double down. 
Chevrus

#

#

4 Reply"

3 hours ago

an emergency meeting a week from now? wtf.
mel3

#

#

5 Reply"

3 hours ago

Takes time to rehearse.
GregT

#

#

2 Reply"

3 hours ago

need time to memory hole some data
Sensei CP3

#

#

Reply"

38 minutes ago

Pretty much this...before it comes to light they need get rid of anything that will
convict them.

Chevrus

#

#

4 Reply"

3 hours ago

The msm turns on dr fuckie and are now raising concerns about the jab?  What are THEY up
to?

Hero Zedge

#

#

3 Reply"

3 hours ago

Covering their bases in case the public starts believing the vax is a much higher risk
than the virus. If public opinion turns against the vax...they will gladly fry fauci in front
of the world.

GregT

#

#
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7 Reply"

3 hours ago

They are beginning to see a lot of adverse effects from this experiment and realize they
won't be able to cover it up forever. How they get out of this will be difficult. Guess
they'll throw us a few witches to burn, then start a war or something. 

GreatCaesar'sGhost

#

#

4 Reply"

4 hours ago

It took 15 days for a building to fall in Stalingrad

Morons just line up to get the vax today. Serves them well 

captain noob

#

#

4 Reply"

4 hours ago

Those aren’t San Francisco homeless sprawled out on the sidewalk those are vaxxed dead
people Jim !!

bikepath999

#

#

4 Reply"

4 hours ago

The least they can do when getting the vaccine is stamp an expiration date on the human 
bikepath999

#

#

4 Reply"

4 hours ago

Next year the CDC will stop recommending cardio exercise. Don't want "healthy" 20 year
olds dropping dead in charity 5k runs.

pods

#

#

4 Reply"

4 hours ago

All of a sudden Fauci has gone silent....
bikepath999

#

#
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1 Reply"

4 hours ago

I thought he was still parading around on MSDNC trying to cover his a$$?
SERReal1

#

#

4 Reply"

4 hours ago

Obesity has a greater effect on your cardiovascular system then the covid jab.

Lose weight you fat f#^%s!!

GiveSocialismAChance

#

#

4 Reply"

4 hours ago

Meetings are where the stupidest in the group get to voice their dumb ass opinion and you
have to be polite and give them five minutes of your precious time  

bikepath999

#

#

2 Reply"

4 hours ago

Meetings are for those who can't think for themselves
captain noob

#

#

Reply"

2 hours ago

I rip them apart. Management is sadistic so they enjoy watching. The rest don't invite
me to unnecessary meetings.

Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#

4 hours ago

The "emergency" is not safety but aimed at increasing acceptance because WAY MORE
PEOPLE are skeptical than is being reported!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

This is the continuation of the NARRATIVES.  Watch, listen and think!!!!  

1.  The virus has NOT been a killer.

2.  Here are my stats from a few weeks back:

The basic underlying assumption is false:   COVID-19 is a killer, right?  WRONG!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Fed-up with being Sick and Tired
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4 1 Reply"

THAT IS FALSE.  LOOK AT THE WORLDWIDE STATS:

3,514,288 deaths (which is ALREADY A LIE IN ITSELF but LET's GO WITH IT) divided into
6.7 Billion People=     ________________%????

ANSWER=   0.052452%    THAT IS what percentage STATED IN CLEAR TERMS?   

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>FIVE HUNDREDTHS of ONE PERCENT!
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

NOT ONE MAINSTREAM NEWS OUTLET HAS EVER (AS IN NEVER) mentioned
PERCENTAGES.  NOT ONE!

3.  The vaccine roll-out is NOT going well.  IF IT WAS, then they would not be shouting to
the rafters:  "Get your Vaccine now!"   EVERYWHERE we go there are huge signs in retail
outlets (even Walmart, etc.) "FREE VACCINES!!!!!!!!"

4.  There is HUGE MONEY in this.

5.  They are sneaking in news that possibly we will be wearing masks and distancing
"forever!"   What this means is that we will have "COVID-22, Covid-24, and so on" FOREVER
and that the best place for your money will be in PHARMA STOCKS.  Congress is IN on this
in a big way (Pelosi was probably first in).

6.   Restrictions will continue as CONTROL is a bonus for the power-hungry ones. 
Governors who will seek Higher Office (Presidency) will start emerging soon.   This is just
political power structures lining up our future control freaks in the Federal Government.

7.  MAYBE they want us dead or maybe they just like POWER AND MONEY.  Look at how
Covid-19 has fed those parts of the machine!

#

#

3 Reply"

4 hours ago

I believe it’s much worse. End times stuff. People want easy cures, easy answers for
seemingly difficult problems. Someone will come along and offer all of it in exchange
for the Mark. 

GatorMcClusky

#

#
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4 Reply"

4 hours ago

COVID is not a pandemic.

Prove me wrong.

White Domestic Tourist
#

#

4 Reply"

5 hours ago

Are you happy to see me or is your heart expanding because you got the vaccine? 
bikepath999

#

#

4 Reply"

5 hours ago

Emergency meeting.

Lets release the exact same vaccines but say we have improved them.

hehe they will never catch on.

InfiniteGordian

#

#

1 Reply"

4 hours ago

THERE YOU GO.  The "emergency" is not safety but aimed at increasing acceptance
because WAY MORE PEOPLE are skeptical than is being reported!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Fed-up with being Sick and Tired

#

#

Reply"

2 hours ago

Make the box 30% bigger with a New and Improved sticker.
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#

4 Reply"

5 hours ago

Lab rats don't get paid to partake in clinical trials either....  just sayin'
Petkattash

#

#
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4 Reply"

PREMIUM 5 hours ago

As has been mentioned here by others, you can now spot liberals from 100 yards, they're
the one wearing a mask outdoors, while alone and by themselves.

Walmart, has become a more exciting shopping experience too. 

Going as a unmasked, (un-vaxxed) shopper, where dozens of vaxxed and masked shoppers
congregate is a blast. It feels great, and seeing all those wilted 'Karen's' wearing their face
diaper, ah....the smell of freedom...   

The Ordinal Numbers
#

#

4 Reply"

5 hours ago (Edited)

I started wearing my Make America Great Again hat, just to annoy these fear
mongering, de facto terrorists pushing experimental gene therapy because they are
frightened by sniffles. Some of the most gorgeous women in town have said they love
my hat. Meanwhile, the moody, cliquey A-hole types are visibly angry with me days
later. It's like a psycho detector.

KirkPatrickN

#

#

Reply"

PREMIUM 5 hours ago (Edited)

I got you beat.....I wear my NRA "I Am Not A Terrorist" tee-shirt and my "Keep
America Great" Trump 2020 baseball cap....

One attractive blond 'Karen' almost needed medical attention, after she sent her
'hubby' over to speak to me but he bailed after I gave him a little eye
contact.......Lol!!

The Ordinal Numbers

#

#

Reply"

5 hours ago

Which town?
10044_

#

#
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Reply"

5 hours ago

That hat’s a chick magnet. Now all you need is a cute puppy.

 

 

White Domestic Tourist

#

#

Reply"

5 hours ago

I would really like to hear from those people who wear masks while they are driving
alone in their cars.  What on Earth are you afraid of?  Are you afraid of infecting yourself
with your own breath?  How does breathing-in your own exhaled CO2 make you
safer?  Do you realize that the virus can easily pass through your pathetic cloth mask? 
Has the mask become some sort of fashion statement?  That's the only sane
explanation.  Wearing a mask is virtue-signaling.  Nothing more.    

mike6972

#

#
Reply"

5 hours ago

I would not enter a Walmart. It’s target customer is overweight, has multiple
chronic diseases, and is likely to carry seasonal respiratory viruses depending
upon the season. Not a healthy place to be. Might as well spend your day in an ER.

 

White Domestic Tourist

#

#

Reply"

4 hours ago

You might be right - ever noticed in their parking lots, it seems the majority of
vehicles display "disabled" tags. Inside, half the patrons prefer/can only? to ride, not
carry their own weight. 

Leotardo

#

#
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4 Reply"

5 hours ago (Edited)

It was safer when the fake mercenary medical papers were written to prove smoking was
good for you.  The "scientists" should go back to taking tobacco money and tell their
vaccine company clients to chill out for a while.

 

Quinvarius
#

#

1 Reply"

5 hours ago

Smoking tobacco is far less detrimental to health than these "vaccines."
fackbankz

#

#

Reply"

5 hours ago

You can smoke for 50 years without showing any life-threatening effects.  The
"vaccine" can kill you in hours or days.

mike6972

#

#
4 Reply"

5 hours ago

"Getting vaccinated is the best way to help protect yourself and your family from
COVID-19" ...because you'll die of other causes first.

2muchtax

#

#

4 Reply"

6 hours ago

The Nazis did not lose World War II it was only the German state that was destroyed...The
Nazi agenda was exported throughout the world, now it's rising to new heights..!!

 

Mr. Rude Dog

#

#
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4 Reply"

6 hours ago

Fixed it: 

The benefits (to big Pharma and their minions) outweigh the risks (death to the masses).

greydogg
#

#

6 hours ago

YAWN, TRIALS NOW, please?  ..Subject 'Depopulation efforts by the Elite'.
FAUCI/GATES/SCARF WOMAN.

Defendants: , FAUCI/GATES/SCARF WOMAN., .

The Nuremberg Code 1947      Permissible Medical Experiments

The great weight of the evidence before us to effect that certain types of medical
experiments on human beings, when kept within reasonably well-defined bounds, conform
to the ethics of the medical profession generally. The protagonists of the practice of human
experimentation justify their views on the basis that such experiments yield results for the
good of society that are unprocurable by other methods or means of study. All agree,
however, that certain basic principles must be observed in order to satisfy moral, ethical and
legal concepts:

1.     The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential. This means that the
person involved should have legal capacity to give consent; should be so situated as to be
able to exercise free power of choice, without the intervention of any element of force, fraud,
deceit, duress, overreaching, or other ulterior form of constraint or coercion; and should
have sufficient knowledge and comprehension of the elements of the subject matter
involved as to enable him to make an understanding and enlightened decision. This latter
element requires that before the acceptance of an affirmative decision by the experimental
subject there should be made known to him the nature, duration, and purpose of the
experiment; the method and means by which it is to be conducted; all inconveniences and
hazards reasonably to be expected; and the effects upon his health or person which may
possibly come from his participation in the experiment.

2.     The duty and responsibility for ascertaining the quality of the consent rests upon each
individual who initiates, directs, or engages in the experiment. It is a personal duty and

JOHNLGALT.
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4 Reply"

responsibility which may not be delegated to another with impunity.

3.     The experiment should be such as to yield fruitful results for the good of society,
unprocurable by other methods or means of study, and not random and unnecessary in
nature.

4.     The experiment should be so designed and based on the results of animal
experimentation and a knowledge of the natural history of the disease or other problem
under study that the anticipated results justify the performance of the experiment.

5.     The experiment should be so conducted as to avoid all unnecessary physical and
mental suffering and injury.

6.     No experiment should be conducted where there is an a priori reason to believe that
death or disabling injury will occur; except, perhaps, in those experiments where the
experimental physicians also serve as subjects.

7.     The degree of risk to be taken should never exceed that determined by the
humanitarian importance of the problem to be solved by the experiment.

8.     Proper preparations should be made and adequate facilities provided to protect the
experimental subject against even remote possibilities of injury, disability or death.

9.     The experiment should be conducted only by scientifically qualified persons. The
highest degree of skill and care should be required through all stages of the experiment of
those who conduct or engage in the experiment.

10. During the course of the experiment the human subject should be at liberty to bring the
experiment to an end if he has reached the physical or mental state where continuation of
the experiment seems to him to be impossible.

11. During the course of the experiment the scientist in charge must be prepared to
terminate the experiment at any stage, if he has probable cause to believe, in the exercise
of the good faith, superior skill and careful judgment required of him, that a continuation of
the experiment is likely to result in injury, disability, or death to the experimental subject.

               
                                                                                                                                GALT.

#

#
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4 Reply"

7 hours ago

Anybody who takes this “vaxx” is dumb. Anybody who lets their child take it is dumb and
sick.

Global Hunter
#

#

4 Reply"

7 hours ago

Let's not forget the coconspirators at google, youtube, facebook, twitter etc who banned or
censored anything that ran contrary to the interests of big pharma and .gov.   

Nuremburg trials are appropriate and necessary.

Bank_sters

#

#

1 1 Reply"

7 hours ago

Nuremberg trials are too drawn-out.

Bane's version is far superior. https://youtu.be/i-dJPoSlPfU

Almachius

#

#
Reply"

6 hours ago

hardly.  the cure for damaging the rule of law is more rule of law not less.

look at history.  

jeff montanye

#

#

https://youtu.be/i-dJPoSlPfU
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Reply"

3 hours ago

rule of law is all well and good in peacetime. Now is not thus. A secret war is
waged on the human race. Playing lawyer in the courts that are mainly under the
rule of the lawless is a futile endeavour. Once the evidence of a conspiracy to
harm humans with "vaccines" is established, then it is time to identify and
liquidate those leading that agenda. And there is overwhelming evidence of such
an agenda. The suppression of expert testimony on the efficacy of
hydrochloroquine and ivermectin as treatment is sufficient to conclude that a
conspiracy exists to push a "vaccine" on everyone. The suppression of data on
"vaccine" deaths is also patently obvious. Natural Law requires that such a reality,
facilitated by the usurpation of political and judicial authority by the enemy, be
met with by force. Death to the scum that propagate this evil! 

Almachius

#

#

3 Reply"

6 hours ago

If the Nuremberg Trials showed anything, it was that only the Losers commit war
crimes.

The Winners can do whatever they want and write history.

Doctor TimE.

#

#
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1 Reply"

6 hours ago

too true.  but then they have the example of the trials to be used to undermine their
position.  better something than nothing.

there used to be belief in the divine right of kings.

bust 9-11 and change the world.

https://ahtribune.com/history/1957-netanyahu-war.html 

http://how911wasdone.blogspot.com

https://www.amazon.com/War-Terror-Plot-Rule-Middle/dp/0985322543

http://www.voltairenet.org/article179295.html

http://www.whale.to/b/israel_did_911.html

https://sites.google.com/site/onedemocraticstatesite/archives/-solving-9-11-the-
deception-that-changed-the-world

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lKO5t3rcIZU

http://www.unz.com/article/did-israel-kill-the-kennedies/

jeff montanye

#

#

4 Reply"

7 hours ago (Edited)

CDC - Covid Death Cover-up 
NuYawkFrankie

#

#

Reply"

6 hours ago (Edited)

coverup is now one word as there have been so many.

upvote.

jeff montanye

#

#

https://ahtribune.com/history/1957-netanyahu-war.html
http://how911wasdone.blogspot.com/
https://www.amazon.com/War-Terror-Plot-Rule-Middle/dp/0985322543
http://www.voltairenet.org/article179295.html
http://www.whale.to/b/israel_did_911.html
https://sites.google.com/site/onedemocraticstatesite/archives/-solving-9-11-the-deception-that-changed-the-world
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lKO5t3rcIZU
http://www.unz.com/article/did-israel-kill-the-kennedies/
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4 Reply"

7 hours ago (Edited)

If these c*nts keep coming after the children, they should be ready for a trip to hell.  The
world is waking up fast, and they’re not going to stand for it.  Evil is a delusional psychosis.  

Decoherence
#

#

Reply"

5 hours ago

so may be hell.

might be good not to wait.

jeff montanye

#

#
4 Reply"

8 hours ago

In the UK the Government's Yellow Card system for reporting adverse reactions dated 26th
May reported the following for AZ/Moderna and Pfizer.

total deaths -1253

Adverse reactions (many serious) - 888,196

Astrazeneca had by far the most with over 695,000 adverse reactions.

Check out  yellowcard.ukcolumn.org for confirmation.

 

activisor

#

#

http://yellowcard.ukcolumn.org/
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2 Reply"

7 hours ago (Edited)

And UK health boffins admit that only about 10% of adverse reactions get reported
thru the system (in the US, theirs is only about 1% according to the CDC/FDA).

This rising level of adverse reactions cannot justify claims being made by the political
elites and their "experts" that "the benefits outweigh the risks". That is complete
nonsense.

It must remain a personal decision whether to take the risks and get jabbed. Those
who decide not to must not be discriminated against in any way. To do otherwise is a
blatant violation of the "Nuremberg Code".  But when has Bluster.Boy.Boris ever
attended to the Rule of Law?

smacker

#

#

4 Reply"

9 hours ago

Screw the lying US government and the CDC, Bunch of monsters and idiots. 
Fisherman Blue

#

#

4 Reply"

9 hours ago (Edited)

I had the mRNA jab x2  hoping that I'll develop wings, or a set of extra arms.

Big disappointment since I could have used them.

However, I now take the double amount of my heart meds, which is an improvement for the
drug making company

Oxygen Likes Carbon

#

#

Reply"

9 hours ago

Sh1te did it affect your heart?
Boeing Boy

#

#

1 Reply"

9 hours ago

That is the only effect I've seen
Oxygen Likes Carbon

#

#

http://storm.clouds.aracari.swift-mail.com/Misc/Sott-plague-of-liars-Nuremberg-Code-outlaws-forced-medical-procedures-which-includes-mandatory-vaccinations.pdf
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4 Reply"

9 hours ago

Like the media says, never question a medical authority or someone in a lab coat.

Fauci never lies.

They would never harm you, Right???

ObamaBidensucks
#

#

2 Reply"

9 hours ago

And if they do, it's for the greater good, so don't worry.
StuffyourVAXX

#

#

4 Reply"

9 hours ago

Within 3-5 years maybe sooner, everyone who got the population reduction vaccines are

going to be fatter, with heart, lung and brain damage, and headed for an early death.

That's what Gates, Fauci, and the WHO and corrupt media, politicians and Elites wanted to
do to you.

ObamaBidensucks

#

#
4 Reply"

9 hours ago

Clearly the CDC does not work for the benefit of the American people.
BigJJ

#

#

4 Reply"

10 hours ago

Shut up and take your vaxxxine, kid - otherwise you'll be a GRANNY KILLER.  You wouldn't
want to KILL GRANNY, now would ya?  Sure, she's only likely to live another 6 - 24 months
regardless due to her advanced age, but that's irrelevant.  

 

CDC = COVID Death Collaborators

Gloobus Floobus

#

#
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4 Reply"

10 hours ago

.... and of the magnetized millions, they are not going to give any explanation? .... Traitors,
sons of b****es ....

Marrubio

CDC To Hold "Emergency Meeting" After 100s Suffer Heart
Inflammation Following COVID Vaccines.

#

#

4 Reply"

10 hours ago

The Media and Government have blatantly told us that some of the vaccinated are:

- getting blood clots in the brain ;

- having inflammation of the heart ;

- excruciating headaches(from mini aneurysms rupturing in the brain) ;

- having their skin fall off ;

To me this feels like the classic illuminati fair warning protocol.

Basically, they don’t like any plan that cannot survive the light of day.

Plus they get to say “hey, we tried to warn you, but you did not listen”.....

paranoid.dragon

#

#

4 1 Reply"

10 hours ago

Pfizer/Moderna have a push on  to get to the little children 4-6yrs old, then babies. "WTF"?
Children are resilient and mostly have fully charged imine systems. Prop media's fear push is
on "Mothers Fear of MIS-C" < a very small percent of children ever get Covid, then only
20% of them supposedly get MIS-C.  Oh but lets rush in and fill there bodies with what
amounts to be experimental vaccines<Smart like dumpTruck!  Lets ruin there young hearts
and give them neurological problems in stead for life, some very shortened.  This Fear push
is a big contributor from the corporate bought media. Hell there's no money in cures, only in
treating long term disease. $#$@#:(

Fred box

#

#

https://lbry.tv/@catarsisman:6/YA-SON-MILLONES-DE-PERSONAS-A-LO-LARGO-DEL-MUNDO-MAGNETIZADAS-TRAS-LA-VACUNA---VIDEO-16--:e
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3 Reply"

10 hours ago

1/3 - This will be the best 20 mins of your life, if you watch the video and read this
article. SO as not to bore everyone, I shall only post it 3 times on this page. Please
circulate as widely as you can; please need to wake up and understand what is
happening. 

https://www.globalresearch.ca/does-the-pcr-test-affect-the-pineal-gland-humans-and-
transhumans-dr-astrid-stuckelberger/5747390

Bob - Enough

#

#

Reply"

10 hours ago

You will own nothing and be happy...cos you're dead.
Nexus789

#

#

Reply"

10 hours ago

the trillions of spike proteins generated by the covid vaccine will absolutely be
slicing into the pineal gland.

the covid spike protein interacts with over 600 proteins in the body:

https://thebiogrid.org/4383848/summary/severe-acute-respiratory-syndrome-
coronavirus-2/s.html

From my efforts so far i’m estimating at least 20% of those proteins are in the pineal
gland.

Pharos is a good resource to look up those proteins.

https://pharos.nih.gov/

 

paranoid.dragon

#

#

https://www.globalresearch.ca/does-the-pcr-test-affect-the-pineal-gland-humans-and-transhumans-dr-astrid-stuckelberger/5747390
https://thebiogrid.org/4383848/summary/severe-acute-respiratory-syndrome-coronavirus-2/s.html
https://pharos.nih.gov/
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4 Reply"

11 hours ago

People would have been better off letting the body deal with this rather than trying to push
an untested vaccine.

As for Berenson, he's not at all concerned about the downside consequences those who
got the vaccine, he's mad at the messenger for bringing this up now. He's mad because
they brought up at all and didn't try and sweep it under the rug.

Berenson is the worst kind of liberal shite, he's mad because now the public has been
proven correct in their reluctance / skepticism to get an untested unknown 'vaccine' and
he's mad because the concern is legitimate, and that throws a wrench into the pro vax (no
choice) agenda.

glenlloyd
#

#

1 Reply"

10 hours ago (Edited)

The public has been proven correct?

Correct me if wrong, but many in “the public” took the jab. Could not WAIT to get in
line to do so, so I am thinking, “the public has been proven correct” is a fairly broad
stroke here ...

I cannot speak for what is or isn’t in Berenson mind, and don’t much give a fuck what
his politics are .. On the other hand I do agree with your first statement ..

Giant Meteor

#

#

4 Reply"

11 hours ago

...and maybe discuss vascular problems like deep vein thrombosis too?

I'm not in this line of medicine but have seen 2 patients with 'disabling' muscular pain
shortly after the first dose.

Side effects are supposed to be RARE. These vaccines do not seem to be so
uncommon....but what do I know, I haven't yet reached year 52 in medicine.

lasvegaspersona

#

#
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5 Reply"

11 hours ago

no offense but doctors dont seem to know sh$t in general. just pill pushers is all i see.
your whole system...like every modern human system...is a giant expensive wreck with
little to show for in last 50 yrs

s0methingfast

#

#

4 Reply"

11 hours ago

NUREMBURG TRIALS NOW!
Bank_sters

#

#

4 Reply"

12 hours ago

As a responsible global citizen of Democratic USSA I make sure all of my infotainment
comes from the MSM.

Stay safe and remember to science!

Capt. MegaHash

#

#

4 Reply"

12 hours ago

Urgent Open Letter from Doctors and Scientists to the European Medicines Agency
regarding COVID-19 Vaccine Safety Concerns...

https://doctors4covidethics.org/urgent-open-letter-from-doctors-and-scientists-to-the-
european-medicines-agency-regarding-covid-19-vaccine-safety-concerns/

A fairly impressive group of signatories.

hoytmonger

#

#

4 Reply"

12 hours ago

My only regret is that I have but one deplorable racist life to give for my progressive
collective.

Oldwood

#

#

https://doctors4covidethics.org/urgent-open-letter-from-doctors-and-scientists-to-the-european-medicines-agency-regarding-covid-19-vaccine-safety-concerns/
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2 Reply"

12 hours ago

There you go, lying again. You know you want a dystopia and not a utopia
zeropopulationgrowth

#

#

Reply"

11 hours ago

Your utopia has limited membership and despite your mindless obedience to its
agenda, you will NOT make the cut. I at least know that much. Take the jab. You'll be
remembered for your sacrifice.

Oldwood
#

#

Reply"

11 hours ago

Your dystopia, will make life a living heII for everyone, so, you won't make the cut
either.

zeropopulationgrowth

#

#

4 Reply"

12 hours ago

Why June 18th and not now?
Psilocube

#

#
4 Reply"

12 hours ago

takes a week for them to move their personal resources into their spouse's name or off
shore. 

de tocqueville's ghost

#

#

4 Reply"

13 hours ago

Wonder how they are going to take out the remaining population that were smart enough not
to get the shot?

Spontaneous Combustion

#

#

4 Reply"

12 hours ago

Starve us out
BEMUSED-CONFUSED

#

#
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10 Reply"

12 hours ago

No need. Your ignorance and Tinfoil fanatsies will do it
Amsterdammerin

#

#

6 Reply"

12 hours ago

A fool and his brains are soon parted...
BEMUSED-CONFUSED

#

#

8 Reply"

12 hours ago

Yes, that's a great way of summarizing what I said
Amsterdammerin

#

#

5 Reply"

12 hours ago

Conspiracy theory denier.
hoytmonger

#

#

1 4 Reply"

12 hours ago

I like vegan eggs
Amsterdammerin

#

#

4 Reply"

13 hours ago

Anybody remember when college football almost got cancelled because of myocarditis, now
it's no big deal.

Really, drink the Kool-Aid.

#

#

2 Reply"

13 hours ago

Too many steroids
zeropopulationgrowth

#

#
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4 Reply"

13 hours ago (Edited)

And young people have essentially zero risk of serious covid complications or death. Great
job azzholes

What do you mean PREMIUM
#

#

4 Reply"

13 hours ago

Shouldn't an emergency meeting be ASAP, not 8 days away?   A lot of people will be getting
jabbed in the next 8 days.

idontcare

#

#

4 Reply"

13 hours ago

They pulled the swine flu vaccine after 50 deaths, and tens of thousands of people died or
became disabled in the years that followed. 

We're at 5000 deaths (at least) with this one, and they're still pushing it.  Do the math.

fackbankz

#

#

1 Reply"

13 hours ago

Link?
devilindisguise2

#

#

3 Reply"

13 hours ago

CDC Vares.  Get a clue.
Hipneck911

#

#

4 Reply"

14 hours ago

Will there be cream filled donuts at the meeting? And real good coffee? 
bikepath999

#

#
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4 Reply"

14 hours ago

I Am Legend or Walking Dead?

Place your bets.

I am betting on the dark horse: Utopia.

pods
#

#

4 Reply"

14 hours ago

28 Days Later.
WeR138

#

#

4 Reply"

14 hours ago

The Omega Man
Hallorran's ghost

#

#

1 Reply"

14 hours ago

Mission impossible 2
GhostOLaz

#

#

4 Reply"

14 hours ago

Not a vaccine, they label it as a vaccine to have immunity to lawsuits, no pun intended. 
They also call it a vaccine to get emergency authorization.  It's not APPROVED, only
authorized, there's a difference.  There's NO law mandating the vax, NONE.  Your employer
can be sued for discrimination or you can claim Workman's Comp if you should suffer side
effects.

liberty2

#

#

4 Reply"

14 hours ago

Considering that they counted every death as a covid death in the last 18 months, do I get
to call everything from this day forward a vaccine death? Just asking for a friend.

What is The Hedge

#

#
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Reply"

13 hours ago

That is one thing, and this is the other thing.
Great Reset

#

#

4 Reply"

14 hours ago

Can't wait for Fauci's next round of explanation. 
Danoc

#

#

1 Reply"

14 hours ago

all rounds are the same:

"it's the Science" 

opaopaopa

#

#
4 Reply"

14 hours ago

"A few minor cases of heart inflammation, nothing to worry about.  Benefits outweigh
the risks."

You know the drill.

Any other product that caused 800 cases of lifelong heart problems in young people
would have been pulled, not pushed, and it's probably a lot more than 800.

fackbankz

#

#

4 Reply"

14 hours ago

Crazy thing is even the ingredients weren't tested for compatibility with each other.
Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#

6 1 Reply"

14 hours ago

arsenic and aborted stem cells?
Capt. MegaHash

#

#
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1 Reply"

14 hours ago

And some outdated horse serum?
CheapBastard

#

#

4 Reply"

14 hours ago

Bob: Hey I know, I have greater than 99.7% chance of not having any issues with a  virus
from China but I think I'll just let them inject stuff that can cause virus like induced heart
inflammation! Brilliant!

Not Bob: Hey Bob, why don't you just do cocaine instead?

 

Great Reset

#

#

4 Reply"

14 hours ago

CBS is actually not burying this.

Makes you wonder.  Or not...

Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#

3 Reply"

14 hours ago

Maybe they know the jig is up and they will be held accountable too?
calculator

#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 14 hours ago

CBS does have me perplexed. About 6 to 8 months ago I saw a turn there. In hiring, in
tepid stories and some subtle push back, little moves that had me wondering. Now
they seem to be lowering the wall. I still don’t trust them as I don’t trust ANY outlet, but
it IS interesting.

Arctic Frost

#

#
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Reply"

14 hours ago

No they arent burying it. The cdc is going to come out and say its all in your
imagination and the vaccine is safe and effective.

Hadrian

#

#

4 Reply"

14 hours ago

I bet you wish We had a Department of Justice.
It was a cool idea.

Cabreado

#

#

4 Reply"

15 hours ago

It's not about the disease.
If it was they would NOT be blocking IVM & HCQ use for 8-10 months.
If it was they would NOT be telling people who have natural immunity to get the shot.
If it was they would NOT be misusing PCR with excessive cycle thresholds.
It's NOT about the disease.
It's all about getting everyone injected with an experimental gene therapy treatment.

It smells like Jonestown to me. I'M IN THE CONTROL GROUP.

TRM

#

#

2 Reply"

14 hours ago

It was the biggest phase III trial ever conducted in the history of biotechnology.
H H Henry P P P Paulson

#

#

4 Reply"

15 hours ago

Please please please let rational and real people prevail and weigh the risks!!  This is a
mother's plea.

BeerBelly

#

#
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4 Reply"

15 hours ago

Remember neither China nor Russia are the one behind this campaign to vaccinate
you...the enemy is closer than you think

me or you
#

#

Reply"

14 hours ago

I guess that can be explained, not particularly convincingly, but possibly wargamed out
to them not? giving their general public a not a vaxx that would kill or maim them.  

Because otherwise this gets a little complicated for me.  

Keep it simple stupid.  

Is our not a vaxx dangerous enough to seriously disqualify it from being administered?

If so.  (And that is still a huge if for many.)  Then is it due to incompetence or by
design?  

Then as you rightly point out.  Our enemies are indeed hiding in plain sight.  But
invisible, thus far.  For most.  As are the implications.

Why are children being given this shot?

If it is dangerous.  How dangerous is it?

What if any complications can be expected, if any, for those not "vaccinated" being in
proximity to thousands, if not millions of relatively unknown presently, persons who
have been vaccinated?

The Canadian doctor video or article making the rounds.  And listed as a source on
infowars as well lists several complications.  Perhaps people should listen to it.  I don't
know.

The fact is, many people, if not personal common sense, should and has been warning
about the possibilities for a lengthy amount of time.

Rest Easy

#

#
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4 Reply"

15 hours ago

Satanists must be eliminated at all costs
Divide_And_Conquer

#

#

2 Reply"

14 hours ago

I'm right behind you buddy.
nowhereman

#

#

4 Reply"

15 hours ago

Next up: Only NAZIS don't get the Fauci Ouchie.
Watt Supremacist

#

#

4 Reply"

15 hours ago

No kidding Doctor Obvious.

BUT extending the duration is probably the wrong move, or if you do, cut the second dose
by 90%.

Hear me now, believe me later.

I Write Code

“Possibilities include only vaccinating children without prior
infection as there is an association between prior COVID and this
adverse effect; giving 1 dose instead of 2 below the age of 20;
addressing the dosage of the vaccine (currently at 30 micrograms
down to the age of 12, which is the same dose as in adults); and
extending the duration between doses 1 and 2 for younger
people,” she said

#

#
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4 Reply"

15 hours ago

Why do you think the Chinese decided for a more traditional vaccine and not the mRNA-
based?

me or you

Wakeup

#

#

4 Reply"

15 hours ago (Edited)

"This is a good thing Mom and Dad. Sure your kid will never play sports again but the
chances of him making a living at it were slim to begin with. Now When can we schedule
him for his booster?"

-Dr. Sickcare

Dr. Gonzo

#

#

4 Reply"

15 hours ago

Good. People have to learn making their own decisions and stop blindly trust (often corrupt)
institutions.

Max Power

#

#
4 Reply"

15 hours ago

Fauci did this.  MSM did this.  Biden Administration did this.  Big Pharma did this.
Schroedingers Cat

#

#

4 Reply"

15 hours ago

Let us not forget the origin...   Bill Gates.
_0000_

#

#
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3 1 Reply"

15 hours ago (Edited)

"I would recommend it and I would recommend it to a lot of people that don't want to
get it and a lot of those people voted for me, frankly," Trump told Bartiromo. 

"It is a great vaccine. It is a safe vaccine and it is something that works," he said.

https://www.foxnews.com/media/trump-urges-all-americans-to-get-covid-vaccine-its-
a-safe-vaccine

"If I weren’t president, vaccine, you wouldn’t have a vaccine for five years, three to five
years would be the minimum. I got it done in less than nine months. And that’s only
because of me."

"And look, I guess in a certain way I’m the father of the vaccine because I was the one
that pushed it. To get it done in less than nine months was a miracle."

https://www.rt.com/usa/522488-trump-covid19-vaccine-biden/

"Just a mention please! The Biden Administration had zero to do with it. All they did
was continue our plan of distribution, which was working well right from the beginning"

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/rebeccadowns/2021/05/15/of-course-trump-wants-
credit-for-the-vaccines-he-deserves-it-n2589509

hoytmonger

#

#

1 Reply"

15 hours ago (Edited)

He's not a doctor and was misled.  Like many people taking the jab...  Misled.
_0000_

#

#

3 1 Reply"

15 hours ago

BS, he's complicit.
hoytmonger

#

#

https://www.foxnews.com/media/trump-urges-all-americans-to-get-covid-vaccine-its-a-safe-vaccine
https://www.rt.com/usa/522488-trump-covid19-vaccine-biden/
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/rebeccadowns/2021/05/15/of-course-trump-wants-credit-for-the-vaccines-he-deserves-it-n2589509
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2 Reply"

14 hours ago

At this point there is no doubt that Trump is NOT still misled- he is 100%
complicit and his Operation Warp Speed will be his undoing. Voted for Trump
twice, second time very reluctantly given his insane government spending and his
Covid vax spending/support/promotion. Trump’s ego won’t allow him to admit his
OWS mistake, eternal life destination doesn’t look bright. Oh and NO WAY did
Trump or any of his family take the Covid vax. 

Befits

#

#

Reply"

3 hours ago

There is something in the primal human mind that has been expolited for
centuries. The need to take sides and to be seen as right and just...It's very
clear how this reflex has been used to divide humans over the years, and
today is no exception. When you see member of supposely opposed crime
families chumming it up in front of the camera, it's pretty clear the fix is in and
we are dealing with a Duopoly.

Chevrus

#

#

1 Reply"

15 hours ago

The global Luciferians did this.
csc61

#

#

4 Reply"

15 hours ago

The heart has almost no repair capability.  Even mild damage at that age likely takes years or
decades off life expectancy.  Seems likely the number of undiscovered cases far far exceed
the number reported.

bringonthebigone

#

#

Reply"

14 hours ago

And a lot of experienced specialists (e.g., cardiologists) retired early this year.
gaaasp

#

#
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4 Reply"

15 hours ago

I don't suppose these genius killers want to tell anyone where the "Emergency Meeting" is. 

Good luck giving away "Your Poison" now Xiden. Dump it on Beijing, DC and Langley
pecker head. 

Falconsixone
#

#

4 Reply"

15 hours ago

I'm a little conflicted, but I guess if liberals want to risk thier kids' health, it's their choice. 
 Kind of like a retroactive abortion...they'll be cool with that.

Jethro

#

#

4 Reply"

PREMIUM 15 hours ago

“Emergency Meeting” = sit around and talk with no action.  Bureaucracy at it finest.

RocketPride

#

#

4 Reply"

15 hours ago

They'll promise to "closely monitor the situation"
Known Fact

#

#

4 Reply"

PREMIUM 15 hours ago

Stupid to treat a NON-EXISTANT CONDITION.............stupid..........STUPID.............. 

THESE PEOPLE SHOULD BE JAILED FOR YEARS AND YEARS AND YEARS FOR THESE
HORRIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS TO TREAT A NON- EXISTANT CONDITION.

Thebighouse

#

#
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4 Reply"

15 hours ago (Edited)

Sheep doing what sheep do.  Sheep let Dominion pick their leaders.  Sheep let the
government stick them with experimental drugs.  Sheep allow them selves to be sheered for
their wool and sacrificed for food.  "Every thing is just the way it should be." - Klaus
Schwab(probably) LOL

 

Justus D. Barnes
#

#

3 Reply"

47 minutes ago

Tip of the iceberg.  Just wait till that roaming spike protein finds a nice nest in the brain a few
months from now.

zedwork

#

#

1 Reply"

41 minutes ago

I told people to wait on getting the not-a-vaccine, but the 24/7 propaganda campaign
was too much for them and they caved in.

Every action has an equal and opposite reaction.

zerofucks

#

#

Reply"

23 minutes ago (Edited)

Or liver or kidney or heart or bladder or lungs. That’s the big lie that it stays in your arm
muscle. It will find a home in a vital organ. It has to in order to work. It’s what mRNA
vaccines were designed to do. Live forever in a vital organ so it will be ready at all
times. 

GregT

#

#
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3 Reply"

58 minutes ago (Edited)

The CDC is a private corporation supported and funded by the Pharmaceutical industry. As
a corporation it is liable to have its corporate charter withdrawn. Criminal corruption is only
one of the criteria. The CDC has long surpassed that criteria alone, and has been involved in
what would be defined as (if private parties did it) bio-terrorism and genocidal acts, as well
as multiple violations of the Nuremberg principles.  Prison would be too good for these
people. The CDC also announced that magically the 2020 flu didn't exist, and simply re-cast
the usual chaos and deaths from flu as "covid', contributing to the terrorization of the
population, most of whom are typically dumber than a box of rocks.

CDC as a private corporation data: www.truthwiki.org/cdc-centers-for-disease-control-and-
prevention/

 

Val_Valerian
#

#

3 Reply"

1 hour ago

The Media and Government have blatantly told us that some of the vaccinated are:

- getting blood clots in the brain ;

- having inflammation of the heart ;

- having excruciating headaches(from mini aneurysms rupturing in the brain) ;

- having their skin fall off ;

To me this feels like the classic illuminati fair warning protocol.

Basically, they don’t like any plan that cannot survive the light of day.

Plus they get to say “hey, we tried to warn you, but you did not listen”.....

paranoid.dragon

#

#

http://www.truthwiki.org/cdc-centers-for-disease-control-and-prevention/
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3 Reply"

1 hour ago

A big ass covering session.  Of course everyone that took the vaccine signed their rights to
sue away as is the case with any vaccine.

BobDobbsJr
#

#

3 Reply"

1 hour ago

Woop!  There it f'k is. Sue the CD f'k C (Center for Disease Coverup).  Even in the face of the
data they still believe the befits out weight the costs. 

Sure. Tell that to the parents whose kid feels like shyte. The CDC has become a utilitarian
experimental mouthpiece for crazy f'k science. 

Pareto

#

#

Reply"

1 hour ago

Why am I not surprised?
Demologos

#

#

2 Reply"

1 hour ago

Fauci wrote, himself, that a global pandemic was WORTH IT.
Jim in MN

#

#

Reply"

1 hour ago (Edited)

I mean, he's not the only one. 

How many globalist lizardscum were popping boners and gushing about what an
great "opportunity" this was?

StuffyourVAXX

#

#
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3 Reply"

2 hours ago

No jab, no phone: Unvaccinated to have SIM cards blocked, Pakistan’s Punjab govt says

"Punjab’s provincial government is turning to coercive measures to increase participation in
its Covid-19 vaccination program, after unveiling plans to disable the SIM cards of people
who decline to get jabbed.
The extreme decision was made during a meeting of high-ranking civil and military officials
chaired by Punjab Health Minister Yasmin Rashid."

https://www.rt.com/news/526262-punjab-pakistan-sim-card-vaccine/

369L 369L 369L

lannister81
#

#

3 Reply"

2 hours ago

whoa.  better not let them get an urdu version of dr. tenpenny's interview.

https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/dr-sherri-tenpenny-explains-how-the-depopulation-
covid-vaccines-will-start-working-in-3-6-months/

jeff montanye

#

#

4 Reply"

2 hours ago

The Salk Institute is worth listening to...

https://science.news/2021-05-07-salk-institute-reveals-the-covid-spike-protein-
causing-deadly-blood-clots.html#

But most dumb sheep have already taken the death jab... hopefully, most
democrats.

DeportThemAll

#

#

1 Reply"

1 hour ago

all my blood relations but me, i think.  maybe the infants were spared.
jeff montanye

#

#

https://www.rt.com/news/526262-punjab-pakistan-sim-card-vaccine/
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/dr-sherri-tenpenny-explains-how-the-depopulation-covid-vaccines-will-start-working-in-3-6-months/
https://science.news/2021-05-07-salk-institute-reveals-the-covid-spike-protein-causing-deadly-blood-clots.html#
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1 Reply"

1 hour ago

Same here..
glenlloyd

#

#

2

1 hour ago

Same...No matter what I've said to my wife she goes and gets inoculated...

Fears messaging repeated over and over for a year is powerful stuff.

Chevrus

#

#

2 Reply"

1 hour ago

Talk about oppressive...man that's bad.

As for phones...there are still phones out there without SIM cards, just start doing
burner phones if you need to, change every month.

If you honestly can't give up the smart phone you have other issues...

glenlloyd

#

#
Reply"

1 hour ago

Sounds like a Gates wet dream.
calculator

#

#

3 Reply"

2 hours ago

As we zero in on the Treason of Fauci, when are the questions about the conduct of the
CDC and FDA come into play? They are guilty of mass murder by hiding effective treatments
for Covid. These murders are still ongoing and could be stopped tomorrow, when is action
going to be taken to expose and name these people?

https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2021/jun/10/tony-faucis-coverup-and-blood-his-
hands/

chubbar

#

#

https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2021/jun/10/tony-faucis-coverup-and-blood-his-hands/
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1 Reply"

2 hours ago

all good questions.  perhaps joe will but kamala right on it.
jeff montanye

#

#

3 Reply"

2 hours ago

As of today, the VAERS site has over 1.4MM adverse reactions listed for the US and its
Territories, and included in these are MI's, sudden Cardiac Arrest, Spontaneous Abortions,
Stroke, etc, etc, etc........

Mount Massive

#

#

Reply"

2 hours ago

Link?? My site link only has 294k reactions & 5165 deaths. 
GregT

#

#
1 Reply"

2 hours ago

He's confusing the EU numbers with US. They have a much more robust reporting
system. Over 14K are dead too, by now.

https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/worldwide-genocide-continues-13867-dead-
and-1354336-injuries-in-european-database-of-adverse-drug-reactions-for-covid-
19-shots/

Indelible Scars

#

#

https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/worldwide-genocide-continues-13867-dead-and-1354336-injuries-in-european-database-of-adverse-drug-reactions-for-covid-19-shots/
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3 Reply"

2 hours ago

Meanwhile federal agencies such as CMS are tightening the screws on healthcare facilities
to track every patient and staff vaccination records.  

Vaccine Reporting Requirements:

CMPs to start on June 14

Last month, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) published an Interim Final
Rule on COVID-19 Vaccine Requirements. 

......If you have not started tracking staff vaccination status, you can ask staff their
vaccination status and for a copy of their vaccination card. Per the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission, you can ask the employee directly for proof of vaccination, but not
their medical information.  WTF??

 

Chaos
#

#

3 Reply"

PREMIUM 2 hours ago

Berwick has another good video about the covid19 long con.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/QowvxodwI71W/

snatchpounder

#

#

Reply"

1 hour ago

great opening certainly.
jeff montanye

#

#

3 Reply"

3 hours ago

https://andrewkaufmanmd.com/true-healing-webinar-series/
Herdee

#

#

https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IFAMwqi8vu4CbeFwCRSOQZQwigvbRW2jLj7UVDEmGHr3azVNE25suiLFnMcYFY0PulCVn3fdBNDICOT9AGaWwATahL6fEzDw3Nfh6uF0P9ugcgbBluzv0lgsaleRddk_CT1oJqRqjyx8oUva2ZcBnJmqSShJ1LPSbYQkFxwC-iAR7VDWoFk81fE8TeDjE-yJpNk13Xeun4n_42D9YJ0z3-UqWbehBeVmlt9L1HNQIqohP7JybVIX-ukDErXrWxRpLU-g7y7mE-GtTt6KUPnwbAIYWNYWuOCjv4OVO5BsvCBsoxbuWOeQ7RX-kYbXPq-MTEl-OSQFW0ODQnCr7hiA-A==&c=NyT6zC0Og9POBOLXzSvaWOq4tsIKaBjVDDRE6k9itjITI7OMUFmdhQ==&ch=Dqb71F-5adz1Lhmh3-4p9Ke2iE4JFtgD0qLzAp6HliS7DSMDkvIi5w==
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IFAMwqi8vu4CbeFwCRSOQZQwigvbRW2jLj7UVDEmGHr3azVNE25suiLFnMcYFY0Pb8y7Df-LIicDt2AMq498az7QOU2khlJTRy2NQp8_vsqBpbz-xvcAx6O-JA9QCk2zYMPGzXsvhu8Jk4zftcssuJIRb1gIEQFbPeeEZhSuzqlVWBcO06V_M1VAgYjuItdeS_D_vOWWyjnnkhn-l37Mr-DN4ZJp5LuqU53zChGknYYJh1It62Q29Zg8c9AUj_Nn&c=NyT6zC0Og9POBOLXzSvaWOq4tsIKaBjVDDRE6k9itjITI7OMUFmdhQ==&ch=Dqb71F-5adz1Lhmh3-4p9Ke2iE4JFtgD0qLzAp6HliS7DSMDkvIi5w==
https://www.bitchute.com/video/QowvxodwI71W/
https://andrewkaufmanmd.com/true-healing-webinar-series/
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3 Reply"

3 hours ago

"Spike protein variants in coronavirus vaccines are the root cause of blood clots, new study
finds

 German researchers claim to have solved the mystery behind the blood clots caused by
the AstraZeneca and Johnson & Johnson coronavirus vaccines.

In a preprint article posted May 26 on Research Square, the team reported that the problem
lies with the adenovirus vectors used by the two vaccines to deliver genetic instructions
inside cells. The researchers said that due to the mechanisms involved in this type of
technology, mutant versions of the spike protein are generated in the nucleus and are then
secreted outside of cells. They believe that it is these mutant proteins that trigger the blood
clots in healthy people who received the AstraZeneca or J&J vaccines."

https://www.cracknewz.com/2021/06/spike-protein-variants-in-coronavirus.html

chubbar
#

#

3 Reply"

3 hours ago

Shudd da up, it's all going according to plan 
Sutch-Is-Life

#

#
3 Reply"

3 hours ago

Should be another good topic for tonight's dinner conversations at G7 in Cornwall.
walküre

#

#

5 Reply"

3 hours ago

Yeah, how can we speed up jabing more people before they find out what we are up
too.

Invert This, Media Matters Monkeys

#

#

3 Reply"

4 hours ago

Climate change effected the vaccine in a negative way 
bikepath999

#

#

https://www.ft.com/content/f76eb802-ec05-4461-9956-b250115d0577
https://www.cracknewz.com/2021/06/spike-protein-variants-in-coronavirus.html
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3 Reply"

4 hours ago

No jab, no phone: Unvaccinated to have SIM cards blocked, Pakistan’s Punjab govt says

11 Jun, 2021 07:47

https://www.rt.com/news/526262-punjab-pakistan-sim-card-vaccine/

El_Puerco
#

#

3 Reply"

4 hours ago

Oh good! If they want to stay healthy they should avoid both the jab and the phone.
Tinfoil_Hatter

#

#

Reply"

4 hours ago

Great, more Pakis emigrating.
pods

#

#

3 Reply"

4 hours ago

An unexpected beneficial side effect for the witch doctors at the CDC.
TessieTickles

#

#

3 Reply"

4 hours ago

What's the emergency?

That they've been caught with their pants down?

hugin-o-munin

#

#

3 1 Reply"

4 hours ago

And to think these GD vaccines are just a cover to ease Covid out now that there's no use
for it.

Who's gonna be held accountable?

Pro_sanity

#

#

https://www.rt.com/news/526262-punjab-pakistan-sim-card-vaccine/
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3 Reply"

4 hours ago

Having a big heart just got serious
captain noob

#

#

3 Reply"

4 hours ago

In the CDC we trust even if it kills us 
bikepath999

#

#

3 Reply"

4 hours ago

We have become walking software packages with no choice but to get the latest drug
updates to fix the previous drug updates. Welcome to the evil matrix 

bikepath999

#

#

3 Reply"

5 hours ago

CDC investigated recent events and said healthy people just get heart inflammation some
times. 

combustion_man

#

#
3 Reply"

5 hours ago

Cancer on a stick to be outdone by death in a needle 
bikepath999

#

#

3 Reply"

5 hours ago

The 'virus' would kill almost nobody at all if you gave them Ivermectin or HCQ Zn
InfiniteGordian

#

#

3 Reply"

5 hours ago

The pieces are starting to complete the puzzle.

 

El_Puerco

#

#
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5 Reply"

5 hours ago

If it's this bad now, just wait until the long-term effects of these injections begin to
manifest.

Fluff The Cat

#

#

3 Reply"

5 hours ago

Oh Boy

Saludos..

El_Puerco

#

#

3 Reply"

5 hours ago

Not to worry the inflammation is only transitory.

 

ThomasJefferson69

#

#

3 Reply"

5 hours ago

Let me know when the drug manufacturers can be held liable for adverse effects...
Petkattash

#

#
1 Reply"

5 hours ago

Ask the dead hamsters.
White Domestic Tourist

#

#

3 Reply"

5 hours ago

Heart inflammation is what they want to distract the audience with (to focus our attention on
non-life-threatening reactions) as I'm sure they don't want anyone to realize the other more
serious health and life implications of what these vaccines were intended to do. 

Magicians do it with their slight of hand trick...look here, but don't look here.

divinekarma

#

#
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Reply"

5 hours ago

The FIRST thing doctors ALWAYS do is check our pulse. It's the #1 indication of overall
health. This is a disaster and anyone pushing these vaccines should be put in a
common grave and be allowed enough room to squirm around for a few days.

KirkPatrickN

#

#

3 Reply"

6 hours ago

Total number of US “associated deaths” occurred on or around the date of receiving the first
or second COVID vaccine is 3,600+.  One third of those deaths, approximately 1,200 people
died within 24 hours after receiving the vaccine.  Those facts don’t lie.

paine

#

#

3 Reply"

6 hours ago

And this is just the tip of the iceberg. The sheep are even queuing up for their injection of
Satan's poker and will continue to do so regardless of what they see and hear about the
syringe of shyte, concocted in the kitchens of hell.  

These government criminals are now attacking the children with this poison. 

deadcat2

#

#

3 Reply"

6 hours ago

I guess pathological liars usually always end up caught out by their own lies as reality
catches up with them. 

I doubt anyone will trust centralised authorities ever again once people wake up to the scale
of their betrayal.

curiousweb

#

#

3 Reply"

6 hours ago

Unless they die in their sleep.
taglady

#

#
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2 Reply"

6 hours ago

thought 9-11 was the bridge too far.  but the sheeple shook it off.

then thought crossfire hurricane for sure.  ditto, orange man bad.

but maybe actually making you dog sick for life will be enough.

hard to say.

jeff montanye

#

#

3 Reply"

7 hours ago

the only cure for covid is the guillotine applied to the necks of morons like fauci, gates etc.
CaMuPaSh

#

#

3 Reply"

9 hours ago

Heart inflammation just means it's working.
Wingit

#

#

Reply"

7 hours ago

Yup. As does death. 
Almachius

#

#

3 Reply"

9 hours ago

Brought to you by the Satanic Elites,

Creating permanent sub-classes for over 1000 yrs.

ObamaBidensucks

#

#

3 Reply"

9 hours ago (Edited)

This is the vaccine, and over-there in that two thick volumes, written on thin paper and small
font are the side effects, please sign here, and here and here.

Oxygen Likes Carbon

#

#
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Reply"

9 hours ago

After all it was designed on a napkin
Solomonpal

#

#

1 Reply"

9 hours ago

You wish you got 2 thick volumes of disclaimer...... ask to see the disclaimer that
comes in the vial boxes, all that is on it is company logo and batch number the rest of
the sheet is left blank intentionally.

Wont Read 

Obamanism666

#

#

3 2 Reply"

10 hours ago

Dr. Mengele, the Angel of Death, would be proud. 
Enraged

#

#

6 1 Reply"

10 hours ago

If you criticize Mengele you criticize science.  
Secret Weapon

#

#

3 Reply"

10 hours ago

People can always find justification for the evil actions by claiming that it was for the 'public
good'. 

Before 2020 kids were vaccinated for diseases that can actually affect them or kill them.

Not anymore.

And there really isn't any, any evidence that kids and schools were the drivers for any
infections.

HC-CZ

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qslcnw-9KbI
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3 Reply"

11 hours ago

if you like your vaccine, you can keep your vaccine..
Zeroscum

#

#

3 Reply"

11 hours ago

Your vaxscheme injury or death is ok as long as you are in the minority of people jabbed. 
Thanks for your sacrifice!

CanadaGoose

#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 11 hours ago (Edited)

Yeah we will mention your sacrifice ad infinitum over the PA at the airport, that works
for you right?

UnpatrioticHoarder

#

#

3 Reply"

11 hours agobenb

How fortunate for governments that the people they administer
don't think…Adolph Hitler

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

“Here in the United States, it’s going to be Black people who really should get it
first and many indigenous people, as well as people with underlying symptoms,
and then elderly people.”

Melinda Gates on who should first get the COVID-19 vaccine.

benb

#

#
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2 Reply"

11 hours ago

Dr. Michael Yeadon, a former Vice President and Chief Science Officer for Pfizer
March 29, 2020

benb

It’s ‘entirely possible’ vaccine campaigns ‘will be used for
massive-scale depopulation’

#

#

3 Reply"

11 hours ago

“ Pack up the family, we’re going for a train ride”.
NoPension

#

#

3 Reply"

12 hours ago

Someone posted this informative video earlier today, info from a real expert, not
some bureaucrat without an intensive science background.  The real experts are afraid to
talk.  

  https://www.bitchute.com/video/wkICPGKisAv4/

Blankenstein

#

#

Reply"

10 hours ago

that video was stunning.

No swearing or cussing, just calm take down of the whole sham.

AWESOME.

 

squid

squid

#

#

https://www.bitchute.com/video/wkICPGKisAv4/
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3 Reply"

12 hours ago

Covid is not just some lulzing matter like all of our other stories! You need to take this super
cereal!

Capt. MegaHash
#

#

3 Reply"

12 hours ago

They are either incompetent or evil.   You decide.
Kernel Sanders

#

#

8 Reply"

12 hours ago

Both!
The Harlequin

#

#

3 Reply"

12 hours ago (Edited)

Just noticed that June 18th falls on a Friday.

Is that a coincidence or cleverly planned so the market can't tank with the weekend
preventing any chaos in the markets and giving the mouthpieces a chance to play some
damage control???

Citizen 5000

#

#

3 Reply"

12 hours ago

I thought that Alex Berenson's "stupid, stupid stupids" tweet was about the parents jabbing
their kids. Nope, it was about the CDC making it public. 
Some people would rather children be sick or die than know the truth

de tocqueville's ghost

#

#
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Reply"

12 hours ago

Wrong. They are stupid because they've pushed a vaccine onto people without proper
testing and while refusing to investigate massive death and injuries. His point is that
they have destroyed public confidence in vaccines by waiting until now....or the 18th to
respond.

He's been after them from the beginning on this.

Oldwood

#

#

3 Reply"

12 hours ago

Just a normal reaction of the heart for when poison is injected into healthy veins.  
argoz

#

#

2 Reply"

12 hours ago

Absent a bacterial source, it indicates an autoimmune reaction...
Md4

#

#
Reply"

12 hours ago

The shot is IM, not IV

The spike protein (and lipid portion of lipid delivery vaccines) does circulate.

Noktirnal

#

#

3 1 Reply"

12 hours ago

Wife and I experienced no side effects,
youshallnotkill

#

#

7 1 Reply"

12 hours ago

That's one of the side effects.
hoytmonger

#

#
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1 7 Reply"

12 hours ago

99.9% have had no adverse effects. I know about 100 people who have been vaxed
and zero issues

Amsterdammerin

#

#

3 Reply"

12 hours ago

look up simian 40 virus in polio vaccine...sometimes this takes a while. 
de tocqueville's ghost

#

#

2 Reply"

12 hours ago

Know a healthy 25 year old who got blood clots all over legs after being a ginney
pig.

argoz

#

#

5 Reply"

12 hours ago

when that first nurse disappeared in Tennessee on the first day that vaccine was
jabbed and the media was there taking video to show everyone how safe it
was...that was a good indicator of what the real percentages are. 

de tocqueville's ghost

#

#

5 Reply"

12 hours ago

All the people in your Beijing-based troll farm?
StuffyourVAXX

#

#

1 Reply"

12 hours ago

Tinnitus is very prevalent among the newly vaccinated.  Thre people I coulndt talk
out of the Vaccine all have it- steroids have helped.

hadriansnightmare

#

#
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Reply"

8 hours ago

No adverse short-term effects, perhaps.  Medium-term and long-term effects - well,
best of luck with those, starting with ADE...

Gloobus Floobus

#

#

9 Reply"

12 hours ago

My wife got thrush, pneumonia and a lung blood clot, but other than almost dying she
is fine.

argoz

#

#

1 Reply"

12 hours ago

you forgot to mention the gonorrhea.
Kim Jong Un IV

#

#

Reply"

12 hours ago

It take time for the spike proteins to accumulate into organs and start the deterioration.
These are now toxins (Dr.Bridle, professor immunology, Guelf. Ontario) . Your body is
producing billions of those and for how long ? No one knows.

armageddon251

#

#

Reply"

12 hours ago

My father saw no side effects from smoking for forty years until he died of COPD and
bladder cancer.

You took an untested injection never before given to ANY human for ANY reason to
save yourself from a virus with a 99% chance of survival.

Now I know you think you're smart, but does that sound smart to you?

Or has your indoctrination disabled that part of your brain that allows reasoning? 

Just do what the government funded experts say, and put your mask back on!

Oldwood

#

#
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Reply"

12 hours ago

Good to hear. Honest question, how are you feeling about two years from now? Not
being a dick, but thinking the anxiety level will be going up.

MMC

#

#

Show More Replies

3 Reply"

12 hours ago

Why am I reminded of cankles being indicted for her private server, then found innocent of
wrong doing? This is theatre to make people think the CDC is actually investigating when
their conclusion is already decided.

Savvy

#

#

3 Reply"

12 hours ago

CDC, NIH, and AMA ver just following orders.
Birdbob

#

#

3 Reply"

12 hours ago

Once again, the comments Did. Not. Disappoint!
Tinfoil Masker

#

#

3 1 Reply"

13 hours ago

Stage 2: weaken the hearts of boys that will be of military fighting age within five years 
BitStorm

#

#

3 Reply"

12 hours ago

I thought Stage 2 was when the 5G-powered nanobots activated. I know my signal
level at home went from 2 bars to 5 after my 2nd jab

Amsterdammerin
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Remember, the people who researched weaponizing viruses said there was no possibility it
came out of the Wuhan lab. Why? Because they had their reputations and money at stake.

Similarly, the mRNA companies say that there is nothing to worry about with these shots.
Why? .....................

George Bayou
#

#
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No problem, DementiaJoe and the demotards always have ole reliable: Orange Man Bad to
blame for all their failures.

KidTwist
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#

3 Reply"
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Concerns with heart inflammation, possible deaths? Let’s call an “emergency” meeting
in... 8 days!!! Peace out homies!

Bernie2024
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#
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Never wore a mask, and never had any flu shot, and I damned sure won't get the jab.

 

Especially when there's a decrepit moron occupying the White House, with all his
sycophant's and lackeys threatening me to take it or else. 

ZTedster

#

#
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PREMIUM 13 hours ago

Interestingly, Chronic Wasting Disease is a prion disease. The deer become much like
zombies as their brains are destroyed.

Maybe a zombie apocalypse isn't so farfetched, after all.

vic and blood
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That started in the eighties, when Rayguns cia started shipping in cocaine for the
blacks and made it crack.

zeropopulationgrowth
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#
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The next 'wild conspiracy theory' that the media has carpet bombed with 'fact checking' are
the people who get the RNA shots developing prion-type diseases a few years down the
road.

They are comfortable with this fact-check, people will forget about it when the prions attack
their brains. 

George Bayou

#

#
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13 hours ago (Edited)

I got my first patriotic injection so I could keep folks around me safe on my trip to Sobibor
but after the first shot they said we will send you to Treblinka. I’m in good hands now. Lovely
staff....

deep-state-retired
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You can take my fake news from my cold, dead brain.
Capt. MegaHash
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You should have got that syphilis treated years ago.
BeePee

#
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X 100 the official adverse events, as it’s known approximately only 1% of adverse reactions
are ever recorded or reported. 

Don’t let your family or friends take this unnecessary and risky ‘vaccination’ 

chiswickcat
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#
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No proof as usual
zeropopulationgrowth

#

#
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But Orange Con Man gets a free pass again right? Well, he's got to. He's soon to be our
'savior' from this hell right? A hell that he helped create in the first place. Controlled Free-
Masonic, good cop bad cop, left / right false paradigm rolls on 

Muscles Marinara
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Some truth for sure, but you cannot ignore the economic and minority job rate and
increased wages across the board

& pinkos&
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If you do as we controllers say and go along with our time-tested Sky Daddy
narratives you get rewarded. If you begin to question our fairytales you will be
punished by the opposite side of the spectrum leadership which we control and are
as well

Muscles Marinara
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I find it hard to decide if Trump was in on the plan or was too believing in those around
him, such as Fauci. Being  a businessman, there is little reason to expect him to have
asked the proper questions without reliable aides, and he had around zero of those. He
was also under constant, often unwarranted, scrutiny and attack by detractors.

That said, if it can ever be shown that he was even slightly aware of potential dangers
from these hastily unveiled "vaccines", he should shoulder any appropriate amount of
opprobrium. Like so many other things, I doubt we, the people, will ever come close to
knowing the truth.

Regardless, I hope he never runs for office again, particularly for president. A recent
article I read suggested his running for the House of Representatives and, if
Republicans were to prevail, he could become the Speaker of the House. He might win
such a race, but I'd rather not see him run there, either. As for the Speakership, and
without looking it up, I believe that the Speaker does not necessarily have to be a
member of the House. It would be worth the popcorn bill to see him put in that position
by a Republican-controlled house if he wasn't even a member. Yes, fun indeed.

GeezerGeek
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There is NO political solution to what is wrong with our country. 

the only way to fix it is to rescind its authority and start over. The Constitution is
impotent. The rule of law is dead. 

We have a quality of people problem and lack of commonality of purpose. The only
way to fix that is to do away with the false notion that we are all equal, that everyone
deserves a vote, and that forced tolerance, diversity and equality are somehow our
strength. 

givenoquarter
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Anybody checking sperm counts

after taking the poke?

BEMUSED-CONFUSED
#

#
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Give me a couple minutes

& pinkos&

#

#
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I can make it a couple hours:

"Nancy Pelosi, naked"

StuffyourVAXX
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Ewwwwwwwwwww

& pinkos&
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That’s Clamala’s white unofficial house role.
Robert De Zero
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Just experimenting as we go along; we’re all guinea pigs now.

From Wikipedia:
Myocarditis, also known as inflammatory cardiomyopathy, is inflammation of the heart
muscle. Symptoms can include shortness of breath, chest pain, decreased ability to
exercise, and an irregular heartbeat.[1] The duration of problems can vary from hours to
months. Complications may include heart failure due to dilated
cardiomyopathy or cardiac arrest.[1]

Myocarditis is most often due to a viral infection.[1] Other causes include bacterial infections,
certain medications, toxins, and autoimmune disorders.[1][2] A diagnosis may be supported
by an electrocardiogram (ECG), increased troponin, heart MRI, and occasionally a
heart biopsy.[1][2] An ultrasound of the heart is important to rule out other potential causes
such as heart valve problems.[2]

Treatment depends on both the severity and the cause.[1][2] Medications such as ACE
inhibitors, beta blockers, and diuretics are often used.[1][2] A period of no exercise is typically
recommended during recovery.[1][2] Corticosteroids or intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG)
may be useful in certain cases.[1][2] In severe cases an implantable cardiac
defibrillator or heart transplant may be recommended.[1][2]

In 2013, about 1.5 million cases of acute myocarditis occurred.[6] While people of all ages
are affected, the young are most often affected.[7] It is slightly more common in males than
females.[1] Most cases are mild.[2] In 2015 cardiomyopathy, including myocarditis,
resulted in 354,000 deaths up from 294,000 in 1990...

NAV
#

#
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13 hours ago

When people get spiked, anything seems possible. Just wait and see what happens at
the two year mark, maybe they’ll glow.

Robert De Zero

#

#
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“safe and effective”............
paranoid.dragon
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#
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Ultimate litmus test of faith in government. Vaxxers fail. The moment all those cheesy 80s
action movies were prepping you for.

Capt. MegaHash
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"WOLVERINES"

& pinkos&
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Vaxxers rule!
BeePee
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You could not rule a bowel movement you uninformed loser.
Hipneck911
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